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Preface
The electronic version of this report1 makes the included programs and applications available to the reader. The markings [ER], [CR], and [NR] are promises by the author about the
reproducibility of each figure result. Reproducibility is a way of organizing computational
research that allows both the author and the reader of a publication to verify the reported results. Reproducibility facilitates the transfer of knowledge within SEP and between SEP and
its sponsors.
ER denotes Easily Reproducible and are the results of processing described in the paper.
The author claims that you can reproduce such a figure from the programs, parameters,
and makefiles included in the electronic document. The data must either be included in
the electronic distribution, be easily available to all researchers (e.g., SEG-EAGE data
sets), or be available in the SEP data library2 . We assume you have a UNIX workstation
with Fortran, Fortran90, C, X-Windows system and the software downloadable from
our website (SEP makerules, SEPlib, and the SEP latex package), or other free software
such as SU. Before the publication of the electronic document, someone other than the
author tests the author’s claim by destroying and rebuilding all ER figures. Some ER
figures may not be reproducible by outsiders because they depend on data sets that are
too large to distribute, or data that we do not have permission to redistribute but are in
the SEP data library.
CR denotes Conditional Reproducibility. The author certifies that the commands are in place
to reproduce the figure if certain resources are available. SEP staff have only attempted
to make sure that the makefile rules exist and the source codes referenced are provided.
The primary reasons for the CR designation is that the processing requires 20 minutes
or more, or commercial packages such as Matlab or Mathematica.
M

denotes a figure that may be viewed as a movie in the web version of the report. A movie
may be either ER or CR.

NR denotes Non-Reproducible figures. SEP discourages authors from flagging their figures
as NR except for figures that are used solely for motivation, comparison, or illustration
of the theory, such as: artist drawings, scannings, or figures taken from SEP reports not
by the authors or from non-SEP publications.
Our testing is currently limited to LINUX 2.6 (using the Intel Fortran90 compiler), but the
code should be portable to other architectures. Reader’s suggestions are welcome. For more
information on reproducing SEP’s electronic documents, please visit
<http://sepwww.stanford.edu/research/redoc/>.

1 http://sepwww.stanford.edu/private/docs/sep125

2 http://sepwww.stanford.edu/public/docs/sepdatalib/toc_html/
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Time domain passive seismic processing at Valhall
Brad Artman

ABSTRACT
Passive recordings from an array of 2500 four component receiver stations at the Valhall reservoir in the Norwegian North Sea were made available from February 2004 and
January 2005 by BP. Analysis of some of the raw hydrophone records shows that the
bulk of the records do not yield obvious, crisp events. Some noise trains that look like
approximately 7 second envelopes of a shot record emanating from the location of the
production/drilling facilities are observed occasionally. Crisp water-velocity hyperbolic
events are sometimes seen which are also centered at the location of the platforms within
the array.
Simple correlation does not yield interpretable synthesized shot gathers from the raw data.
Dividing the correlations by the power spectrum of the traces correlated reveals several
interesting features. There are a few complete hyperbolas in the data that may correspond
to the desired events analogous to active seismic data. Dominating the gathers however, is
a single event from a source probably 40 km to the West of the array traveling at roughly
1450 m/s. The same event is present in both the 2004 and 2005 data. The event locus is
exactly over the Ardmore field in British waters, operated by Tuscan Energy (Scotland)
Limited.

INTRODUCTION
BP, with partners Hess, Shell, and Total, has donated approximately 43 hours of continuous
passive seismic records from the permanent sensor installation above the Valhall reservoir in
the Norwegian North Sea. Figure 1 is a map of the Norwegian oil infrastructure around the
Valhall reservoir between the coasts of England and Norway showing the many developments
in the region. It is 630 km from the Southern tip of the Norway shown and the city of Teeside
in England.
There are five surface structures (roughly over the center of the reservoir), and two wellhead platforms at the North and South ends of the NW-SE elongate elliptical reservoir (both
roughly 6 km from the central platforms). The main fluid export pipeline runs NNW to the
Ekofisk reservoir, about 30 km distant. Figure 2 shows the location of the 13 lines of OBC 4C
geophones installed in the summer of 2003. The +10,000 sensors are permanently installed
on the sea floor, in roughly 70 m of water, forming a roughly 5 by 10 km rectangle. Nominal
in-line spacing of receiver stations is 50 m, while the cross-line separation is 300 m.
Approximately half-way down the North axis of Figure 2, the cables on the Western side
1
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Figure 1: English, Norwegian, and
Danish coasts surrounding the North
Sea oil development area. The Valhall reservoir is in the South-central
area of the map and only 20 km
from English-controlled waters to the
West, and Danish waters to the South.
brad2-areamap [NR]

Figure 2: Valhall permanent subsea
geophone array. Each station measures 4 components (4C) of the seismic wavefield: Pressure with a piezoelectric sensor, and three orthogonal velocities of ground displacement with coil-spring geophones.
brad2-actg [NR]

of the array are truncated. This is where the production facilities are located to which the
instruments are telemetered. Also noticeable is the deviation of the ends of cables on the
North side of lines 5-7 (E=1000m) to the NNW. This is the corridor for the export lines to
Ekofisk. Production facilities are continuously manned and operated, to include: Over 150
total well-bores into the reservoir section, current production of approximately 80,000 b/d oil
and gas from 43 wells, water injection through (at least) 3 wells, generation of almost 80
MW of electrical power with gas turbines, export lines and the continual presence of multiple
modes of transportation1 . Valhall is located in a heavily developed area, within kilometers of
developments in the English and Norwegian controlled waters and is about half-way between
the two countries. Also important to the chalk oil trend of this part of the North Sea is the
rate of subsidence associated with pressure withdraw during production. In its first 15 years
of production (to 1997), the sea-floor subsided 3.5 meters at the crest of the reservoir structure
(Gebara et al., 2000).
1 www.npd.no/engelsk/
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PASSIVE SEISMIC RECORDING

Passive recordings were made available from 30 hours February 15, 2004, and 14 hours January 19, 2005. Of the former, some 7 hours was lost due to a failed disk-drive. Of the 2500 4C
stations, this work uses the hydrophone measurement from each location. The data are sampled at 0.004 ms, and recorded as contiguous files approximately 15 seconds long. Figure 3
shows an example of the character of much of the data. The traces were balanced against each
other, but are otherwise raw recordings.
Figure 4 shows a conspicuous noise-train in a section of raw data. While there are no coherent events, a noise-train about 7 seconds long within the background chatter is reminiscent
of the envelope of a shot-gather. The minimum travel time of the noise-train is at trace 650.
This trace is located at the end of the top half of the fourth receiver line. The various jogs and
cable terminations of this region are associated with the surface facilities on location. Plotted
over the data are time picks modeled as a direct arrival from the location of the platforms in
the plane of the receivers. These were shifted to align with the top and bottom of the noise
train. The velocity used to model this event is 1450 m/s. The fact that there is no velocity
increase for the bottom of the envelope suggests that this feature does not contain reflections
from the subsurface. Similar examples of this type of noise-train are periodically recognizable
throughout data recordings. The source of the energy has a complex coda and a finite duration.

Figure 5 shows a short time window when a crisp series of hyperbolic events is captured
by the array. The top panel is the Eastern half of the array and the bottom is the Western
half. The minimum travel-time of the hyperbolas decreases to the West of the top panel in a
similar fashion to the onset of the noise section in the previous figure. This suggests that the
production facilities are again the source of the energy. The time picks overlaying the data in
Figure 5 are the kinematics of a a co-planar direct arrival from the ’O’ in Figure 6 traveling
at 1450 m/s. Every third pick was plotted to avoid clutter. However, even when plotting all
picks in high resolution, the forward modeling clearly shows that the data are aliased at this
slowness value over the center of the array where the event is not visible. Similar events are
recognizable throughout the records, though this is a particularly clear example.
Figure 6 is a map of the array rotated to convenient field coordinates. The ’X’ symbols
mark the locations of the traces with minimum hyperbolic travel-times that were obvious in
the previous figures. The line containing the minimum travel-time picks shows no inline offset
variation and includes the area around y = 6250 m, which is the location of the platforms
(presumably near the ’O’ symbol). This figure provided the inline location for the picks plotted
in Figures 4 & 5. The crossline coordinate was deduced by matching the picks to the various
observations.
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Figure 3: Twelve seconds of representative passive hydrophone data from February 16, 2004.
Trace number increases from the top left to bottom right corners of the array shown in Figure 2.
brad2-raw1 [ER]
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Figure 4: Raw data with a powerful noise train envelope. The 13 lines of the array show as
the event is repeated and shifted over cross-line offset. The picks are co-planar direct arrivals
from the center of the array traveling at 1450 m/s. brad2-raw2 [ER]
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Figure 5: Raw data with a clear hyperbolic event and time picks calculated for a coplanar
direct arrival from the array center traveling at 1450 m/s are. brad2-raw3ev [ER]

Figure 6: Receiver array in field
coordinates. Marked with ’X’ are
the locations of traces with minimum
travel-times picked from the hyperbolas in Figure 5. Even though the
event is not clear on the central lines
of the array, the line connecting the
traces where it is visible intersects
the location of the surface facilities.
brad2-minloc [ER]
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CORRELATION
Following the theory from Wapenaar et al. (2004), the basic principle of time processing passively recorded seismic records to yield the kinematics of actively collected data dictates
Z
2<[R(xr , xs , ω)] = δ(xs − xr ) −
T (xr , ξ , ω)T ∗ (xs , ξ , ω) d2 ξ ,
(1)
∂Dm

where ∗ represents conjugation. The vector x corresponds to horizontal coordinates, where
subscripts r and s indicate different station locations from a transmission wavefield T . After
correlation, r and s acquire the meaning of receiver and source locations, respectively, associated with an active survey. The RHS represents summing correlations of windows of passive
data around the occurrence of individual sources from locations ξ . The symbol ∂Dm represents
the domain boundary that surrounds the subsurface region of interest on which the sources are
located. The transmission wavefields T (xr , ξ , ω) contain the arrival and reverberations due to
a single subsurface source. To synthesize the reflection experiment exactly, impulsive sources
should completely surround the volume of the subsurface one is trying to image. Alternatively,
many impulses can be substituted with a full suite of planewaves emerging from all angles and
azimuths.
Because windowing individual arrivals from the 79 Gbytes of data associated with the
hydrophone measurement is impractical, it is impossible to honor equation 1 precisely by
correlating traces within time windows when only a single event is active. However, this effort
makes the assumption that processing data in 12 second sections is a reasonable approximation
to the requirement. The available data were divided into three sections for processing: one
13.5 hours, two 9 hours, and one 4.5 hours in duration. Sequential 12 second records from
all the stations were correlated in accordance with equation 1 and the results stacked over the
duration of the (hours long) section of available data. Thus
X
T (xr , ω, ξ )T ∗ (xs , ω, ξ )
(2)
R̂(xr , xs , ω) =
ξ

was calculated where ξ is the set of sequential 12 second chunks of data.

Figure 7 shows correlations from one of the 9 hour sections of data. A trace from the NW
corner was used to correlate all the other traces in the array. If the processing was perfect, the
figure would show something equivalent to an off-end areal shot-gather. Energy to 60 Hz energy was used in the correlations, with cosine tapers beginning at 3 and 57 Hz. Unfortunately,
the image, and the other similar ones, do not reveal anything of interest. Figure 8 plots the
power spectrum of the sum of 100 traces from the gather in Figure 7. Versions of the data
bandpassed around and between the peaks made no appreciable increase in interpretability.
Spectral whitening by division of a trace in the frequency domain with its power produces
remarkable results when compared to simple correlation. Gathers were also produced using
the relation
X T (xr , ω, ξ )T ∗ (xs , ω, ξ )
.
(3)
R̂(xr , xs , ω) =
∗ (x , ω, ξ )||
||T
(x
,
ω,
ξ
)
T
r
s
ξ
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Figure 7: Correlated shot-gather with source location at the left side of the panel. 0-60 Hz
energy was used for the correlation performed in the frequency domain. brad2-cor [ER]
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Figure 8: Power spectrum of the gathers in Figure 7. brad2-spec [ER]

The algorithm was very stable and showed no need to smooth the denominator as is common
practice in similar deconvolutional efforts. In fact, smoothing the denominator across the
trace axis produced large amounts of hard zero results. This can only be explained by large
amplitude, uncorrelated energy on neighboring traces. Dividing a weak sample by a very
strong neighbor will produce very small values. Smoothing across the frequency axis mixes
early- and late-time energy, and therefore is not appropriate.
Figure 9 shows the same gather as in Figure 7 using the spectral whitening of equation 3.
A very clear event is now apparent. Similar features can be seen upon close inspection of the
correlated result after viewing the deconvolved gather. The various features of the obvious
event in the gather reveal important features of the presumed source energy. The event is
coherent across the entire 50 km2 of the array and has reasonable bandwidth. Versions of data
were bandpassed across the intervals between and surrounding the energy maximums in power
spectrum, Figure 8, of the correlated gathers. No coherent energy was present at all through 8
Hz. Five versions from 9-40 Hz showed only minor differences, with the strong event equally
well represented. After 42 Hz, the signal begins to diminish markedly, and no coherent energy
is present at all after 52 Hz.
Events are hyperbolic. This indicates the event could be caused by any solution to the
class of hyperbolic PDE’s. Possible solutions include the direct arrival of a buried source, or
the reflection of a point source from a plane. No line contains the top of the hyperbola. This
means that the source of the energy is not contained within the area of the array. The moveout
of the event is monotonic to the South and East. This indicates that the source must be to the
North and West. Moveout is curve-linear in the inline direction, but very close to linear in the
cross-line direction. The line connecting the minimum travel-times of the event on each cable
deviates from straight only at the far right side. Notice from the map in Figure 6 that crossline
offset there is twice the normal spacing. This indicates that the array is close to the asymptotic
limit of the hyperbolic event in the cross-line direction, and nearer the hyperbola top in the
inline direction. These two observations indicate that the source is much closer to the array in
the inline direction than the perpendicular direction. Given the true geographical orientation
of the array, Figure 2, the source of energy should be somewhere West of the location toward
the English coast.
The fact that the event does not contain the center of the hyperbola, proves that processing

10
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Figure 9: Trace-by-trace spectral whitening applied to shot-gather in Figure 7. Line connecting minimum travel-times almost perfectly straight. brad2-dec [ER]
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Figure 10: Ubiquitous strong event in correlated and deconvolved shot-gathers from data
recorded 9 hours, 25 hours, and 11 months after that used to produce the first panel. The
third panel is a subset of the gather shown in Figure 9. brad2-event [CR]

by correlation to produce conventional shot-gathers has failed. Specifically the requirement
to sum the correlations from many shots in equation 1 has not been honored. If only a single
shot is captured by a passively recorded array, correlation simply shifts the event up such that
it arrives at t = 0 at the source-trace used to create the gather. The moveout of the event will
not be altered at all. I believe the energy is localized in space, but seemingly ubiquitous in
time. Figure 10 shows four lines from the array from the same correlated shot-gather from
the four time periods into which the data volume was divided. The lines are the first and last
two complete receiver lines from Figure 6. The third panel is a subset of the gather shown
in Figure 9. Each trace was correlated with the first trace in the panel. Thus the event on
the autocorrelated trace is at time zero. Some of the character of the panels changes, but the
presence and kinematics of the obvious energy is the same. The last panel was computed with
data recorded almost one year after the data used in the first three panels.
Figure 11 shows four synthesized shot-gathers using data shown in the previous section
concerning the character of the raw recordings. The source trace used for correlation in all
panels was the first trace on North end of line 2 (trace 119). All panels use the deconvolutional
variant of correlation described by equation 3 and show the Eastern side of the array. The
first panel is the first three seconds of the causal lags using the data shown in Figure 4 which
showed the ringing noise-train. No strong events are present, but there are some faint ringing
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hyperbolas that show water velocity.
Correlation subtracts the time to the source trace from all the other traces in the gather.
The beginning of the noise-train in Figure 4 on the first trace (number 119), is at about 3.5
s. The top of the noise train on the last receiver line (trace number 2150) is at about 2 s.
The complicated coda evident in the raw data should collapse to a simple wavelet during
correlation. Therefore, we expect the top of the energy on the last receiver line to lie at about
-1.5 s. The acausal lags in the second panel of Figure 11 show exactly what was expected.
Overlain on the correlated event are time picks modeled with the same 1450 m/s arrival used
to delineate the noise-train in Figure 4. The hyperbolas ring to the bottom (t = 0) of the panel.
Given the long (7 s) coda of the noise train, these are probably correlation side-lobes that are
also responsible for the events seen in the panel to its left.
The bottom row of Figure 11 are the deconvolved correlated gathers using trace 119 as a
source and the data from Figures 3 & Figure 5 respectively. In each case only 12 s of data were
correlated. Faint hyperbolas are discernible in the early time of the right side of the right panel.
The most obvious energy however is in the events similar to the strong arrivals in Figure 9 and
Figure 10.
Correlation masks some of the characteristics of the source energy. The source could be
impulsive or a long sweep containing many frequency components like a vibrator source. The
latter seems less likely. The source could be a single strong event, or many similar repeated
events with low amplitude. Given the presence of the event during all the time intervals in
Figure 10, I favor the latter explanation.
Figure 12 shows the same correlated gathers as Figure 10. Superimposed on the data are
time picks that were auto-picked by amplitude. The picks are not very accurate due to the
effort required to maintain stability. These picks, and the receiver locations, are the data used
to invert for the source location that caused these events. The forward model used for the
inversion was the kinematics of a reflection from an arbitrary plane. Inversions for a direct
arrival from depth were not successful.
is

The equation describing the travel-time of a planar reflection in shot-receiver coordinates
v 2 t 2 = x2 + 4z 2 + 4zx cos α sin φ

(4)

where x is the map distance from the source to the receiver, z is the depth of the plane under
the source location, α is the azimuth of the line x minus the dip direction of the plane, and φ
is the dip of the plane. At the limit of z = 0, the operator solves for a co-planar direct arrival.
Correlating the data with a single source trace subtracts the time to the source trace from each
trace in a gather. Therefore, the forward modeling operator used in the inversion solves for the
time, ts , to the source-trace location using equation 4 and subtracts this value from each trace
in the shot-gather to produce the time differences produced in a correlated panel. Subtracting
ts in the forward modeling operator greatly diminishes the operator’s sensitivity to the terms
on the RHS involving depth. Also, large horizontal distance will result in the first term, x 2 , to
dominate the others. The inversion technique used was a micro-genetic algorithm. The model
space is: Average velocity through which the rays have passed, areal location of the source,
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Figure 11: Correlated gathers from the Eastern side of the array. Top row: Early causal and
acausal lags of a correlated gather using data in Figure 4. Picks on right panel have same
(1450 m/s) velocity and origin as those delineating the top and bottom boundaries of the raw
data. Bottom row: Early causal lags of correlated gathers using data in Figure 3 & Figure 5.
brad2-evtest [ER]

and orientation angles and depth of the reflection plane. The fitness function for the genetic
algorithm was the l 2 norm.
The panels in Figure 13 show the effectiveness and quality of the inversion results. The
genetic algorithm uses a random seed number that determines the characteristics of the first
population as well as how the future generations change. Fifteen seeds were used to find the
source location and medium velocity for all four data sections. Figure 13 is a representative
sample of the four inversion results. The panels in the figure show the convergence of the
algorithm in total (panel 1), and the convergence of the model parameters: velocity, distance
East, and distance North respectively. In each case the vertical axis is the fitness value that
the inversion is minimizing. The relative width of the data cloud at the minimum fitness
value for the 3 model parameters shown reflects the precision of the inversion for this data.
Velocity and distance North are very well constrained, but distance East has a wide region of
minimum energy. Not shown are similar plots for the model parameters associated with the
planar reflection: depth, dip, and azimuth. These parameters were completely in the null space
of the inversion.
Figure 14 shows the forward modeled time picks from the inversions. The best model

14
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Figure 12: Auto-picked time values along event in correlated gathers. Picks are used as data
when inverting for the source location. brad2-picks [CR]

parameters from all 15 inversions were forward modeled and plotted. The points are very
precise in picking even minor deviations from regularity in the array geometry and are much
better at describing the event than the auto-picks in Figure 12. The quality difference between
the picks that went into the inversion and the result account for the residual energy in the first
panel of Figure 13. The inversion was not able to match the bad data because it was required
to honor the laws of physics. Therefore, the result is not able to converge to zero.
Using graphs such as those shown in Figure 13, values for map coordinates and velocity
were selected at the location of the minimum from all 15 inversions. The best velocity for
the three data sets from 2004 was 1460 m/s, and 1440 m/s for the data from 2005 which are
appropriate for compressional waves in the water column. The (x, y) locations measured as
distance from the NW corner of the array in kilometers were: (2.5,-44.0), (2.0,-40.0), (2.4,43.5), (2.75,-43.5) in the rotated local coordinate system shown in Figure 6. Because the
inversion returned very reliable water velocities in all cases, the lack of sensitivity for the
subsurface parameters is mitigated. If the event must be in the water column, the sea surface
and floor are the only potential reflectors. Since the receivers are on the sea floor, the most
simple explanation of these results is that the source is also at the sea floor and reflects from
the sea surface once before arriving at the array. However, at such large horizontal offset,
and shallow water column, the forward model cannot distinguish between this model and the
direct arrival from the surface to the sea floor. Conversely, the source could be at the array,
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Figure 13: Residual energy of the inversion to locate the source of the
energy causing the event in Figure 12. As the inversion iterates,
overall residual energy decreases, and
the standard deviation of the model
parameters diminishes for well constrained members. brad2-inv [CR]

travel roughly horizontally, and reflect back from a nearly vertical object. The latter situation
is not plausible, nor is the direct arrival associated with this model recorded by the array.
Using the values listed above, time picks at every receiver station were forward modeled
for use as data in an exhaustive search inversion. The gray scale in Figure 15 shows the inverse
of the data misfit normalized by the maximum value. The velocities used were those stated
above. The same line is plotted on the panels for reference (8o from the horizontal axis).
All data volumes resolve the source location at very similar locations with almost identical
trends in precision. A request to the Norwegian Petroleum Directorate indicates that there
were no active seismic vessels acquiring data in this region on or around February 15, 2004.
The similar location derived from the data collected in 2005 indicates that surface seismic
acquisition is likely not the cause of this feature.
The geometric construct used to calculate the kinematics of a reflection from a flat plane
is to double the time from the source to the midpoint on the plane. It is also possible that
the source location was twice the distance away and the event is a multiple along the same
azimuth. Another possible ray path which shares the kinematics of the forward modeling
operator is one with three ray paths through the water column. This event begins at the surface,
is reflected up from the sea floor, and then once more from the surface to be recorded by the
OBC sensors. This travel path is at most 2/3 of the distance from the array along the same
azimuth. Similarly, any odd number of raypaths, k, through the water column will move the
source toward the array by 2/k. Therefore, it is plausible to move the source location from the
inversion almost anywhere along the azimuth of the lines plotted in Figure 15.
Figure 16 is a detailed map of the Norwegian and British oil infrastructure around the
Valhall reservoir. Also plotted are the footprint of the receiver array, and the location of the
trace used as source function (G118) for the gathers presented above. Superimposed as a flat
image (and thereby introducing small projection errors) is a map of the British production
facilities in the area. The black line from the receiver array ends in the SW at the locus of the

16
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Figure 14: The forward modeled time picks from 15 inversions are plotted over each panel in
Figure 10. The accuracy of the times is very faithful to the irregularities in the array layout in
contrast to the auto-picked data input to the inversion, Figure 12. brad2-mods [CR]

energy provided by the inversions described above. The location of the source for the events
in Figure 10 is exactly over the Ardmore field in British controlled section of the North Sea.
CONCLUSIONS
The energy responsible for the features in the raw data, Figures 4 - 5, are likely related as they
share a locus at the production facilities and are both characterized by water velocity. I suspect
that the noise-train in Figure 4 is a collection of aliased repeating events similar that found in
Figure 5. Also, the gathers generated with data showing the diffuse noise-train, Figure 4, have
almost identical kinematics to the raw data showing a crisp water-velocity event, Figure 5.
It is possible that some activity on the platforms could sometimes be impulsive in nature or
more drawn out. In either case, the correlated gathers do not show convincing evidence that
the energy penetrates the subsurface after the direct arrival is recorded. Forward modeling
the direct arrival to the receiver stations shows that water velocity events are aliased close to
the source with this array. This analysis of the raw data also shows that the predominance of
observable energy shares a single source location.
Correlating the raw data to produce synthesized shot gathers was always performed on 12
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Figure 15: Sensitivity to horizontal location for the inversions using the four periods of passive
data. brad2-xy [CR]

Figure 16: A small section of the
British infrastructure map with the
Norwegian infrastructure and the location of the energy source inverted
in Figure 15. The inverted locus of
the energy in the gathers (the SW terminus of the black line) corresponds
exactly to the location of the Ardmore
development. brad2-mapa [NR]
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second records. These individual results were summed from 1-2500 times to generate some
approximation to active seismic shot gathers in accordance with the theory of interferometric
imaging. The gathers produced with a single 12 second record, Figure 11, or 15 hours of data
correlated in 12 second sections, Figure 10, show an identical strong event with velocity 1450
m/s arriving from the Ardmore field 40 km to WSW. Less obvious events are also present
in the gathers with locus at the Valhall production facilities in the center of the array. These
events are also characterized with water velocity.
It seems counter-factual to attribute the source of this energy to a distant production operation when major production, drilling, and injection activities within the array have not
generated events that match the power and bandwidth of this most obvious arrival. The British
Department of Trade and Industry 2 describes the Ardmore development. It differs from the
Valhall operation in several important ways. The Ardmore facility has no permanent structures, nor is it connected to an export pipeline. Instead, two vessels are permanently moored
over the field: One contains production facilities, the other is used to store liquids for periodic
transport to shore. This operation has no way to handle produced gas and must therefore flare
gaseous production to the atmosphere. I believe this is the most significant difference between
the two operations, and that the gas flare is the most likely sonic source for the energy recorded
at the array.
With only two main energy sources developing the events in the correlated gathers, the
result does not satisfy the equation which relates passive recordings to active data acquisition.
Correlating events from a single source simply moves the minimum travel-time captured by
the array to zero. Constructive and destructive interference from many events are required
to generate events with the kinematics of an active survey. Sorting the gathers to midpointoffset coordinates yields completely uninterpretable CMP gathers. Similarly, further processing which assumes impulsive sources located at the trace used as source function to synthesize
a gather (migration) is therefore inappropriate. However, having identified the locus of the
energy in the correlated gathers, the equation describing the kinematics of the event can be
used as a mute function or areal source function for further processing.
REFERENCES
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Converted-wave common azimuth migration: Real data results
Daniel A. Rosales, Robert G. Clapp, and Biondo L. Biondi

ABSTRACT
The converted-wave common-azimuth migration operator (PS-CAM) and the single mode
common-azimuth migration operator share the advantage that they need a 3-D prestack
cube of data with four dimensions (t, cmpx , cmp y , h x ), instead of the entire five dimensions
(t, cmpx , cmp y , h x , h y ). The five dimensions can be reduced to four dimensions through
different processes. This paper compares two images of the PS data set from the OBS
acquisition on the Alba oil field in the North sea. The two images correspond to the
following processes: 1. The common-azimuth migration of the data regularized using
Normal Moveout. 2. The common-azimuth migration of the data regularized using PS
Azimuth Moveout. The final results show that the image from the data regularized using
PS Azimuth Moveout is significantly better than the images obtained the image from the
data regularized using Normal Moveout.

INTRODUCTION
Multicomponent seismic data may hold a wealth of information for oil exploration and reservoir characterization. Multicomponent seismic contains energy from converted waves that
is not seen in conventional seismic; therefore, the development of new techniques to process converted-wave data is important. Much progress has been made in many areas of
converted-wave seismic processing, such as stacking, DMO, migration and velocity analysis (Tessmer and Behle, 1988; Iverson et al., 1989; Huub Den Rooijen, 1991; Alfaraj, 1992;
Harrison, 1990). However, more advanced techniques for single-mode PP seismic still have
few converted-wave counterparts.
Common-azimuth migration is an efficient and robust technique for obtaining accurate
single-mode PP 3-D seismic images. This technique takes advantage of the reduced dimensionality of the computational domain. It assumes that the data have only the zero cross-line
offset; that is, all the traces in the data share the same azimuth (Biondi and Palacharla, 1996).
Due to the growing number of 3-D multicomponent seismic data sets in areas where an accurate processing is required to obtain better subsurface images and/or estimate rock properties,
wavefield-based continuation methods, such as common-azimuth migration, for convertedwave data are of great importance and are very much needed in the oil industry today.
Rosales and Biondi (2005) introduced the PS-CAM operator. Rosales and Biondi (2002a)
19
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first introduced the PS-AMO operator and later Rosales and Biondi (2002b) discussed the
geometry regularization problem for converted-wave data. This problem is solved in the leastsquares sense. Later on, Rosales and Clapp (2006) present a more accurate transformation
from a 5 dimensions prestack data cube into a 4 dimensions data cube through the reduction
of the crossline offset for converted-wave data.
This paper focuses on the final image and compares the results on real 3-D Ocean Bottom
Seismic data PS image from the Alba oil field. The two process that we present are: 1.
Normal Moveout plus stacking along the crossline direction and PS-CAM, we refer to this
process as PS-NoMoRe. 2. Data reduction along the crossline direction with the PS-AMO
operator and PS-CAM, we refer to this process as PS-AMORe. The final results show that the
PS-AMORe method produces images with more coherent reflectors along the reservoir level.
Also, geological features (i.e. channels, faults) are now clear and easy to follow and interpret
after PS-AMORe.
THEORY
We review the two main processes that we use to obtain PS 3-D images. The first process is PS
geometry regularization, where an irregular data cube of 5 dimensions (t, cmp x , cmp y , h x , h y )
is mapped into a regular mesh with 4 dimensions (t, cmpx , cmp y , h x , h y = 0). The second
process is PS common-azimuth migration. where we use the regular common-azimuth cube
obtained using PS geometry regularization.
PS geometry regularization
Rosales and Biondi (2002a) introduce the converted-wave azimuth moveout operator. This
operator transforms data from a given offset and azimuth to data with a different offset and
azimuth. This operator is a sequential application of converted-wave dip moveout and its
inverse. PS-AMO reduces to the known expression of AMO for the extreme case when the
P velocity is the same as the S velocity. Moreover, PS-AMO preserves the resolution of
dipping events and internally applies a correction for the lateral shift between the common
midpoint and the common reflection/conversion point. An implementation of PS-AMO in the
log-stretch frequency-wavenumber domain is computationally efficient.
For migration efficiency, we want to use a four-dimensional data cube instead of a full
five-dimensional data cube. The crossline offset axis is reduced to only one element (h y =
0). The traditional process uses Normal Moveout and stacking along the crossline direction
to transform the data from an irregular grid to a regular grid with four axes; however, this
technique does not consider the dip and the variations along the inline and crossline directions.
In this paper, we use the PS-AMO operator to map the data into a regular 4-D mesh. We
follow the method described first in Clapp (2006) and extended for PS data by Rosales and
Clapp (2006).
We use the nearest-neighbor interpolation operator (L0 ) to map the data from an irregular
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NMO

2−D FFT along midpoint axes (CMP_X, CMP_Y)

Compute and apply lateral−shift correction

Inverse 2D−FFT
Log−stretch + FFT
Compute and apply filters

Inverse FFT + Inverse logstretch

Inverse NMO

Figure 1: Diagram flow for the implementation of the PS-AMO operator. daniel1-flow [NR]

mesh into a regular mesh. The PS-AMO operator (diagramed in Figure 1) allows the transformation between various vector offsets. We use PS-AMO to transform data from h y 6 = 0 to
h y = 0. We can think of it in terms of an operator Z0 which is a sumation over h y . We allow
for some mixing between h x by expanding our sumation to form h x = a h y = 0, by summing
over all h y and
a+1h
Xx

,

(1)

a−1h x

where 1h x is small.
We can combine these two operators to estimate a 4-D model (m) from a 5-D irregular
dataset (d) through,
m = Z0 L0 d.

(2)

Equation 2 amounts to just running the adjoint of the inversion implied by,
Q(m) = ||d − LZm||2 .

(3)

The adjoint solution is not ideal. The irregularity of our data can lead to artifical amplitude
artifacts. A solution to this problem is to approximate the Hessian implied by equation 3 with
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a diagonal matrix based on a reference model (Rickett, 2001),
m = H−1 Z0 L0 d,
where
H

−1


Z0 L0 LZmref
.
= diag
mref


(4)

(5)

PS common-azimuth migration
The previous section describes the method we use to obtain a common-azimuth cube of PS
data in a regular 4-D grid with dimensions (t, cmpx , cmp y , h x ). This common-azimuth cube
is the input for the PS common-azimuth operator (PS-CAM). We present a review of the PSCAM operator introduced by Rosales and Biondi (2005).
Point-scatterer geometry is a good starting point to discuss converted-wave prestack commonazimuth migration. The equation for the travel time is the sum of a downgoing travel path with
P-velocity (v p ) and an upcoming travel path with S-velocity (vs ),
p
p
z 2 + ks − xk2
z 2 + kg − xk2
t=
+
,
(6)
vp
vs
where s and g represent the source and receiver vector locations and x is the point-scatterer subsurface position. Common-azimuth migration is a wavefield-based, downward-continuation
algorithm. The algorithm is based on a recursive solution of the one-way wave equation
(Claerbout, 1985). The basic continuation step used to compute the wavefield at depth z + 1z
from the wavefield at depth z can be expressed in the frequency-wavenumber domain as follows:
Pz+1z (ω, km , kh ) = Pz (ω, km , kh ) eikz 1z .

(7)

After each depth-propagation step, the propagated wavefield is equivalent to the data that
would have been recorded if all sources and receivers were placed at the new depth level
(Schultz and Sherwood, 1980). The wavefields are propagated with two different velocities, a
P-velocity for the downgoing wavefield and an S-velocity for the upcoming wavefield. The basic downward continuation for converted waves is performed by applying the Double-SquareRoot (DSR) equation:
s
s


ω2
ω2
(8)
− ks 2 −
− kg 2 ,
k z ω, ks , kg = DSR ω, ks , kg = − 2
v p (s, z)
vs2 (g, z)

or in midpoint-offset coordinates,
s
s
1
1
ω2
ω2
− (km − kh ) · (km − kh ) −
− (km + kh ) · (km + kh ).
DSR (ω, km , kh ) = − 2
2
v p (s, z) 4
vs (g, z) 4
(9)
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The general continuation operator can then be expressed as follows (Biondi and Palacharla,
1996):
Z +∞


Pz+1z ω, km , k xh , yh = 0 =
dk yh Pz ω, km , k xh , yh = 0 e−ikz 1z
−∞

Z +∞

−ikz 1z
dk yh e
= Pz ω, km , k xh , yh = 0


−∞

 b
≈ Pz ω, km , k xh , yh = 0 A ω, km , k xh e−i kz 1z .

(10)

Since common-azimuth data is independent of k yh , the integral can be pulled inside and analytically approximated by the stationary-phase method (Bleinstein, 1984). The application of
the stationary-phase method is based on a high-frequency approximation. Rosales and Biondi
(2005) present the stationary-path approximation for converted-wave data.
The expression for kbz comes from substituting the stationary-path approximation into the
expression for the full DSR equation (9):


kbz = DSR ω, km , kh x ,b
kh y (z), z
(11)
where

q

b
kh y (z) = k ym q

ω2
vs2 (g,z)
ω2
vs2 (g,z)

−
−

1
4 (k xm

+ k xh

)2 −

1
(k
4 xm

+ k xh

)2 +

r
r

ω2
v 2p (s,z)
ω2
v 2p (s,z)

− 14 (k xm − k xh )2
−

1
(k
4 xm

− k xh

)2

.

(12)

The combination of the PS geometry regularization method and PS common-azimuth migration produces the final image from a converted-wave data set.
REAL DATA RESULTS
We use a portion of the real data set from the Ocean Bottom Seismograph (OBS) acquisition
above the Alba oil field. The Alba oil field is located in the UK North Sea and elongates
along a NW-SE axis. The oil reservoir is 9 km long, 1.5 km wide, and up to 90 m thick
subsea (Newton and Flanagan, 1993). The 3-D OBS data set has been already preprocessed
and separated into a PP and a PS section. The subset of the data set consists of 250 inline
CMPs, 50 crossline CMPs, 200 inline half-offset, and 40 crossline half-offset.
This section compares the result of the traditional method with the proposed method. The
traditional method uses Normal moveout plus stacking to obtain the common-azimuth data
cube, followed by PS common-azimuth migration, we refer to this method as PS-NoMoRe.
The proposed method uses the data regularized using PS-AMO followed by PS commonazimuth migration, we refer to this method as PS-AMORe.
Figure 2 shows the first comparison between the PS-NoMoRe result (left) and the PSAMORe result (right). From top to bottom four depth slices at 300, 400, 500, 600 m. Note
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that the acquisition artifacts are stronger in the PS-NoMoRe result than in the PS-AMORe
result. At a depth of 600 m the acquisition artifacts are no longer present in the PS-AMORe
result.

Figure 2: Comparison for several depth slices, of the PS-NoMoRe result (left) and the PSAMORe result (right). Note how the acquisition artifacts are healed in after the PS-AMO
correction and they are gone at a shallower depth with respect to the NMO correction.
daniel1-ps_zslice_comp2 [CR]
The following results and comparison focus between the relative depths from 0 m and 1300
m. Figures 3 and 4 correspond to the PS-NoMoRe and the PS-AMORe results, respectively.
The ovals marked as “A” in the inlines present events that are stronger in the PS-AMORe result
and are not present in the PS-NoMoRe result. Note first at the very top of the ovals that the
reflectors are more clearly defined after PS-AMORe. Right underneath the mark “A” inside the
ovals there is an event in the PS-AMORe result that can not be followed in the PS-NoMoRe
result. The same can be said about the main event at depth 720 right where the inline and
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crossline sections intersect. The ovals marked as “B” also presents more continuity in the
events using PS-AMORe, primarily the event at a depth of 720 m. The ovals marked as “C” in
the depth slices shows a channel in the PS-AMORe result that is not clear using PS-NoMoRe.
Figures 5 and 6 show other sections on the PS-NoMoRe result and the PS-AMORe result,
respectively. The geological feature marked by ovals “A” is better defined in the PS-AMORe
result than in the PS-NoMoRe result. At the reservoir level, the ovals marked as “B” and “C”
show the reservoir with better horizontal continuity and stronger amplitude after PS-AMORe
process.
DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS
The PS-AMO operator that we used had the advantage of not demanding data in the CRP domain. This operator, as a cascade operation of PS-DMO and its inverse, internally performs the
CMP to CRP lateral-shift correction, since the PS-DMO operator does it as well. Therefore,
a priori CRP binning was not necessary before applying azimuth moveout to converted-wave
data. The PS-AMO operator had two main characteristics: 1) it preserved the resolution of the
dipping events, and 2) it corrected for the spatial lateral shift of the common reflection point.
PS-AMO has several applications. In this work, we tested the operator for the problem of
irregular geometries; more specifically the converted-wave portion of OBS seismic data. In
this case, the geometry-regularization problem was handled in the least-squares sense.
The real data results show that the method proposed in this paper, that is, the PS-AMO
geometry regularization followed by PS common-azimuth migration (PS-AMORe), produces
results significantly better than the traditional process (PS-NoMoRe).
The PS-AMORe method enhances the main events in the final image, improves the continuity of the reflectors and recovers geological features that are lost with the traditional method
(PS-NoMoRe).
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Figure 3: 3-D image displayed with depth slice at 720 m, inline section from crossline=175
m, and crossline section from inline=4650 m. This result corresponds to the PS-NoMoRe
process. daniel1-ps_migstk_4_ant [CR]
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Figure 4: 3-D image displayed with depth slice at 720 m, inline section from crossline=175 m,
and crossline section from inline=4650 m. This result corresponds to the PS-AMORe process.
daniel1-ps_amostk2_4_ant [CR]
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Figure 5: 3-D image displayed with depth slice at 720 m, inline section from crossline=175
m, and crossline section from inline=2150 m. This result corresponds to the PS-NoMoRe
process. daniel1-ps_migstk_5_ant [CR]
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Figure 6: 3-D image displayed with depth slice at 720 m, inline section from crossline=175 m,
and crossline section from inline=2150 m. This result corresponds to the PS-AMORe process.
daniel1-ps_amostk2_5_ant [CR]
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Wave-equation inversion prestack Hessian
Alejandro A. Valenciano and Biondo Biondi

ABSTRACT
The angle-domain Hessian can be computed from the subsurface-offset domain Hessian
by an offset-to-angle transformation. An understanding of how the seismic energy is
distributed with reflection angle can be gained by explicitly computing the angle-domain
Hessian. The Hessian computation in a model with a single reflector under a Gaussian
velocity anomaly (creating uneven illumination) illustrates the theory.

INTRODUCTION
Seismic imaging using non-unitary migration operators (Claerbout, 1992) often produces images with reflectors correctly positioned but biased amplitudes (Nemeth et al., 1999; Duquet
and Marfurt, 1999; Ronen and Liner, 2000; Chavent and Plessix, 1999). One way to solve
this problem is to apply inversion theory (Tarantola, 1987), where the image can be obtained
by convolving the migrated image with the inverse of the Hessian matrix. However, when
the dimensions of the problem get large, the explicit calculation of the Hessian matrix and its
inverse becomes unfeasible.
To reduce the size of the problem Valenciano and Biondi (2004) proposed to compute the
Hessian in a target-oriented fashion. By explicitly computing the Hessian, the zero-offset inverse image can be obtained using an iterative inversion algorithm (Valenciano et al., 2005a,b).
This approach renders unnecessary an explicit computation of inverse of the Hessian matrix.
In this paper we show an example of the computation of the wave-equation angle-domain
Hessian. It was defined by Valenciano and Biondi (2005) via an offset-to-angle transformation
(Fomel, 2004; Sava and Fomel, 2003). Since the angle-domain Hessian matrix is explicitly
computed, a better understanding of the uneven illumination in complex subsurface scenarios
can be gained. We illustrate our method by computing the Hessian for a model that contains
one reflector under a Gaussian velocity anomaly which creates uneven illumination.

EXPANDING HESSIAN DIMENSIONALITY
Valenciano et al. (2005b) define the zero subsurface-offset domain Hessian by using the adjoint
of the zero subsurface-offset domain migration as the modeling operator L. Then the zero31
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subsurface-offset inverse image can be estimated as the solution of a non-stationary leastsquares filtering problem, using an iterative inversion algorithm (Valenciano et al., 2005a,b).
From the results reported by Prucha et al. (2000), Kuehl and Sacchi (2001), and Valenciano
et al. (2005a), regularization in the reflection angle dimension is necessary to stabilize the
wave-equation inversion problem. That is why Valenciano and Biondi (2005) defined the
wave-equation angle-domain Hessian from the subsurface offset wave-equation Hessian via
an angle-to-offset transformation (Fomel, 2004; Sava and Fomel, 2003).
The next subsections summarize the theory presented in (Valenciano et al., 2005b).
Subsurface-offset Hessian
The prestack migration image (subsurface offset domain) for a group of shots positioned at
xs = (xs , ys , 0) and a group of receivers positioned at xr = (xr , yr , 0) can be given by the adjoint
of a linear operator L acting on the data-space d(xs , xr ; ω) as
m(x, h) = L0 d(xs , xr ; ω)
XXX
X0 X0
=
G0 (x + h, xs ; ω)G0 (x − h, xr ; ω)
d(xs , xr ; ω),
ω

xs

xr

(1)

x

h

where G(x, xs ; ω) and G(x, xr ; ω) are respectively the Green’s functions from the shot position
xs and from the receiver position xr to a point in the model space x, and h = (h x , h y ) is the
X0
X0
subsurface offset. The symbols
and
are spray (adjoint of the sum) operators in
h
x
the subsurface offset and model space dimensions, respectively. The Green’s functions are
computed by means of the one-way wave-equation.
The synthetic data can be modeled (as the adjoint of equation 1) by the linear operator L
acting on the model space m(x, h) with x = (x, y, z) and h = (h x , h y )
d(xs , xr ; ω) = Lm(x, h)
X0 X0 X0
XX
m(x, h),
G(x − h, xr ; ω)G(x + h, xs ; ω)
=
x

X0

h

X0

where the symbols
,
, and
xr
xs
frequency dimensions, respectively.

xr

X0

ω

xs

(2)

ω

are spray operators in the shot, receiver, and

The quadratic cost function is
S(m) =

1 XXX
kd − dobs k2 ,
2 ω x x
s

(3)

r

and its second derivative with respect to the model parameters m(x, h) and m(x0 , h0 ) is the
subsurface offset Hessian:
XX
X
H(x, h; x0 , h0 ) =
G0 (x + h, xs ; ω)G(x0 + h0 , xs ; ω)
G0 (x − h, xr ; ω)G(x0 − h0 , xr ; ω).
ω

xs

xr

The next subsection shows how to use the subsurface-offset domain Hessian to compute the
angle Hessian following the Fomel (2004) approach.

Angle-domain Hessian
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Angle-domain Hessian
Fomel (2004) define an image space transformation from subsurface offset to reflection and
azimuth angle as:
m(x, 2) = T0 (2, h)m(x, h),

(4)

where 2 = (θ , α) are the reflection and the azimuth angles, and T0 (2, h) is the adjoint of the
angle-to-offset transformation operator (slant stack).
Substituting the prestack migration image (subsurface offset domain) in equation 1 into
equation 4 we obtain the expression for the prestack migration image in the angle-domain that
follows:
m(x, 2) = T0 (2, h)L0 d(xs , xr ; ω),

(5)

The synthetic data can be modeled (as the adjoint of equation 5) by the chain of linear
operator L and the angle-to-offset transformation operator acting on the model space,
d(xs , xr ; ω) = LT(2, h)m(x, 2),

(6)

and its second derivative with respect to the model parameters m(x, 2) and m(x0 , 20 ) is the
angle-domain Hessian
H(x, 2; x0 , 20 ) = T0 (2, h)H(x, h; x0 , h0 )T(20 , h0 ).

(7)

NUMERICAL RESULTS
The TRIP synthetic dataset was created from a model with a constant-reflectivity flat reflector
lying beneath a Gaussian low velocity anomaly (Figure 1). The data was modeled with the
following acquisition geometry: the shots and receivers were positioned every 10 m on the
interval x = [−2.0, 2.0] km . We also show rays from the shot position x = 1 km, to stress the
point that the Gaussian anomaly produces an irregular angle of incidence of waves over the
flat reflector (also an irregular sampling of the emergence angles at the surface).
Figures 2 and 3 show the subsurface-offset domain migration and the corresponding angledomain migration. Notice the different patterns created by the uneven illumination in offset
and angle. The subsurface offset is a less intuitive domain than the reflection angle. From
Figure 2 it is difficult to interpret at which angles was the reflector illuminated while from
Figure 3 it is obvious. At the center of the acquisition the reflector is illuminated from 0 ◦ to
45◦ . The corner of the reflector is only illuminated at small reflection angles. But in between,
due to the low velocity anomaly, there are angles where there is no image.
Figures 4 and 5 show the subsurface-offset domain Hessian (15 × 15 coefficients filter).
The first (Figure 4) shows the diagonal terms. The second (Figure 5) shows the Hessian
off-diagonal terms at four different model space positions. From Figure 5a to Figure 5d the
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Figure 1: Gaussian anomaly velocity model with overlay rays showing the uneven illumination
of the reflector. alejandro1-rays [CR]

Figure 2: Shot-profile migration image in the subsurface-offset domain.
alejandro1-mig_off [CR]
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Figure 3:
Shot-profile migration image in the angle domain
alejandro1-mig_ang [CR]

Figure 4:
Diagonal of the
subsurface-offset domain Hessian.
alejandro1-illu_off16 [CR]

coordinates go from x1 = (2.0, 0.), at the center of the acquisition, to x4 = (2.0, 1.5), at the
corner of the acquisition.
From Figure 4 we could interpret that the reflector has the maximum illumination at x =
0.72 km position, but from Figure 5c we can see that the filter shape is tilted (differently
than Figure 5a). No more conclusions seems obvious from this Figures rather than there is
information hidden in the off-diagonal terms of the subsurface-offset domain Hessian.
Figures 6 and 7 show the angle Hessian (15 × 15 coefficients filter). The first (Figure 6)
shows the diagonal terms. The second (Figure 7) shows the Hessian off-diagonal terms at
four different model space positions. From Figure 7a to Figure 7d the coordinates go from
x1 = (2.0, 0.), at the center of the acquisition, to x4 = (2.0, 1.5), at the corner of the acquisition.
The diagonal of the angle Hessian looks similar to the diagonal of the subsurface-offset
domain Hessian. But the "filter coefficients" look different. The angle dimension lacks of
resolution to be able to interpret which angles get more illumination. The interpretation and
improvement of resolution of the angle Hessian are topics of future research.
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Figure 5: Subsurface-offset Hessian matrix off-diagonal elements for four different x positions
a) x = 0 km, b) x = 0.25 km, c) x = 0.72 km, and d) x = 1.5 km. alejandro1-filt_off16
[CR,M]

CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE RESEARCH
The wave-equation angle-domain Hessian can be computed from the subsurface offset waveequation Hessian via an angle-to-offset transformation following the approach presented by
Fomel (2004).
The Hessian computation in a model with a single reflector under a Gaussian velocity
anomaly shows that the angle dimension lacks of resolution to be able to interpret which
angles get more illumination. The interpretation and improvement of resolution of the angle
Hessian topics of future research.
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Figure 6: Diagonal of the angle Hessian. alejandro1-illu_ang16 [CR]
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Figure 7: Angle Hessian matrix off-diagonal elements for four different x positions a) x = 0
km, b) x = 0.25 km, c) x = 0.72 km, and d) x = 1.5 km. alejandro1-filt_ang48 [CR,M]
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How much precision do we need in wave-equation based
migration?
Robert G. Clapp

INTRODUCTION
Seismic processing has always been computationally intensive. Data problems are growing
in size, there is a continual push for faster processing turn around times, and a need for more
sophisticated (computationally demanding) methodologies. As a result the industry is always
interested in new technologies that promise significant speedups.
Three technologies that are currently look promising are Floating Point Gate Arrays (FPGAs)(He et al., 2004), Graphical Processing Units (GPUs), and the Cell processor. All of
these technologies, at least in theory, promise at least an order of magnitude speed up compared to a traditional processor, either today or in the near future. A primary bottleneck with
each technology is the time involved in transferring data from main memory, through the processor, to the hardware, and back. There are two different ways to address this problem, a
faster interconnect or transferring less data. Currently there is significant work being done to
provide a faster interconnect1 , but these are generally theoretical at this stage and only reduce,
but don’t eliminate the problem. Therefore it is worth attacking the problem of reducing the
amount of data that needs to be transfered.
Donoho and Polzer (1999) discuss methodologies for compressing seismic data. A more
basic approach is to build on the sine-bit recording experience(Cochran, 1973). It was shown
that by just recording whether the earth was moving up or down, a good representation of the
earth could be generated (Houston and Richard, 2004).
In this paper I attempt to test the degradation in image quality of reducing the precision of
a downward continuation based migration(Gazdag and Sguazzero, 1985) . I show that nearly
identical results can be achieved by using 1/4 of the number of bits to describe the input. In
addition I demonstrate that the migration result is only marginally affected by reducing the
precision within the migration algorithm. I conclude by commenting on what these results
mean the viability of FPGAs for migration.
1 http://www.gridtoday.com/03/0609/101530.htm
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INPUT DATA PRECISION
To understand why we can reduce the precision of our input data without meaningful loss
in final image quality it is important to remember that migration is summing along a surface
in multi-dimensional space. Imagine the process of forming an image m at a given i x, i y,
and i z. To form this one point in image space involves a summation over a five-dimensional
(t, h x , h y , m x , m y ) input space of the data d multiplied by the Green’s function G,
m(i x, i y, i z) =

ndhx
nt
X ndhy
X ndmx
X ndmy
XX

G(i , j, k,l, m, i x, i y, i z)d(i , j, k,l, m),

(1)

m=1 l=1 k=1 j =1 i=1

where ndhx, ndhy, ndmx, ndmy, and nt are the maximum number of samples of the data
in all five dimensions. In reality G is limited by aperture range in space and only has a few
non-zero elements along the time axis, but still we are summing over a very large number of
points to form a single output location.
When we reduce the precision of our data what we are really doing is introducing an error
in each data sample, as a result Equation(1) becomes
m(i x, i y, i z) =

ndhx
nt
X ndhy
X ndmx
X ndmy
XX

=1 j =1 k=1 l=1 m=1

G(i , j, k,l, m, i x, i y, i z)(d(i , j , k,l, m) + e(i , j, k,l, m)),
(2)

where e is the error associated with reducing the data precision. When we reduce the precision
we are quantizing our data. The quantization process is zero mean and has a standard deviation
2
of q12 where q is our quantization interval. G has relatively low amplitude variation so should
not emphasize the quantization error in any coherent manner. For this analysis we can think
of rewriting Equation (2) as
m(i x, i y, i z) =

ndhx
nt
X ndhy
X ndmx
X ndmy
XX

i=1 j =1 k=1 l=1 m=1

G(i , j, k,l, m, i x, i y, i z)d(i , j, k,l, m) + G approx

n
X
i

e(i ),
(3)

where n is the number of non-zero elements of G and G approx is a scalar with the mean nonzero value of G. Most error analysis theory assumes that our errors have a normal rather than
an uniform distribution, so we won’t get quite the same level of error reduction, but generally
the error emig in our migration result by quantizing are data should be a little higher than
σ
emig = √
n
q2
=
√
12 n

(4)

The size of n is going to depend on what type of problem we are doing. If we want velocity
information, our image space has an offset or angle axis n will be smaller and we will have to
have a smaller quantization step to obtain an equivalent image.
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Figure 1: The result of migrating with a reduced precision input. The left column is the
migration result. The center column is the difference between the full precision migration and
the reduced precision image clipped at the same level is the migration. The right column is the
same as the center panel, clipped at 1/10 the value. The top row is quantized at .25 (two bits).,
the center row at .0625 (four bits), and the bottom row at .015625 (six bits). bob2-bitinput
[ER,M]

DATA QUANTIZATION RESULTS
To test the validity of reducing the data precision I simulated a reduced byte representation by
first normalizing the dataset so its maximum value is one and then using various quantization
intervals. Figure 1 shows three different quantization levels. The left column is the migration result. The center column is the difference between the full precision migration and the
reduced precision image clipped at the same level as the migration. The right column is the
same as the center panel but clipped at 1/10 of the value. The top row is quantized at .25 (two
bits)., the center row at .0625 (four bits), and the bottom row at .015625 (six bits). At two bits
you can see some very minor differences in structure and a significant difference in amplitude
the quantized image. At four bits the error is only noticeable at 1/10th the clip, and at six bits
the error has almost completely disappeared.
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If we assume that our migration aperture is 200 samples with 50 offsets and 2 non-zero
elements in G in time we get an error reduction of about 140 through the migration process.
The image on the screen is an eight bit representation of the migration result. The data is
clipped at 40% of the maximum value. As a result we should need 256
= 640 quantization
.4
640
intervals without the migration process and a little more than 140 ≈ 5 after. Which is confirmed
by our test. Two bits wasn’t sufficient four bits was. If we decrease our clip (right panel) by
a factor of ten we should need a little more than 640∗10
140 ≈ 46 intervals which explains why the
error is eliminated using 6 bits.
If we form angle gathers rather than just the zero offset image we are summing over very
few points in the offset space to form each angle.
√ If we assume each angle is on average formed
from two offsets we get an error reduction of 20 ∗ 2 ∗ 2 = 30. So an average should take two
more bits to form a good angle domain image. Figure 2 confirms this hypothesis. The columns
follow the same structure as Figure 1. The top row is equivalent to 4 bit representation, the
center row 6 bit, and to bottom row 8 bit. As predicted two more bits are needed. The top
1
panel shows significant error at the migration clip, the center panel only shows error at 10
the
clip and the bottom panel shows no meaningful error.
For 3-D problems the number of bits that are needed should further reduce. Instead of
summing over 15000 points to form a single image space in this small 2-D synthetic the
number quickly jumps to more than 10000000, increasing the error reduction factor to more
than 3000 for post-stack images and 300 for prestack images. As a result even less precision
is needed to achieve the same result. A significant caveat is where to begin the quantization
intervals. In areas with very strong noise (ground roll) or a strong reflector (salt) a clip before
introducing the quantization intervals is a good idea.
INTERNAL PRECISION
The above sections assumed that the data was automatically converted to a floating point representation throughout the migration process. If you can and want to completely implement
your migration on an external hardware device than the initial reduced bit precision is acceptable. The more likely scenario is that part of the migration process will be implemented on
the processor and part on an external hardware device. FPGAs, GPUs, and the cell processor
excel at certain tasks, but perform quite poorly at others. For example, implementing something that is ‘if’ statement intensive on an FPGA is not efficient. As a result quantization of
the input data alone is not sufficient.
Downward continuing a wavefield in a v(x, z) medium has three basic computational parts
that are constantly repeated: multiplication by a correction factor, Fast Fourier Transform
(FFT), and multiplication by a complex exponential. At least two, and potentially all three,
would be good candidates for an FPGA. Other portions of the downward continuation process
such as managing wavefields to handle multiple reference velocities would be inappropriate.
As a result what we need to limit are internal data representation so we can reduce the number
of bits that need to be sent to and from the external hardware device. This makes the error
analysis of the last section much more complicated.
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Figure 2: The result of migrating with a reduced precision input. The left column is the
migration result. The center column is the difference between the full precision migration and
the reduced precision image clipped at the same level is the migration. The right column is
the same as the center panel, clipped at 1/10 the value. The top row is equivalent to 4 bit
representation, the center row 6 bit, and to bottom row 8 bit. bob2-angle [ER,M]

The fact that we only need to produce an image that is accurate to about 1000 quantization
intervals gives us some hope. The FFT operation is a series of integrals, so the same error
analysis can be performed. We are not summing over a large number of points at every step
in the downward continuation process so we will need more precision than before. Figure 3 is
the same design as Figures 1 and 2. The top row simulates six bits, the center 8 bits, and the
bottom 9 bits. In this case it takes 9 bits to get the error down to less than 1%.
To produce acceptable angle gathers requires significantly more bits. Figure 4 is in the
same form as the previous figures. The top row simulates nine bits, the center 11 bits, and the
bottom row 12 bits. To get the error below two percent requires a significant bit representation,
but for almost all applications the nine bit representation is more than acceptable.
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Figure 3: The result of migrating with a reduced precision input. The left column is the
migration result. The center column is the difference between the full precision migration and
the reduced precision image clipped at the same level is the migration. The right column is the
same as the center panel, clipped at 1/10 the value. The top row simulates six bits, the center
8 bits, and the bottom 9 bits. bob2-ints [ER,M]

FPGA

The quantization approach used in this paper has an added advantage when dealing with current FPGA hardware. FPGAs, like early processors, are much more efficient on integer operations, than floating point operations. In addition they provide much more precision flexibility
than traditional processors. Floating point arithmetic can be replaced by fixed-point integer
math. Early work suggests that FFT portion of migration can be sped up by a factor of 3-10
given current hardware.
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Figure 4: The result of migrating with a reduced precision input. The left column is the
migration result. The center column is the difference between the full precision migration and
the reduced precision image clipped at the same level is the migration. The right column is the
same as the center panel, clipped at 1/10 the value. The top row simulates nine bits, the center
11 bits, and the bottom row 12 bits. bob2-ang [ER,M]
CONCLUSIONS
In this paper I showed that data at 32 bit floating bit precision is not needed to form an accurate
migration image. It takes only four bits to form an acceptable zero offset image and six bits
for a prestack image. The representation of the wavefield within the migration can also be
reduced by at least a factor of two. These results offer promise in making external hardware
processing solutions, such as FPGAs, GPUs, and the cell processor, effective in the near term.
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Image-space surface-related multiple prediction

Brad Artman and Ken Matson

ABSTRACT
The first step in surface-related multiple elimination (SRME) is prediction of the multiples
from the recorded seismic data. Adaptive or pattern-based subtraction techniques are often
then employed to eliminate the multiples from the data to isolate primary reflections. The
malleable framework of shot-profile depth migration can be easily modified to produce
the migration of the conventional surface-related multiple prediction (SRMP) during the
course of a shot-profile migration with the (small) additional cost of an extra imaging
condition. There may be several advantages to removing the multiples in the image space
as the kinematics of events are simpler and the image-space volume is smaller than the
data space for subtraction.
Image-space multiple prediction (IS-SRMP) takes advantage of the commutability of convolution and extrapolation. Casting the multiple prediction problem in terms of a migration imaging condition immediately suggests a deconvolutional variant. A deconvolutional implementation (dividing the multiple model by a power spectrum) increases the
bandwidth of the IS-SRMP result to a similar range as the conventional image which aids
in subtraction.

INTRODUCTION
It is well known that removing multiples from seismic data is an imperative to producing interpretable images of the subsurface. Multiple attenuation has a rich history in the geophysical
literature ranging from methods that try to predict and remove the multiples from the seismic data to methods that use a differential characteristic between primaries and multiples as a
discriminator and the basis for separating the two types of events (?).
Prediction of the kinematics of multiple reflections by convolution of recorded data was
first suggested by Anstey and Newman (1966). Due to amplitude and bandwidth inconsistencies associated with convolution, direct subtraction of multiples thus predicted was not
possible. ? suggests modeling the waveform of the multiples to subtract events at times calculated by convolution from the data. The surface-related multiple elimination (SRME) method
(??) convolves traces within shot-gathers to predict multiples (surface-related multiple prediction, SRMP) followed by an iterative subtraction scheme to eliminate them from the data.
Alternatively, after predicting multiples, via convolution or filter-based methods, ? uses a
pattern-based subtraction technique that resembles the match filter application described in ?.
47
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While the above references all operate in the data domain, authors have also suggested
removing multiples in the image space, after migration (Sava and Guitton, 2003, 2005; Alvarez et al., 2004). There are several motivators for attacking multiples in the image space.
First, the image space is usually much smaller than the data space. Second, given a reasonably
accurate velocity model, the kinematics of the image domain are simplified. Appropriately
migrated primary events have little to no residual moveout, and multiples, migrated with velocities that are too fast, have predictable concave-down residual moveout in angle-domain
common-image gathers. Alternatively, one could migrate the data and a multiple prediction
separately and subtract the two image volumes. This is probably a prohibitively expensive
strategy without obvious merit. However, because null-traces are filled during extrapolation
steps through wave-front healing, multiple predictions in the image space may be more continuous and accurate in 3D.
We extend the SRMP approach to the image domain through the commutability of wavefield extrapolation and convolution to produce a multiple prediction in the image domain without needing to migrate two data volumes. Our approach is directly analogous to SRMP, though
the prediction is calculated during the course of a shot-profile migration. The multiple prediction produced in the image space with this technique is exactly that which would be computed
by migrating the multiple prediction produced by SRMP convolutions. The predicted multiples are then removed from the data via adaptive subtraction or pattern-matching techniques.
The added cost of IS-SRMP is only a second imaging condition and writing out a second file
the size of the migrated image. Because extrapolation dominates the cost of the shot-profile
migration scheme, IS-SRMP does not significantly increase the migration cost.
We will develop the image-space surface related multiple prediction (IS-SRMP) technique
by combining the SRMP approach with a wave-equation shot-profile depth migration algorithm. The Sigsbee2B synthetic dataset, which represents the multiple problem associated
with deepwater seismic imaging in the presence of complex salt bodies, is used to show the
efficacy of the approach. Images as a function of reflection angle and deconvolutional variants
of the imaging-conditions are presented and we discuss their respective benefits.

IMAGE-SPACE SRMP
To predict multiples in the image space, the transform from the data space (shot gathers) to
the image space plays an integral role. The image space is the output of migration, which in
this implementation, is produced with a shot-profile depth migration algorithm. Shot-profile
wave-equation depth migration (?) is the cascade of two component operations: extrapolation,
and imaging. The extrapolation is carried out with an anticausal wave-equation operator on
the up-going wavefield, U , and a causal operator for the down-going wavefield, D. U is a
shot record with traces placed along a wavefield axis x. D is a zero valued wavefield, also
defined along the axis x where a source function is placed at the location of the shot being
migrated, xs . The wavefields are recursively extrapolated to all depths z using the one-way
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Fourier domain solution to the wave-equation
Uz+1 (kx ; xs , ω)

=

Uz (kx ; xs , ω)exp(+i ωk z )

(1)

=

Dz (kx ; xs , ω)exp(−i ωk z ) .

(2)

and
Dz+1 (kx ; xs , ω)

In this work, the form of the dispersion relation used to calculate the vertical wavenumber, k z ,
is the phase-shift plus interpolation (PSPI) algorithm (?), though the degree of complexity of
the operator does not change the discussion herein. The importance of these equations is that
the operator that extrapolates a wavefield from one depth level to the next is a diagonal square
matrix.
The correlation based multi-offset imaging condition for shot-profile migration at each
depth level z is (?)
XX
i z (x, h) =
Uz (x + h; xs , ω)Dz∗ (x − h; xs , ω)
(3)
xs

ω

where the ∗ represents conjugation. Extraction of the zero lag of the correlations, by summation over ω, combines the energy in the two wavefields that is colocated at each depth level.
Overlapping acquisition patches from the individual shots are stacked by the sum over x s .

SRME is also a two component process: Multiple prediction and subtraction. Acknowledging the approximation of autoconvolving raw data traces rather than convolving data with
only primaries, the prediction step (SRMP) can be written in the Fourier domain (Berkhout
and Verschuur, equation 13f, 1997)
X
M(xg ; xs , ω) =
R(xg ; xa , ω)R(xa ; xs , ω) ,
(4)
xa

where R is the data-space volume of shot-gathers defined at geophone and source locations
on the acquisition surface. Equation 4 is a trace-by-trace operation to produce the multiple
prediction with any geophone-source, (x g , xs ), combination by convolving each trace of every
shot gather with all the others followed by summing over the convolution index xa . Note however, the similarity of the SRMP equation to the imaging condition of shot-profile migration,
equation 3.

Wave-equation extrapolation is performed on wavefields where data and source-functions
are used as initial conditions to propagate energy into the subsurface. To begin, traces at
locations xg are inserted into a zero-valued wavefield defined along the axis x as depicted in
Figure 1. Although data-space SRMP is a trace-by-trace operation, equation 4 can be redefined
in terms of the wavefield U (x, xs ). Because null-traces occupy locations x at which no data
were collected, a multiple prediction can be also be written
X
Mz=0 (x; xs , ω) =
Uz=0 (x; xa , ω)Uz=0 (xa ; xs , ω) ,
(5)
xa

where the resultant volume has been regularized along x by adding zero-traces, and we have
added the specification that the operation is being performed at the recording surface z = 0.
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Figure 1: Traces from a shot-gather
at locations xig are inserted along the
x axis to define the initial conditions for the upcoming wavefield U .
brad1-GEO-2006-0199-fig1 [NR]
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Using the principle of reciprocity between the receiver and source locations (first and
second arguments of the wavefields respectively), the multiple prediction becomes
X
Mz=0 (x; xs , ω) =
Uz=0 (x; xa , ω)Uz=0 (xs ; xa , ω) ,
(6)
xa

where the subscript s on the RHS now represents simply a different receiver location (since
it is the first argument of the wavefield), and the dummy index xa is recognized as a summation over source location. Therefore, using arbitrary index subscripts c, d and restoring the
significance of source location to subscript s
X
Mz=0 (xc ; xd , ω) =
Uz=0 (xc ; xs , ω)Uz=0 (xd ; xs , ω) .
(7)
xs

Finally, we define the dummy indices c, d in terms of physically significant variables location
and half-offset, xc = x + h and xd = x − h, such that
X
Uz=0 (x + h; xs , ω)Uz=0 (x − h; xs , ω) .
(8)
Mz=0 (x, h, ω) =
xs

Thus reconfigured, equation 8 is now of parallel construction to the shot-profile imaging condition, equation 3, lacking only the summation over frequency.

Extrapolation by the exponential phase-shift operator exp(+i ωk z ), in equation 1, simply
redatums the shot-gather U . Image-space SRMP (IS-SRMP) is the application of a second
imaging condition evaluated at each subsurface depth level during the migration that images only multiples. It is the chain of multiple prediction (convolution) and zero-time extraction (summation over frequency). The image-space multiple prediction, as a function of
sub-surface offset, is therefore
XX
m z (x, h) =
Uz (x + h; xs , ω)Uz (x − h; xs , ω) .
(9)
xs

ω
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There are two important ramifications for the equation for predicting multiples with the
imaging condition above. The first, is that this operation is intrinsically a shot-domain manipulation of the data. After sorting to CMP-offset coordinates, the source and receiver coordinates are mixed in such a way as to make IS-SRMP invalid for survey-sinking style migration
algorithms. Second, because reciprocity was invoked to derive equation 9, off-end (marine)
acquisition geometries will need to have split-spread gathers manufactured via reciprocity.
The split-spread gathers will include the ray-paths from multiples that emerge in front of the
receiver spread (boat) which need to be included in the shot-gathers to predict all possible
multiple events.
Further understanding of the IS-SRMP imaging condition for those familiar with shotprofile migration algorithms can be elicited by defining the down-going wavefield in equations 1 & 2 by D ≡ U . Therefore, equations 1 - 3 become
Uz+1 (kx ; xs , ω)

=

Uz (kx ; xs , ω)exp(+i ωk z )

(10)

=

Ûz (kx ; xs , ω)exp(−i ωk z )

(11)

and
Ûz+1 (kx ; xs , ω)
with the imaging condition
m z (x, h) =

XX
xs

ω

Uz (x + h; xs , ω)Ûz∗ (x − h; xs , ω) ,

(12)

where ˆ denotes that after extrapolation in different directions, the wavefields are no longer
identical.
Because the conjugation of D in the imaging condition of equation 3 can be commuted
with the causality of the extrapolation operator, it is not practically necessary to extrapolate U
in two different directions. Instead, the second extrapolation step can be ignored
Uz+1 (kx ; xs , ω)

=

Uz (kx ; xs , ω)exp(+i ωk z )

(13)

=

Uz (kx ; xs , ω)exp(+i ωk z )

(14)

and
Uz+1 (kx ; xs , ω)

if the imaging condition is convolutional rather than correlational
m z (x, h) =

XX
xs

ω

Uz (x + h; xs , ω)Uz (x − h; xs , ω) .

(15)

The migration defined by the chain of these extrapolation and imaging steps is exactly that
for conventional migration where D ≡ U , instead of a modeled source function. Cast in this
manner, the migration shows similarity with reverse-time migration (?) and using multiples to
migrate primaries (Shan and Guitton, 2004). The difference is in not time-reversing the data
to use as the source function. IS-SRMP uses primaries as areal source functions and data to
image multiples when energy is colocated in the wavefields after extrapolation.
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Deconvolution
One of the reasons that multiple predictions must be adaptively subtracted from the data is
that the wavelet in the data is squared during the convolution. To address the problem, we
introduce deconvolution to both the conventional (??) and the multiple prediction imaging
conditions.
To normalize the frequency content and provide a sharper image, the imaging condition in
equation 3 becomes
X X Uz (x + h; xs , ω)Dz∗ (x − h; xs , ω)
i z (x, h) =
,
(16)
 Dz (x − h; xs , ω)Dz∗ (x − h; xs , ω) 
x
ω
s

where the denominator is smoothed across horizontal coordinates for stability. In this implementation, the smoothing operator is a triangle function with a base five samples wide.
Equation 9 can similarly be normalized/deconvolved and implemented
XX
Uz (x + h; xs , ω)Uz (x − h; xs , ω)
.
(17)
m z (x, h) =
 Dz (x − h; xs , ω)Dz∗ (x − h; xs , ω) 
x
ω
s

It could be argued that the deconvolutional imaging condition for multiples above should be
normalized by a smoothed version of the power spectrum of U instead of D. However, in the
interest of parallel construction, we have implemented it as above. If the wavelet used to model
D accurately represents the amplitude and frequency content of the data, the choice of U or
D as divisor will be of little importance. The benefit of a deconvolution imaging condition
is to collapse the wavelet that events are convolved with as much as possible. Consequently,
the image-space volumes i z (x, h) and m z (x, h) share approximately the same bandwidth and
can be more easily subtracted from each other to provide an image space consisting of only
primaries. If the data are not zero-phase before implementing IS-SRMP, deconvolution will
not address phase-roll of the wavelet within the data introduced by squaring to compute the
multiple prediction.
Analytic example
In 1D, let a trace be represented in the Fourier domain by the expression
R(ω) = e−iφw + e−iφe − e−i2φw − 2e−i(φw +φe ) − e−i2φe = P + M1 .

(18)

The trace has primary reflections, P, at phase delays, φ, representing a water-bottom and a
subsurface event. Also included are first order multiples, M1 , which are the water-bottom
multiple at 2φw , two peg-leg multiples at φw + φe , and the event multiple at 2φe . SRMP
dictates the autoconvolution of P to derive M1 , which is clearly true. Including the events M1
in the autoconvolution will derive the second order multiples as well.
Extrapolating trace R to a deeper depth applies a common phase shift, say e−iφz , to all
terms in equation 18. The trace then becomes
Rz (ω) = e−iφz (e−iφw + e−iφe + e−i2φw + 2e−i(φw +φe ) + e−i2φe ) = e−iφz P + e−iφz M1 .

(19)
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This equation shows that the extrapolation of data without multiple subtraction produces the
superposition of the redatumed primaries and the redatumed multiples. The extraction of the
zero-time lag in the imaging condition of migration states that energy in the wavefield should
be mapped into the image domain only when the extrapolation phasor φ z , is equal to the time
delay of the event in the data. Thus the water bottom primary is imaged when φ z = φw , the
water-bottom multiple is imaged when φz = 2φw , etc. Whether the data R is first separated
into its constituent parts, P and Mi , or not, it can be seen where in the image domain the
various events in the above example will be placed.
However, by first squaring the trace, as dictated by the multiple prediction imaging condition (equation 9), the water-bottom primary is mapped into the image domain when φ z = 2φw .
This is the same phasor that maps the recorded water-bottom multiple into the image domain
using the conventional imaging condition. Thus, the multiple prediction in the image space
can be directly calculated with a multiple-only imaging condition due to the commutability of
convolution and extrapolation.
For prestack data in higher dimensions, the phasor e −iφz is the combination of the downgoing energy D and the exponential delay operators in equations 1 and 2.
SIGSBEE 2B SYNTHETIC EXAMPLES
The Sigsbee2B dataset was designed to model strong surface-related multiples from an offshore acquisition. Two datasets were generated with a 2D finite difference algorithm: One
with the perfectly reflecting free surface, and one without1 . Therefore, the direct subtraction
of the two data volumes yields a perfect multiple model (modulo source and receiver ghost effects), without the need for SRMP. Though the data were modeled with an off-end acquisition
strategy, split-spread gathers were computed via reciprocity for all of the examples below.
Figure 2 shows three versions of the bottom third of the image produced with the Sigsbee2b data sets. The top image used the data modeled without the reflecting free surface and
contains only primaries. The middle image migrated the data with the free-surface and contains multiples as well. The bottom panel is the image produced by migrating the difference
between the two data volumes (only multiples). The complex multiples in this deep section
quickly overwhelm the primary events and could easily be mistaken for primaries in some
instances. All panels, and the rest of the images herein, were produced with four reference
velocities in a PSPI shot-profile migration code.
Figure 3a shows the zero subsurface-offset image from the data modeled without the free
surface (multiple free). Panel b was produced with the same data and the IS-SRMP imaging
condition, equation 8. By autoconvolving the upcoming wavefield U at every depth level in the
image space, the right panel shows only multiples in the image domain using data containing
only primaries. Note that there is no energy in Panel b above the first water-bottom multiple.
Figure 4 is directly analogous to the images in Figure 3, though employed the deconvolu1 http://www.delphi.tudelft.nl/SMAART/S2Breadme.htm
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Figure 2: Images of the bottom third of Sigsbee2b modeled data. Top panel is migration
of primaries only. Middle panel is migration of multiples and primaries. Bottom panel is
migration of multiples only. brad1-GEO-2006-0199-fig2 [NR]

Figure 3: Zero subsurface-offset images of Sigsbee 2b data without the free surface. Panel
used conventional shot-profile imaging condition (equation 3). Panel b used the multiple
prediction imaging condition for IS-SRMP. (equation 9). brad1-GEO-2006-0199-fig3 [NR]

a
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tion imaging conditions from equations 16 & 17 respectively. Notice the increased bandwidth
of the events in Panel b compared to the previous result and the increased quality of the steeply
dipping salt bottom in Panel a . Also, in the shallow depths before the first water-bottom multiple and within the salt body, the multiple prediction shows increased noise/chatter. This can
be muted before (adaptive) subtraction and should pose little problem.

Figure 4: Deconvolutional imaging conditions used in contrast to Figure 3. Panel a used
shot-profile imaging condition with deconvolution (equation 16). Panel b used the multiple
prediction imaging condition with deconvolution (equation 17). brad1-GEO-2006-0199-fig4
[NR]
Figures 5 & 6 are images produced with conventional and deconvolutional imaging conditions, respectively, using the data containing primaries and multiples. The multiples below the
salt body, which may be difficult to label as such without prior knowledge, are well predicted.

Figure 5: Zero subsurface-offset images of Sigsbee 2b data with the free surface. Panel a used
conventional shot-profile imaging condition (equation 3). Panel b used the multiple prediction
imaging condition (equation 9). brad1-GEO-2006-0199-fig5 [NR]
? shows convincingly that pattern-based and adaptive subtraction of multiple models work
much better when higher dimensinalities can be exploited by the subtraction algorithm. The
various imaging conditions presented above can all calculate subsurface offset dimensions to
facilitate better subtraction. Figure 7 shows the extension of the imaging conditions above to
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Figure 6: Deconvolutional imaging conditions used in contrast to Figure 5 (free surface included). Panel a used shot-profile imaging condition with deconvolution, (equation 16).
Panel b used the multiple prediction imaging condition with deconvolution (equation 17).
brad1-GEO-2006-0199-fig6 [NR]

non-zero reflection angle (?). The data were migrated using the imaging conditions above,
and then transformed to the angle domain after ?. The data input to migration contained
both primaries and multiples, and the imaging conditions used were not the deconvolutional
variants.

Figure 7: Angle-domain common-image gathers selected regularly across the image. Panel a
used the conventional imaging condition (equation 3), Panel b the multiple prediction imaging
condition (equation 9). The volumes were then transformed to incidence/reflection angle.
brad1-GEO-2006-0199-fig7 [NR]

DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS
Image space SRMP produces a multiple prediction by convolving the data with itself at every subsurface depth level during the course of a shot-profile migration. The result is the
same as migrating the conventional SRMP multiple prediction. This method will only work
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with shot-profile migration strategies since the convolution operation must operate on distinct
gathers rather than the combinations thereof produced by resorting to CMP coordinates. The
simplicity of this approach can immediately be leveraged to manufacture the image-space multiple prediction directly from any shot-profile migration program. The method is immediately
applicable to 3D, and non-zero subsurface-offset and angle. Any migration algorithm that
maintains separate up-coming and down-going wavefields and uses a combinatory imaging
condition (e.g. planewave and reverse-time migrations) can also be easily modified to produce
an IS-SRMP volume.
Importantly, split-spread gathers must be pre-computed via reciprocity for data collected
with off-end acquisition geometries. Off-end gathers will not contain (nor therefore predict)
emerging rays which pierce the acquisition surface in front of the boat. This may increase
the size of the computational domain used for propagating each individual shot-record. The
cost increase by performing two imaging conditions is not severe, as the cost of calculating
an imaging condition with in-line is usually a fraction of the cost of a shot-profile migration.
Therefore, whenever a shot-profile migration is being performed, it may be advantageous to
generate the IS-SRMP even if a data-space elimination effort has already been performed.
Given a reasonably accurate velocity model for migration, it is only necessary to compute
O(10) subsurface offsets. This results in many fewer traces involved in calculating the multiple prediction than the O(1000) offsets collected at the surface. This savings will be offset
however by the need to convolve the traces at every depth level, O(100), of the image-space
rather than just at the surface. Whatever the balance of floating-point operations for a particular survey, the convenience of being able to manufacture the multiple prediction during another
required processing step will save file manipulation, sorting, and overhead costs. Further, this
technique can also be used in a target oriented fashion by simply not calculating the multiple
prediction where it is not needed, e.g. at shallow depths.
The quality of the multiple prediction produced in the image-space with this technique is
independent of the accuracy of the velocity model used during the migration. The multiple
prediction, propagated with the same velocity model, will be kinematically accurate with the
location of any multiples in the migrated image. Though both the image and the multiple
prediction may be incorrect due to the use of an inaccurate velocity model, it has to correspond
with the image constructed with the same extrapolation operators and velocity model. Due
to the squaring of the wavelet when convolving the data, the multiple prediction can not be
directly subtracted from the data or the image. However, deconvolution imaging conditions or
a-priori wavelet deconvolution can make great strides in this direction.
While IS-SRMP, by definition, produces only surface-related multiples, the technique
could be manipulated to address strong multiple generators in the subsurface. A topic for
further research, we believe a layer-stripping type approach could be used when the location
of problematic multiple generators is well constrained. By redatuming to the top of a multiple
generator, the technique described above can be started at this deeper depth with the modeled
multiples now referencing the new datum surface rather than the acquisition surface.
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Simultaneous adaptive matching of primaries and multiples with
non-stationary filters
Gabriel Alvarez and Antoine Guitton

ABSTRACT
We develop a method to match estimates of primaries and multiples to data containing
both. It works with prestack data in either data space or image space and addresses the
well-known issue of cross-talk between the estimates of the primaries and the multiples.
The method iteratively computes non-stationary filters with micro-patches and its cost is
a negligible fraction of the cost of computing the estimates of the primaries and multiples
with SRME. We show, with several synthetic and real data examples, that the matched
estimates of both primaries and multiples are essentially free of cross-talk. We also apply
the method to the separation of ground-roll and body waves and show that most residual
ground-roll contaminating the estimate of the body waves can be eliminated.

INTRODUCTION
Most methods to attenuate multiples perform, in one way or another, two complementary but
clearly distinguishable steps: first, estimate a model for the multiples and second, adaptively
match and subtract the estimate of the multiples from the data to get the estimate of the primaries. Surface Related Multiple Elimination (Berhout and Verschuur, 1997; Verschuur and
Berkhout, 1997; Weglein et al., 1997; Dragoset and Jericevic, 1998; Dragoset, 1999) uses the
auto-convolution of the data to estimate the multiples whereas moveout-based methods use
filtering in either frequency-wavenumber or Radon domain (Hampson, 1986; Sava and Guitton, 2003; Alvarez et al., 2004) to estimate the multiple model. Whatever the method, the
estimate of the multiples is likely to be contaminated with residual primary energy and have
errors in amplitude and phase. After adaptive subtraction, the estimated primaries are likely to
suffer from undesired residual multiple energy, or weakened primaries, or both (Guitton and
Verschuur, 2004).
In this paper we assume that the multiple model has already been estimated by whatever
method. We concentrate on the adaptive subtraction step to match and subtract the multiples
from the data to get the estimated-matched primaries.
In the next section we present our adaptive-matching algorithm. It estimates non-stationary
filters (Rickett et al., 2001) that simultaneously match both the estimates of the primaries and
61
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the multiples to the data. These filters act on micro-patches (Claerbout and Fomel, 2002) and
can handle inaccuracies in the estimated multiples in terms of both amplitudes and kinematics.
The filters are estimated iteratively by re-estimating the multiple and primary models until the
residual (the difference between the sum of the matched primaries and multiples and the data)
is zero. Only a few iterations (three to five) seem to be necessary.
In the following section we apply the new method to two synthetic datasets contaminated
with multiples. In the first test we match kinematically perfect estimates of primaries and
multiples contaminated with 40% of cross-talk and show that the method produces a crosstalk-free result. Then we apply the method to a very inaccurate estimate of both the primaries
and the multiples obtained via migration-demigration as described in a previous report (Alvarez, 2006). Even with such a poor estimate of both primaries and multiples, and the strong
cross-talk on both, the matched results are very good, with little cross-talk. To illustrate the
method with stacked data, we apply it to a migrated section of the Sigsbee model. Here the
multiples were estimated with an image space version of SRME (?). The results show that the
method attenuated most of the multiples and produced a largely multiple-free estimate of the
primaries.
In the last section we apply the method to an angle-domain common-image gather taken
from a real 2D line in the Gulf of Mexico. The estimate of the multiples was obtained by
Radon filtering in the image space (Alvarez et al., 2004). In the final estimate of the primaries,
most of the residual energy from the diffracted multiples was eliminated. Finally, we apply
the method to a different problem, namely the separation of ground-roll and body-waves. We
use a real land shot gather contaminated with strong ground-roll and show that most of the
residual ground-roll can be attenuated in the final estimate of the body waves. This is a more
challenging problem because the non-stationarity characteristics of the ground-roll and the
body waves are different requiring different filter lengths and patch sizes to match them to the
data.
DESCRIPTION OF THE METHOD
Conceptually, the first step of our method is to form the convolutional matrices of both the
estimated multiples M and the estimated primaries P. In practice, these matrices are not
explicitly formed but computed with linear operators (Claerbout and Fomel, 2002). Next, we
compute non-stationary filters in micro-patches (that is, filters that act locally on overlapping
two-dimensional partitions of the data) to match the estimated multiples and the estimated
primaries, to the data containing both. We compute the filters by solving the following leastsquares inverse problem:
 

 fm
M µP
≈ d
(1)
fp
 
f
(2)
A m ≈ 0
fp
where fm and fp are the matching filters for the multiples and primaries respectively, µ is a parameter to balance the relative importance of the two components of the fitting goal (Guitton,
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2005), d is the data (primaries and multiples), A is a regularization operator, (in our implementation a Laplacian operator), and  is the usual way to control how strong a regularization
we want.
Once convergence is achieved, each filter is applied to its corresponding convolutional
matrix, and new estimates for M and P are computed:
M ← Mfm

P ← µPfp .

(3)
(4)

These updated versions of M and P are then plugged into equations 1 and 2 and the process
repeated until the cross-talk has been eliminated or significantly attenuated.

EXAMPLES WITH SYNTHETIC DATA
As a first example, we will consider the synthetic dataset shown in panel (a) of Figure 1. There
are two primaries (black) and four multiples (white). The traveltimes of both primaries and
multiples were computed analytically from a three-layer model: water layer, a sedimentary
layer and a half space. The estimates of the multiples (b) and primaries (c) were computed
by adding 40% of the primaries to the multiples and 40% of the multiples to the primaries,
respectively. The goal is to simulate a situation in which the kinematics of the estimates of
primaries and multiples are both correct but there is strong cross-talk (leakage) which may
happen, for example, after the multiples are estimated via filtering in the Radon domain.
Figure 2 shows the estimated multiples after one, two and three non-linear iterations of the
algorithm. The corresponding results for the estimated primaries are shown in Figure 3. In
both figures we see that the cross-talk is substantially reduced after the first non-linear iteration
and is completely eliminated after the third. Notice the hole in the top multiple and the bottom
primary in the final estimates. This is actually present in the data (panel (a) in Figure 1) and is
an artifact because both primaries and multiples were modeled with the same amplitude and
opposite polarity. Consider now the more realistic situation of kinematic and offset-dependent
amplitude errors and noise as shown in Figure 4. The multiple and primary estimates were
obtained via migration-demigration as described in a previous report (?). Clearly these are
imperfect estimates with cross-talk on primaries and multiples and other noises. Panel (a)
of Figures 5 and 6 show the results after one iteration of the non-linear inversion whereas
panels (b) and (c) of the same figures show the results after three and five non-linear iterations
respectively. There is still some localized cross-talk from the multiples into the primaries, but
given how imperfect the initial estimates were, the result is encouraging.
The next example uses the well-known Sigsbee model to illustrate the method in the image
space on an angle stack. The estimate of the multiples was computed with an image space
version of SRME (?). Figure 7 shows the modeled data after shot profile migration (a) and
the estimated multiples (b). Both panels are plotted at the exact same clip value. Notice that
the estimate of the multiples is accurate only in kinematics, not in amplitudes or frequency
content.
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In contrast with the previous examples, in this case we do not have an independent initial
estimate of the primaries. We could subtract the estimates of the multiples from the data,
but the corresponding estimate of the primaries is too distorted and using it actually hurts
the chances of matching the multiples to the data (since this example is in the image space,
”data” means the migrated image with primaries and multiples). Other option is to use the
data itself as the initial estimate of the primaries. We found, however, that a better alternative
is to do a first iteration setting µ = 0, meaning only the multiples need to be matched. Once
matched, the multiples are subtracted from the data to get the estimate of the primaries for the
next iteration Figures 8 and 9 show a close-up view of the matched primaries and multiples,
respectively, after one, two and three non-linear iterations. After the first iteration, the most
obvious multiples contaminating the estimate of the primaries have been attenuated (compare
panels (a) of Figures 7 and 8). The second iteration helps attenuate the multiples further,
although is hard to appreciate in these small figures. See, for example the multiple inside the
salt and in the bottom right corner of panel (b). The third iteration does not help appreciably.
The remaining multiples have too much dip and would require a long filter that could also
match the primaries. On the estimate of the multiples, again the first iteration extracts the
most significant multiples and the second iteration locally correct the amplitudes. The third
iteration actually hurts the estimate of the multiples because the effect of the regularization
term becomes significant as the match of both the primaries and the multiples to the data
improves. The net result is an estimate of the primaries that is close to the primaries in the
original image. The estimate of the multiples, however, is weaker than it should. If for some
reason we wanted the multiples, we could subtract the estimated primaries from the original
image.
EXAMPLES WITH REAL DATA
We will now illustrate the method with an Angle-Domain Common-Image Gather (ADCIG)
from a seismic line acquired in the Gulf of Mexico. Figure 10 shows the ADCIG together with
the estimates of the multiples and primaries. The estimate of the multiples was obtained with
an apex-shifted Radon transform in the image space (Alvarez et al., 2004) and the estimate
of the primaries was obtained simply by subtracting it from the data. Notice the residual
primary energy just below 3000 m in the estimate of the primaries. Note also the residual
energy from the multiples in the estimate of the primaries. Figure 11 shows the ADCIG
after one, five and ten non-linear iterations. The first iteration attenuates the strongest residual
multiples (compare panel (a) of Figure 11 with panel (c) of Figure 10). Subsequent iterations
further reduce the residual multiples. Also, although hard to see in the hard copy, the primary
energy that contaminated the estimate of multiples below 3000 m has been mapped back to
the primaries. Figure 12 shows the corresponding results for the multiples. Notice again that
the residual primary energy has been severely attenuated.
As a final example, consider the problem of separating ground-roll from body waves in
land data. This a more challenging application of our implementation of the algorithm because
the signal has curvature that changes rapidly with both offset and time so to match it we need
small filters in relatively small patches. The ground-roll, on the other hand, has little global
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curvature (although it may have strong local curvature due to aliasing) and matching it is more
successful with large filters in large patches. Figure 13 shows the original shot as well as the
initial estimates of the body waves and the ground-roll.
The ground-roll estimate was computed simply by high-cut filtering the data to 24 Hz
using a Butterworth filter with six poles. We allowed significant energy from the body waves
to leak into the estimate of the ground-roll to illustrate the problem described in the previous
paragraph. Similarly, the estimate of the body waves was computed by low-cut filtering the
data to 18 Hz also with a Butterworth filter with 6 poles. Since we don’t want to reduce the low
frequency components of the signal too much, we allowed strong ground-roll to leak into the
estimate of the body waves. The purpose is to eliminate this ground-roll without hurting the
signal and ideally, mapping back some of the body-waves from the estimate of the ground-roll.
Figure 14 shows the estimate of the body-waves after one, five and 20 non-linear iterations
of the proposed algorithm. Even after just the first iteration, most of the ground-roll has
been eliminated and after five iterations it is almost gone. For this example we used just two
patches in time and one in offset. Figure 15 shows similar results for the ground-roll. Since
the patches were so large, the energy of the leaked body-waves were only slightly attenuated
(see the reflector at about 1.7 secs). This energy was mapped back to the estimate of the
body-waves.

DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS
The issue of cross-talk is a very important one when separating signal from noise and in
particular primaries from multiples. The standard approach is to match the estimated multiples
directly to the data and obtain the primaries by subtraction of the matched multiples. This
approach often leads to weakened primaries and/or contamination with residual multiples. By
exploiting the estimates of both, multiples and primaries, we prevent the matching algorithm
from attempting to match primaries into the multiples which is almost unavoidable otherwise.
Furthermore, we obtain simultaneous estimates of both the primaries and the multiples that
are guaranteed to be consistent with the original data.
It should be emphasized that the algorithm, as presented, is independent of the method
employed to obtain the initial estimates of the multiples and the primaries. It should also
be stressed that the algorithm does not rely on explicit knowledge of the moveouts of the
primaries or the multiples. It only relies on the fact that the data is the sum of the multiples
and the primaries.
The method presented in this paper can be used not only to match primaries and multiples
but in general to match estimates of noise and signal to data containing both. We showed an
example with the separation of ground-roll and body-waves with land data, but other applications may also be possible.
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Figure 1: Synthetic CMP gather (a) showing two primaries (black) and four multiples from
a three horizontal layer model. The initial estimates of multiples (b) and primaries (c) are
contaminated with 40% cross-talk. gabriel1-syn1_estimates1 [ER]

Figure 2: Matched estimates of multiples after one (a), three (b) and five (c) non-linear iterations of the algorithm. gabriel1-syn1_matched_muls [ER]
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Figure 3: Matched estimates of primaries after one (a), two (b) and three (c) non-linear iterations of the algorithm. gabriel1-syn1_matched_prims [ER]

Figure 4: Original CMP gather (a), initial estimate of multiples (b) and primaries (c).
gabriel1-syn2_estimates1 [ER]
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Figure 5: Matched estimates of multiples after one (a), three (b) and five (c) non-linear iterations of the algorithm. gabriel1-syn2_matched_muls [ER]

Figure 6: Matched estimates of primaries after one (a), three (b) and five (c) non-linear iterations of the algorithm. gabriel1-syn2_matched_prims [ER]
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Figure 7: Migrated angle stack of the Sigsbee model (a), initial estimates of multiples (b).
gabriel1-sgsb_estimates1 [ER]
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Figure 8: Estimated primaries after one (a), two (b) and three (c) iterations of the non-linear
inversion. gabriel1-sgsb_matched_prims [ER]
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Figure 9: Estimated multiples after one (a), two (b) and three (c) iterations of the non-linear
inversion. gabriel1-sgsb_matched_muls [ER]
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Figure 10: ADCIG (a), initial estimate of the multiples (b), and the primaries (c). Note the
crosstalk on both panels. gabriel1-adcig1_estimates1 [ER]

Figure 11: Estimated primaries after one (a), five (b) and ten (c) non-linear iterations.
gabriel1-adcig1_matched_prims [ER]
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Figure 12: Estimated multiples after one (a), five (b) and ten (c) non-linear iterations.
gabriel1-adcig1_matched_muls [ER]

Figure 13: Land shot gather with strong ground-roll (a), initial estimate of ground-roll (b), and
body waves (c). gabriel1-shot1_estimates1 [ER]
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Figure 14: Estimate of body waves after one non-linear iteration (a), after 5 non-linear iterations (b) and after 20 non-linear iterations (c). Notice how after the fifth iteration the
ground-roll is essentially gone. gabriel1-shot1_matched_bw [ER]

Figure 15: Estimate of ground-roll after one non-linear iteration (a), after 5 non-linear iterations (b) and after 20 non-linear iterations (c). Some of the body waves have been removed in
panel (c) but much still remains. gabriel1-shot1_matched_gr [ER]

CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION
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Figure 1.5: Polarity flip problem for
a dipping layer and a non-constant γ .
intro-pflip2 [NR]
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For 3-D OBS data, the irregularity in the acquisition geometry is an additional problem for
converted-wave data. Irregular geometries are a serious impediment for accurate subsurface
imaging (Beasley, 1994; Gardner and Canning, 1994; Chemingui, 1996). Irregularly sampled
data affect the image with amplitude artifacts and phase distortions if the missing data are assumed to be zero traces. Irregular geometry problems are more evident in cases in which the
amplitude information is one of the main goals of study. Typical OBS seismic data acquisition presents processing problems similar to those of land data. Gardner and Canning (1994)
demonstrate some of the effects of irregular sampling on 3-D prestack migration, through synthetic examples using real 3-D land-acquisition geometry. Figure 1.6 illustrates this problem.
This figure presents the source and receiver distribution for 3-D OBS data set in the Alba oil
field in the North Sea. The gap in the source distribution is due to a platform. These gaps in
the data result in inaccuracies in the final 3-D image.

Figure 1.6: Geometry description for an OBS data set, from the Alba oil field in the North
Sea. Panel (a) shows the source distribution. Panel (b) shows the receiver distribution. Note
the gap in the source distribution due to an oil platform. intro-shot-rec2-nc [CR]
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Waveform inversion by one-way wavefield extrapolation
Jeff Shragge

ABSTRACT
Forward modeling in frequency-domain waveform inversion is often implemented using
finite difference (FD) methods. However, the cost of FD modeling remains too expensive
for typical 3D seismic data volumes. One-way wavefield extrapolation is an alternative
forward-modeling strategy considerably cheaper to implement. This approach, though,
comes with caveats that typically include lower accuracy at steep propagation angles in
laterally varying media, a difficulty for incorporating source radiation patterns, and an
inability to propagate turning or multiply reflected waves. Each of these factors can play
a role in determining the success or failure of a waveform inversion analysis. This study
examines the potential for using one-way Riemannian wavefield extrapolation (RWE) operators in the forward modeling component of frequency-domain waveform inversion.
RWE modeling is carried out on computational meshes designed to conform to the general direction of turning-wave propagation, which enables the calculation of the direct
arrivals, wide-angle reflections and refractions important for a successful waveform inversion. The waveform inversion procedure otherwise closely resembles conventional
frequency-domain approaches. Forward modeling test results indicate that RWE waveforms match fairly well with those generated by FD modeling at wider offsets. Preliminary tests of a RWE waveform inversion scheme demonstrate its ability to invert FDgenerated synthetic data for moderate (10%) 1D velocity perturbations.

INTRODUCTION
Accurately imaging the Earth’s subsurface using seismic wavefield data requires estimating realistic velocity profiles. Most information used to ascertain velocity models, however, derives
from two sources: inverting a subset of the seismic wavefield (e.g., first-arrival tomography or
waveform inversion), or from a measure of migration image quality (e.g., residual migration
or migration velocity analysis). All approaches are nevertheless subject to the non-linearity
of the seismic imaging problem and often require multiple iterations of velocity estimation,
migration and image quality assessment before converging toward a well-resolved velocity
model and seismic image.
One established data-domain approach for velocity estimation is ray-based, first-arrival,
travel-time tomography, where earliest arrival times predicted by a linearized theory are matched
to those picked from data. Travel-time discrepancies (or residuals) are back-projected along
calculated ray-paths for all source and receiver combinations to obtain a velocity model update.
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Although iterative ray-based tomography is computationally efficient and can demonstrably
recover longer-wavelength velocity profile structure, it has a limited ability to resolve finerscale model components. Although this shortcoming is partially addressed by more "wavelike" corrections to the asymptotic ray theory, a more accurate (but more expensive) way to
improve inverted velocity model resolution is using methods derived from finite-frequency
approaches.
A popular alternative to ray-based tomography is waveform inversion based on waveequation tomography. Assuming a linearized theory, this approach aims to match waveforms
modeled by band-limited propagation operators to acquired seismic data. Importantly, higherresolution velocity models can be recovered where a greater percentage of the seismic wavefield is used in the inversion. (In fact, velocity models developed from ray-based tomography
often are the starting models for waveform inversion.) Waveform inversion can be implemented in either the time domain (Tarantola, 1984; Bunks et al., 1985; Mora, 1987; Shipp and
Singh, 2002) or in the frequency domain (Pratt and Worthington, 1989; Liao and McMechan,
1996; Sirgue and Pratt, 2004) and for either acoustic and elastic wave equations. Frequencydomain approaches have the benefit that only a limited number of frequencies need be inverted
(Pratt and Worthington, 1989), usually starting at lower frequencies then moving up a sparsely
sampled spectrum. Moreover, because data are more linear with respect to model parameters
at lower frequencies, convergence toward the global minimum is more likely (Sirgue and Pratt,
2004).
Two drawbacks to the general waveform inversion procedure are the memory requirements and computation complexity required to solve the 3D forward modeling problem. Most
frequency-domain procedures employ finite-differences (FD) to solve the acoustic or elastic
wave-equation, and often implement a LU decomposition of the correspondingly large, but
relatively sparse, impedance matrix. The memory requirement for a LU decomposition of a
2D matrix is roughly proportional to nx 4 , where nx is the average model space dimension.
This can be lowered to roughly nx 3 using graph theoretic techniques able to exploit matrix
sparsity (Štekl and Pratt, 1998). The memory requirement for 3D problem, however, theoretically rises to approximately nx 6 , which remains too costly for common exploration model
sizes. However, novel iterative approaches may be able to reduce the cost of 3D FD modeling
(see, e.g., Plessix (2006)).
An alternate way to lower the forward modeling costs is to replace FD modeling with an
extrapolation scheme based on propagators derived from one-way wave-equations. Although
one-way wavefield extrapolation is not as accurate, the numerical cost of a 3D implementation is roughly nsnx 3 (log2 (nx))2 (Biondi, 2006), where ns is the number of shots. Moreover,
the memory requirement is now of a similar or lower order of magnitude, and is no longer
the impeding constraint. Accordingly, wavefield extrapolation potentially offers significant
computational and memory savings and is worth examining in the context of waveform inversion. One-way extrapolation, nevertheless, comes with caveats. For example, long-offset
seismic data usually contain turning waves, wide-angle reflections, and forward-scattering
from shorter wavelength structure that carry important and complementary information about
velocity structure. However, accurately modeling these waves with conventional wavefield
extrapolation techniques remains difficult (though not impossible, see Zhang et al. (2006)).
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One approach is to use Riemannian wavefield extrapolation (Sava and Fomel, 2005) on a
generalized coordinate mesh oriented in the general direction of turning-wave propagation.
Because these grids are designed to incorporate the bulk of the turning-wave propagation directly into the coordinate system, it allows the user to implement lower-order extrapolation
operators while achieving more accurate global propagation. In addition, one can avoid modeling at depths greater than those of the deepest turning waves, beyond which the transmission
wavefield is insensitive to velocity variations (Mulder and Plessix, 2006).
This paper examines the use of one-way Riemannian wavefield extrapolation (RWE) operators in the forward modeling component of frequency-domain waveform inversion. The paper begins with a general review of the Pratt and Worthington (1989) approach. Subsequently,
I describe the implementation of RWE forward modeling and present results of tests on the
SMAART JV Pluto 1.5 dataset that indicate that RWE waveforms are fairly well matched with
those from FD modeling at wider offsets. I then discuss results of a RWE waveform inversion
scheme and demonstrate its ability to invert for a moderate (10%) 1D velocity perturbation
assuming an a priori constant velocity background.
REVIEW OF FREQUENCY-DOMAIN WAVEFORM INVERSION
This section reviews the basic steps of non-linear frequency-domain waveform inversion. The
reader wishing to have a more formal overview is referred to Pratt and Worthington (1989),
Liao and McMechan (1996), Sirgue and Pratt (2004), and references therein. The technique
described herein is modeled after the algorithm of Pratt and Worthington (1989) and uses the
notation of Sirgue and Pratt (2004). Additional steps in the inverse approach are drawn from
time-domain waveform inversion method of Mora (1987).
Forward modeling
The initial step in frequency-domain waveform inversion is to prescribe the forward model.
I assume that wave propagation is adequately governed by the acoustic wave equation; thus,
any forward-modeling procedure will generate a monochromatic scalar wavefield, 9, that is
an (approximate) complex-valued solution to the Helmholtz equation,



ω2
L9(s, x; ω) = ∇ + 2
9(s, x; ω) = −δ(s − x),
c (x)
2

(1)

where L is the Helmholtz operator, ∇ 2 the Laplacian operator, ω angular frequency, c(x) the
assumed velocity profile in spatial domain x, s the source position, and δ the Dirac delta function operator. Note that the waveform inversion problem is non-linear in model parameters,
m(x) = c−2 (x), which I will solve using an iterative inversion approach. Discussion of the
specific approach to solving equation 1 being presented is deferred to the following section.
The next step is to compare the modeled wavefield solutions, 9calc (s, r; ω), to the observed
data, 9obs (s, r; ω), where r is the receiver position. This procedure leads to a residual wave-
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field, 19(s, r; ω), defined as the difference between the two wavefields
19(s, r; ω) = 9calc (s, r; ω) − 9obs (s, r; ω).

(2)

The residuals are a measure of waveform fit and will be back-projected to generate a velocity
model update. Note that no assumption is explicitly made about a linear relation (i.e. the
Born approximation is explicitly avoided in the forward modeling problem) (Sirgue and Pratt,
2004); however, if model parameters are too far removed from the true velocity model, then the
monochromatic wavefields in equation 2 will cycle-skip giving erroneous residuals. However,
because cycle-skipping is more likely at higher frequencies, the approach is generally more
stable at lower frequencies.
The Inverse Problem
The approach to solving the waveform inversion problem followed here (Pratt and Worthington, 1989) is based on minimizing the residual misfit at each successive frequency, E(ω).
Assuming an L 2 norm, the misfit is defined
E(ω) =

1 XX
19 ∗ (s, r; ω)19(s, r; ω),
2 s r

(3)

where 19 ∗ denotes complex conjugate of wavefield 19. In this study, I approach the minimization of E(ω) through computing the negative gradient, or the direction of greatest decrease of the misfit function, with respect to the variation in model parameters. If model
parameters are represented by m(x), then the descent direction is defined by
g(x) = −∇m E = −

∂E
.
∂m(x)

(4)

The gradient vector, g(x), is considered an image of the model space and can be used to update
the model parameter estimates according to
m n+1 (x) = m n (x) + γn (x)gn (x),

(5)

where γn (x) is the step length discussed below, and subscript n indicates the current iteration
number.
Gradient Vector Definition
Methods for calculating the gradient without explicitly computing the partial derivatives of the
data are well established (Lailly, 1983; Tarantola, 1984; Pratt and Worthington, 1989; Pratt et
al., 1998). The main result in the time-domain inversion literature is that the gradient vector
can be computed by a zero-lag correlation of the wavefield propagated forward from the source
point, Pf (s, x; ω), and the residual wavefield propagated backwards from the farthest receiver
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location toward the source point past each successive receiver, Pb (x, r; ω). The frequencydomain equivalent to this zero-lag correlation is the multiplication of these two wavefields
according to
g(x; w) = −ω2

XX
s

r


Re Pf∗ (s, x; ω)Pb (s, x, r; ω) ,

(6)

where Re indicates the real component of the multiplication result. The summation over
sources and receivers is done for each non-linear iteration at each frequency. Following Sirgue
and Pratt (2004) in assuming a point source of unit amplitude and zero phase, the forwardpropagated wavefield Pf is given by
Pf (s, x; ω) = G 0 (s, x; ω),

(7)

while back-propagated wavefield Pb is defined by
Pb (s, x, r; ω) = G ∗0 (x, r; ω)19(s, r; ω),

(8)

where G 0 (s, x; ω) and G 0 (x, r; ω) represent the monochromatic Green’s functions for an excitation at the source and receiver points in the medium, respectively. Hence, the full gradient
vector expression is
g(x; ω) = −ω2

XX
s

r


Re G ∗0 (s, x; ω)G ∗0 (x, r; ω)19(s, r; ω) .

(9)

Note that G ∗0 (x, r; ω)19(s, r; ω) represents the back-projection of the data residuals and is
similar to a "migration with the residual wavefield data" (Mora, 1987).
Conjugate Gradient Definition
The use of conjugate gradients helps to speed convergence by choosing a direction that is a
linear combination of the past and current steepest descent vectors (Luenberger, 1984). Following Mora (1987), I use a conjugate gradient approach given by Polak and Ribiére (1969)
cn = gn + gn∗

(gn − gn−1 )
,
∗
gn−1
gn−1

(10)

where cn is the conjugate gradient update. Note that this is equivalent to the formulation in
Mora (1987) where data and model space covariances are represented by identity operators.
Equation 5 thus modifies to
m n+1 (x) = m n (x) + γn (x)cn (x), n ≥ 2,
=

γn (x)gn (x),

n = 1.

(11)

The computation of conjugate gradient direction in equation 11 comes essentially at no cost
because the previous gradient vector, gn−1 , easily can be stored in memory.
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Step-length Definition
After computing the (conjugate) gradient vector, one must calculate the step length, γ n (x),
used to update model parameters (equation 5). This computation is not straightforward because the acoustic wave equation is non-linear in model parameters m(x) = c −2 (x) and the
Frechét derivatives are never explicitly calculated. One approach is to use a linear approximation technique based on perturbation methods (Mora, 1987). This involves calculating
an approximate Frechét derivative, F̂, by performing an additional forward modeling using
a set of model parameters perturbed by a scaled version of the computed conjugate gradient
(i.e. m n (x) + ηcn (x)) and comparing the result with the initial forward modeled data. This is
summarized notationally as
F̂n = L(m n + ηcn ) − L(m n ) = 9 pert − 9orig ,

(12)

where 9 pert and 9orig are the perturbed and original wavefields, respectively. Perturbation
scaling factor η is constrained to be within 1% of the current model parameter values. The
step-length is then given by Mora (1987)
γn =

1
η2

cn∗ gn

F̂n∗ F̂n + cn∗ cn

.

(13)

Again, the step-length in equation 13 is equal to that in Mora (1987) where covariance matrices
are represented by identity operators.
General approach to waveform inversion
The above section presented the approach to frequency-domain waveform inversion used in
this study. The general computational flow is described the pseudo-code in figure 1. The procedure begins with the forward wavefield modeling (equation 1) for the first non-linear iteration
at the first frequency. Wavefield residuals are then computed (equation 2) and back-projected
throughout the model volume (the adjoint of equation 1), enabling the computation of the
single-source gradient vector (equation 9). This procedure is repeated for all shot points until
the total gradient field is computed by stacking single-source gradient profiles. The conjugate
gradient direction is then calculated from the current and past gradient vectors (equation 11),
and the step length is computed by summing the forward modeling results of the linear perturbation Frechét matrix (equation 12). This process is repeated for the desired number of
iterations, or until convergence is reached. The entire process is then repeated at the next
highest frequency until inversion of all chosen frequencies is complete.
SOLVING THE FORWARD MODELING PROBLEM
A key development in frequency-domain waveform inversion methodology would be establishing a more rapid, yet accurate, forward modeling approach for generating Helmholtz equation solutions. This is important because, for each non-linear iteration and frequency, forward
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Figure 1: Flow chart describing the
processing flow for waveform inversion. jeff1-flowchart [NR]
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For all frequencies {
For all non−linear iterations {
For all shots {
Forward model wavefield
Compute residuals
Back−propagate residuals
Compute single−shot gradient
}
Sum total gradient vector
Calculate conjugate gradient
For all shots {
Compute single−shot step−length
}
Sum total step−length
Update model
}
}

modeling is required (at least) three times: i) forward-propagating wavefield Ps to generate
data 9calc ; ii) back-projecting wavefield residuals Pr ; and iii) calculating step length γ . In
this study, I solve the forward modeling problem using more efficient, though less accurate,
one-way extrapolation operators. The central supposition is that the lower accuracy associated
with one-way operators will be more than offset by efficiency gains and lower memory requirements of finding waveform inversion solutions. A more fundamental question is whether
one-way operators are sufficiently accurate to permit waveform inversion. Demonstrating this
assumption’s validity is a key result of this paper.
One useful strategy for developing effective one-way operators is to consider propagation in a coordinate system geometry other than Cartesian. For example, one can specify a
sideways-tilted, ray-like mesh where the extrapolation axis is predominately oriented in the
direction of turning-wave propagation. In this reference frame, the bulk of wavefield continuation occurs at low angles to the extrapolation axis where one-way operators remain accurate.
Wavefield propagation on non-Cartesian grids falls under the purview of RWE, which incorporates mesh geometry directly into the Helmholtz equation through additional spatially varying
coefficients. The differential geometry used to describe coordinate system transformations
in general space is presented in Appendix A, while the operators used in the one-way RWE
approach are developed in Appendix B.
Figure 2 illustrates the geometric transformation between Cartesian (two left panels) and
RWE domains (two right panels). The upper left panel shows a coordinate system mesh overlying part of the Pluto velocity model. The upper right panel shows this mesh unfolded to form
a regular grid, underlying which is the interpolated velocity profile. (The RWE coefficients
in Appendix B describe the stretching effects generated by this transformation.) The bottom
right panel shows four superimposed wavefield snapshots (at 1.0s, 2.2s, 3.4s and 4.6s) for a
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Figure 2: Illustration of the waveform inversion forward modeling approach. The left (right)
panels represent the Cartesian (Riemannian) viewpoint. Upper left: Pluto velocity profile
overlain by a dipolar coordinate system mesh. Upper right: Unstretched coordinate system
from upper left panel underlain by the interpolated velocity profile. Lower right: Four superimposed broadband wavefields (at 1.0s, 2.2s, 3.4s, and 4.6s) propagated through the velocity
model in the upper right. Lower left: Wavefields from the lower right interpolated to Cartesian.
jeff1-FMexample [ER]
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point source propagated outward from the left side of the model. Note that while some energy
is lost - for example, at boundaries and steeply dipping energy - the bulk of the wavefield is
extrapolated at low angles through the model. The bottom left panel shows the wavefield from
the bottom right interpolated back to a Cartesian mesh. The rapid near-horizontal advancement of the wavefield through the salt is evident, as are the top-salt reflections arriving at the
free surface.
The remainder of this section describes how I perform forward modeling using RWE operators. I present the rationale for using a dipolar coordinate system, detail an approximate
approach for incorporating source radiation patterns and free-surface reflections, and describe
a wavefield injection approach to back-propagate wavefield residuals.
Dipole Coordinates
One simplifying factor for an RWE approach is using a coordinate system that is (nearly)
orthogonal, such as that developed from a potential field distribution (Shragge, 2006b). Accordingly, the coordinate system used in the following investigations is a (nearly) orthogonal
mesh derived from the electrostatics potential field distribution, 8, of a dipole source formed
by two static charges
1
1
8(x) = p
−p
,
(x − x1 )2 + ξ 2 (z − z 1 )2
(x − x2 )2 + ξ 2 (z − z 2 )2

(14)

where x1 = [x1 , z 1 ] and x2 = [x2 , z 2 ] are the locations of the two unitary-valued static charges,
and ξ is an ellipticity factor inducing a vertical stretch.
A dipolar coordinate system can be derived from equation 14 by computing the equipotential surfaces and associated field lines. Figure 3 illustrates this for a dipole of 4 km spacing
and a ξ =1 ellipticity factor. The potential field distribution nearby the singularities becomes
nearly radially symmetric and mimics the shape of a wavefield emerging from a point source
in a homogeneous medium. For simplicity, I force the initial extrapolation surface to be a
circular arc that directly matches the point source wavefield. Although this introduces a slight
non-orthogonality into an otherwise orthogonal mesh, this is taken into account by the RWE
theory (Shragge, 2006a). In addition, I have situated the source point 50m below the freesurface in order to simulate ghost reflections commonly found in marine data. The forward
modeled wavefield, 9(s, r; ω), is thus generated by extracting from the wavefield the values at
the receiver locations on the center line paralleling the free surface at the source depth.
Radiation Patterns and Free-surface
Two additional factors that warrant comment are the effects of source radiation patterns and
the free-surface (see sketch in figure 4). A dipolar coordinate system can partially account for
these effects. I generate the initial source wavefield by extracting the direct arrival wavelet
from a receiver nearby the source point and spreading it across the 180◦ arc to form a radially
symmetric wavefield. To impart a more realistic radiation pattern, I then introduce an angular
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Figure 3: The coordinate system
used in the forward modeling tests
derived from the potential field and
field lines of an electrostatic dipole.
jeff1-DipoleRays [ER]

cosine radiation amplitude filter that helps ensure that the wavefield has zero amplitude (at
least initially) at the free surface.
Free-surface effects can be approximately incorporated by allowing waves to propagate
in a vertically mirrored velocity model. Figure 5 illustrates the expected arrivals from the
mirroring procedure. The top panel shows the expected reflected and ghost arrival polarities,
while the bottom shows the rays modeled with the mirrored velocity approach. Note that
negating the radiation pattern in the mirrored velocity panel generates an effective free-surface
ghost, including the R=-1 free-surface reflection coefficient. First-order multiples are also
present, but have incorrect polarities that could cause problems in the inversion. Multiples
arising from deeper reflectors, though, arrive later and are routinely windowed out from the
data.
Forward modeling examples
Figure 6 presents forward modeling results for the Pluto dataset. The left and right panels
show the wavefield generated by a fourth-order FD and RWE modeling, respectively. The
finite-difference Pluto data on the left is the pressure field component calculated in an elastic
model. The RWE data in the right panel are generated according to equation B-14. Note that
the reflections apparent near zero-offset in the left panel are completely absent from the right
panel. This is because the algorithm cannot propagate reflected waves directly upwards on
near-vertical paths because propagation angles are too steep to the extrapolation axis. The
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Figure 4: Sketch showing factors complicating modeling wavefield propagation with one-way
extrapolation operators. Properly modeling wavefields requires generating multiple arrivals
- direct, wide-angle reflections and ghosts - as well as handling the free-surface and source
radiation patterns. jeff1-Shot-config [NR]
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Figure 5: Sketch showing the velocity
mirroring process that enables computation of the free-surface reflected
ghost. Top panel: Expected ray arrivals. Bottom panel: Calculated arrivals using the mirrored velocity approach. jeff1-mirror [NR]
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wavefields at farther offsets (i.e. >16kft), though, become increasingly similar both kinematically and dynamically.
The waveforms input to the inversion algorithm at exploration scale are usually limited
to the first few hundred milliseconds after the first arrival. Hence, examining the match between FD and RWE waveforms in this time interval provides insight into the quality of the
forward modeling results. Figures 7 and 8 present waveform comparisons at four wide-offsets
(>15kft) and four near-offsets (<15kft), respectively. Both waveforms are low-pass filtered to
a frequency band typically used for exploration-scale waveform inversion (high corner of 12
Hz). At far offsets the RWE waveforms match those from the FD modeling to a good degree,
especially directly after the first arrival. The matches at nearer offsets are fairly poor as expected given the obviously disparate nature of the wavefields shown in figure 6, though show
improvements with increasing offset.
Back-projection by wavefield injection
The next step is to develop a procedure for back-projecting the residual wavefield. I use a
waveform injection approach based on equation B-15 that is the adjoint operation of extracting
data from the wavefield at acquisition depth. An initially zero-valued wavefield is propagated
backwards from the farthest receiver toward the source point. As the wavefield reaches each
successive receiver location, the residual at that point is injected into the global wavefield and
extrapolated to the next step. This process is repeated for all receivers back to the final step
closest to the source point. Note that the one-way formulation precludes back-projection of
wavefield interactions occurring at a distance farther than the current extrapolation step. (This
is the equivalent to an inability to propagate a turning wave upward to the surface in downward
continuation.)
Calculating the gradient term in equation 9 is possible after specifying the forward and
back-propagation modeling operations. Figure 9 presents an example of a gradient vector for
a source and receiver pair separated by 4 km over a mirrored half-space velocity model (upper left panel). The upper right panel shows a monochromatic wavefield propagated forwards
from the source point, while the lower right panel shows the wavefield back-propagated from
the farthest receiver. The multiplication of these two wavefields is shown in the lower left
panel. Woodward (1992), who discusses a similar experiment, terms the result in the lower
left "a wavepath" - or the monochromatic analog of a ray-path in the infinite-frequency approximation. Note that the similarity between the wavepath in figure 9 and that of Woodward
(1992), whose approach is based on a Rytov approximation.
INVERSION RESULTS
This section details the tests of the waveform inversion procedure described above on a 1D
synthetic data model (left panel of figure 10). The velocity perturbation is centered at 1 km
depth, is 0.2 km thick, and is 10% greater than the background field of 2 kms−1 . The goal of
the waveform inversion test is to reconstruct the velocity perturbation starting from an initially
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Figure 6: Comparison of the Pluto dataset wavefield generated by a fourth-order finite difference approach (left panel) and the wavefield generated by the RWE modeling approach (right
panel) for a source position at 80 kft. jeff1-DataCompare [ER]
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Figure 7: Examples of waveform matching for various wide offsets, with the corresponding
residuals for the wavefields shown in figure 6. Top left: 17 kft offset; top right: 19.5 kft offset;
bottom left: 22 kft offset; and bottom right: 24.5 kft offset. jeff1-WideOffsets [ER]
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Figure 8: Examples of waveform matching for various near offsets, with the corresponding
residuals for the wavefields shown in figure 6. Top left: 8 kft offset; top right: 10 kft offset;
bottom left: 12kft offset; and bottom right: 14 kft offset. jeff1-NearOffsets [ER]
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Figure 9: Wavepath example following Woodward (1992). Top left: Half-space velocity
model used for synthetic tests. Top right: Forward-propagated wavefield. Bottom right:
Back-projected wavefield for a single receiver at 4km offset from source point. Bottom left:
Wavepath formed by multiplying wavefields in top and bottom right panels. jeff1-wavepath
[ER]
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constant velocity model of 2 kms−1 . The true velocity profile was input to the SU finite
difference modeling package (Stockwell, 1997), which generated data consisting of a linear
direct arrival and two reflection hyperbolas of opposing sign (right panel).

Figure 10: Model used for the waveform inversion test (left panel) and the data generated by
FD modeling (right panel). jeff1-ModelData [ER]
Synthetic data were subject to initial preprocessing, including low-pass filtering (high corner of 12Hz), windowing to eliminate boundary artifacts, and zeroing traces < 2 km from the
source point. I applied the the latter procedure because the RWE modeling procedure cannot
generate accurate wavefield data nearer to the source point. A subset of frequencies ranging
from 3-12 Hz in roughly 0.25 Hz intervals were selected for inversion.
Figure 11 presents the waveform inversion results after 5 non-linear iterations. The left
panel shows the final estimated perturbation, while the multiple profiles in the right panel
show the cumulative velocity perturbation recovered at each integer frequency value between
3-12 Hz. The recovered velocity profile perturbation is centered almost at the correct location.
Significant negative side lobes are present both above and below the true perturbation. This
observation is somewhat expected because it exhibits a similar phenomenon to that noted in
the 1D experimental findings of Sirgue and Pratt (2004).
The recovered perturbation evidently does not contain certain spatial frequency components. One way to better understand this is examining the Fourier spectra of the 1D depth
profile (see figure 12). This panel shows the spatial frequency content of both the model and
estimated perturbation. The recovered perturbation is lacking energy at the lower frequencies
and is somewhat overestimated at mid-range. This observation suggests that the inversion does
not use data with either: i) low enough temporal frequencies; or ii) sufficiently wide offsets to
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Figure 11: Waveform inversion result for the model and data shown in figure 10 after 5
non-linear iterations in the 3-12 Hz frequency band. Left panel: Recovered vertical velocity profile. Right panel: Vertical velocity profile built up by each successive integer frequency.
jeff1-Perturbation [CR]

generate the "image-stretch" phenomena (Sirgue and Pratt, 2004).
One detail important for stabilizing the inversion is to include a near-surface filter on the
model space. I implement the filter as a frequency-dependent vertical mask that prevents
changes to the velocity model within the first Fresnel zone of the wavepath. The masking
operation is essential because it rejects stronger near-surface anomalies that lead to significant
non-linear behavior and corresponding wavepath defocusing. I applied no other regularization
scheme in the inversion problem solution; however, additional terms could in principle be
included.
CONCLUDING REMARKS
This paper presents an alternate forward modeling step of frequency-domain waveform inversion based on operators derived from one-way wave-equations. Wavefield extrapolation is
performed on generalized coordinate grids designed to conform to the bulk propagation paths
of turning waves. The resulting waveforms are fairly similar to those generated by FD modeling at wider offsets. The results of waveform inversion on synthetic data demonstrate the
ability of the approach to invert for moderate velocity perturbations.
The work presented herein shows that the RWE forward modeling approach has significant
potential, which motivates additional research on a number of topics. While the next develop-
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Figure 12: Fourier spectra of the
1D model and recovered perturbation
shown in the left panel of figure 11.
jeff1-Frequencies [ER]

ment stage would be applying the technique to a 2D dataset, it is important to speculate that
this approach should upscale to 3D seismic data volumes with relative ease. This statement is
support by the observation that a single iteration of waveform inversion should theoretically
be equivalent to a wave-equation migration of three frequencies in a 3D data volume. Importantly, migrations of this size are routine in industry, which suggests that 3D RWE waveform
inversion is computationally feasible.
The results also motivate additional work towards improving the amplitude accuracy of
the one-way RWE operators. An initial improvement would be including the amplitude factor
described by Zhang et al. (2003), which is missing from conventional wavefield extrapolation
(Claerbout, 1985). Use of this term should generate data closer to the amplitudes predicted
by ray theory. Future work could also implement the one-way operators of Thomson (2005)
that derived from a "true-amplitude" one-way wave-equation that incorporates reflection and
multiple-scattering losses.
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APPENDIX A
Generalized Riemannian Geometry
Geometry in a generalized 3D Riemannian space is described by a symmetric metric tensor,
gi j = g j i , that relates the geometry in a non-orthogonal coordinate system, {x 1 , x2 , x3 }, to
an underlying Cartesian mesh, {ξ1 , ξ2 , ξ3 } (Guggenheimer, 1977). In matrix form, the metric
tensor is written

 

g11 g12 g13
g11 g12 g13
 
(A-1)
gi j =  g21 g22 g23  =  g12 g22 g23  ,
g13 g23 g33
g31 g32 g33

where g11 , g12 , g22 , g13 , g23 and g33 are functions linking the two coordinate systems through
∂ xk ∂ xk
∂ xk ∂ xk
∂ xk ∂ xk
, g12 =
, g22 =
,
∂ξ1 ∂ξ1
∂ξ1 ∂ξ2
∂ξ1 ∂ξ3
∂ xk ∂ xk
∂ xk ∂ xk
∂ xk ∂ xk
g13 =
, g23 =
, g33 =
.
∂ξ2 ∂ξ2
∂ξ2 ∂ξ3
∂ξ3 ∂ξ3

g11 =

(A-2)

(Summation notation - gii = g11 + g22 + g33 - is used in equations throughout this paper.) The
associated (or inverse) metric tensor, g i j , is defined by gi j = |g| g i j , where |g| is metric tensor
matrix determinant. The associated metric tensor is given by


2
g22 g33 − g23
g13 g23 − g12 g33 g12 g23 − g13 g22
 ij
1 
2
g13 g23 − g12 g33
g11 g33 − g13
g12 g13 − g11 g23  ,
(A-3)
g =
|g|
2
g12 g23 − g13 g22 g12 g13 − g11 g23
g11 g22 − g12
and with the following metric determinant
"
|g| =

2
g33 (g11 g22 − g12
)

Weighted metric tensor, m i j =
ment.

√

#
2
2
g11 g23
+ g22 g13
− 2g12 g23 g13
1−
.
2
g33 (g11 g22 − g12
)

(A-4)

|g| g i j , is another useful definition for the following develop-

APPENDIX B
One-way Riemannian wavefield extrapolation
The acoustic wave-equation for wavefield, U, in a generalized Riemannian space is
∇ 2 U = −ω2 s 2 (x) U,

(B-1)

where the ω is frequency, s is the propagation slowness, and ∇ 2 is the Laplacian operator


1 ∂
i j ∂U
m
.
(B-2)
1U = √
∂ξ j
|g| ∂ξi
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Substituting equation B-2 into B-1 generates a Helmholtz equation appropriate for propagating
waves through a 3D space


1 ∂
i j ∂U
m
= −ω2 s 2 U.
(B-3)
√
∂ξ j
|g| ∂ξi
√
Expanding the derivative terms and multiplying through by |g| yields
p
∂m i j ∂U
∂ 2U
+ mi j
= − |g|ω2 s 2 U.
∂ξi ∂ξ j
∂ξi ∂ξ j

Defining n j as

nj =

∂m 1 j ∂m 2 j ∂m 3 j
∂m i j
=
+
+
,
∂ξi
∂ξ1
∂ξ2
∂ξ3

(B-4)

(B-5)

leads to a more compact notation of equation B-4
nj

p
∂U
∂ 2U
+ mi j
= − |g|ω2 s 2 U.
∂ξ j
∂ξi ∂ξ j

(B-6)

Developing a wave-equation dispersion relation is achieved by replacing the partial differential
operators acting on wavefield U with their Fourier domain duals
p

m i j kξi − i n j kξ j = |g|ω2 s 2 ,
(B-7)

where kξi is the Fourier domain dual of differential operator ∂ξ∂ i . Equation B-7 represents the
dispersion relationship for wavefield propagation on a generalized 3-D Riemannian space.
Solving for the extrapolation wavenumber

Developing an expression for the extrapolation wavenumber requires isolating one of the
wavenumbers in equation B-7 (herein assumed to be coordinate ξ3 ). Rearranging the results
of expanding equation B-7 by introducing indicies i , j = 1, 2, 3 yields

m 33 kξ23 + 2m 13 kξ1 + 2m 23 kξ2 − i n 3 kξ3 =
p

|g|ω2 s 2 + i n 1 kξ1 + n 2 kξ2 − m 11 kξ21 − m 22 kξ22 − 2m 12 kξ1 kξ2 .
(B-8)

An expression for wavenumber k ξ3 can be obtained by completing the square
m

kξ22



33



(2m 13 kξ1 +2m 23 kξ2 −i n3 )

2



2
√
m 13 )
(
2
2
2
11
= |g|ω s − kξ1 m − m 33 −

k ξ3 +
(B-9)
2m 33







13
23
13 23
n 23
(m 23 )2
.
m 22 − m 33 − kξ1 kξ2 2m 12 − 2mm 33m + i kξ1 n 1 − mm 33n3 + i kξ2 n 2 − mm 33n3 − m 33

Isolating wavenumber kξ3 yields


1
2 2
,
kξ3 = −a1 kξ1 − a2 kξ2 + i a3 ± a42 ω2 − a52 kξ21 − a62 kξ22 − a7 kξ1 kξ2 + a8 i kξ1 + a9 i kξ2 − a10
(B-10)
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where ai are non-stationary coefficients given by


13

g
a=
g 33

g 23

g 33

n3

2m 33

p

s
g 33

v
u
u g 11
t
−
g 33

g 13
g 33

!2

v
u
u g 22
t
−
g 33

g 23

g 33

!2

"

2 g 12

2 g 13 g 23
−
2
g 33
g 33

#

"

m 13 n 3
−
2
m 33
m 33
n1

#

"

m 23 n 3
−
2
m 33
m 33
n2

#

T

n3 
 .
m 33

(B-11)

Note that the coefficients contain a mixture of m i j and g i j terms, and that positive definite
terms, a4 , a5 , a6 and a10 in equation B-10are squared, such that the familiar Cartesian split-step
Fourier correction is recovered.
For general 2D situations, the coefficients in equation B-11 reduce to


a=

g 13
g 33

0

n3
2m 33

p

s

s
g 33

g 11
g 33

−



g 13
g 33

2

0

0

"

m 13 n

n1
3
−
2
33
m
m 33

#

0

T

n3 
,
m 33

(B-12)

while a strictly orthogonal 2D mesh leads to the following coefficients


a = 0

0

n3
2m 33

p

s
g 33

s

g 11
g 33

0

0

n1
m 33

0

T

n3 
.
m 33

(B-13)

One-way wavefield extrapolation
The expression for kξ3 forms the basis for a one-way extrapolation operator that can be used to
propagate wavefields on generalized coordinate meshes. This requires that a wavefield at step
ξ3 (i.e., U(ξ3 , kξ1 , kξ2 ; ω)) be propagated to the next step ξ3 + 1ξ3 (i.e., U(ξ3 + 1ξ3 , kξ1 , kξ2 , ω))
according to
U(ξ3 + 1ξ3 , kξ1 , kξ2 , ω) = U(ξ3 , kξ1 , kξ2 ; ω) e−ikξ3 1ξ3 .

(B-14)

The back-projection of residuals required for waveform inversion can be implemented
easily according to the adjoint process of equation B-14,
U(ξ3 + 1ξ3 , kξ1 , kξ2 , ω) = U(ξ3 , kξ1 , kξ2 ; ω) e+ikξ3 1ξ3 .

(B-15)

Note that the coefficients above are spatially variant which requires employing a typical approach (e.g. split-step Fourier, FFD or phase-screens) for developing a mixed ω − x domain
exponential operators. This study uses the split-step Fourier approach detailed in Shragge
(2006a) using the extrapolation wavenumber k ξ3 defined by equation B-13.
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Interval velocity estimation through convex optimization
Ben Witten and Michael Grant

ABSTRACT
Convex optimization is an optimization technique which maximizes efficiency by fully
harnessing the convex nature of certain problems. Here we test a convex optimization
solver on a least-squares formulations of the Dix equation. Convex optimization has many
useful traits including the ability to set bounds on the solution which are explored here.
As well, this example serves as a test for the feasibility of convex optimization for future,
more expensive tomography problems.

INTRODUCTION
Interval velocity estimation is a fundamental problem in seismology. The simplest technique
for finding interval velocity is the Dix equation (Dix, 1952) which analytically inverts the rootmean-square (RMS) velocity for interval velocity. The Dix equation has many flaws including
the assumption of a vertically stratified earth and numerical problems that can cause the inversion to become unstable for rapidly varying velocities. To better constrain the solution,
the Dix equation is often cast as a least-squares problem, which is regularized in time with a
differential operator that penalizes rapid variations to produce a smooth result (Clapp et al.,
1998).
Valenciano et al. (2003) expanded on this work to use both `2 and `1 regularization. The
`2 regularization is justified when the expected velocity model is smooth. When geological
expectations dictate abrupt changes in interval velocity `1 regularization can be utilized to
preserve sharp boundaries when they are present, yet allows for smooth velocity elsewhere.
Since least-squares problems are already convex, this is a perfect problem to test the utility
of convex optimization. Here we utilize convex optimization to solve the problem of interval
velocity estimation using the same examples as those present by Valenciano et al. (2003) for
the `2 and `1 regularization, which used conjugate gradient methods. As well, bounds will be
enforced on the solution to further constrain the Dix inversion to a more geologically sensible
answer.
LEAST-SQUARES DIX EQUATION
The Dix equation is a nonlinear relationship between RMS velocity and interval velocity.
It is, however, linear in the square of the interval velocity. This linearized formulation of
101
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the Dix equation was solved by Clapp et al. (1998) by using a preconditioned least-squares
optimization with spatial smoothness constraints. In this approach or data fitting goal is to
minimize the residual of
W(Cu − d) ≈ 0

(1)

where u is a vector whose components range over vertical traveltime depth τ and whose values
2
are the interval velocity squared vint
. d is the data vector which has the same range as u, but
whose values are the scaled RMS velocity squared τ v 2R M S /1τ where τ/1τ is the index on the
time axis. C is the casual integration operator. And W is a weight matrix which is proportional
to our confidence in RMS velocities.
Since the fitting goal, equation 1, is unstable when there are high frequency variations in
RMS velocity, a regularization term is added to penalize this erratic behavior. As done by
Valenciano et al. (2003), first order derivatives are used. This system of equations is
W(Cu − d) ≈ 0

τ Dτ u≈ 0
x Dx u≈ 0

(2)

where Dτ and Dx are first-order finite differences derivatives in traveltime and midpoint, respectively. τ and x balance the relative importance of the two model residuals, effectively
controlling the smoothness.
The approach taken towards the regularization terms will determine whether a smooth or
discontinuous model is found. `2 regularization will produce a smooth result. If a discontinuous velocity is geologically expected, such as for carbonates, `1 regularization can be used to
produce a blocky model (Valenciano et al., 2003).
CONVEX OPTIMIZATION
A problem is a convex optimization problem if it has the form
minimize f 0 (x)
subject to f i (x) ≤ bi , i = 1, . . . , m

(3)

where f 0 , . . . , f m and b1 , . . . , bm are convex functions and x exists in a convex set, S (Boyd and
Vandenberghe, 2004). Convex optimization problems have many attractive features including
the guarantee of local minima to be global and strong optimality, feasibility, and sensitivity
information. As well, there are reliable and efficient numerical algorithms to solve these problems. Since this Dix formulation is a least-squares problem, which is already convex, it seems
natural to try convex optimization techniques to find the solution.
The data fitting goal, equation (1), can be rewritten in optimization notation as
minimize kW(Cu − d)k2

(4)
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where k · k2 means the least-squares norm. When necessary regularization terms are added the
full set of goals, equation (2) becomes
minimize kW(Cu − d)k2 + kτ Dτ uki + kx Dτ uki

(5)

in optimization notation. If i is 2 then an `2 regularization is used and a smooth model is
obtained. If i is 1 then an `1 regularization is used and the result is a blocky model, instead.
Even after inversion, there may be points in the model space which do not make geological
sense, usually due to picking errors caused by poor resolution. Convex optimization allows for
bound constraints to be imposed on the solution, which can correct for such inconsistencies.
If we constrain the solution then we have
minimize kW(Cu − d)k2 + kτ Dτ uki + kx Dτ uki
u ≤ vmax

u ≥ vmin ,

(6)

where vmax and vmin are the square of the maximum and minimum allowable velocity models,
respectively.
To do the convex optimization, cvx (Grant et al., 2006) will be used. cvx is a MATLAB
based system for solving convex optimization problems. It allows constraints and objectives
to be specified with common MATLAB syntax.
REAL DATA EXAMPLES
125 CMP’s from a 2-D prestack data set that was acquired in the Gulf of Mexico were used.
Since the Gulf of Mexico usually exhibits flat reflectors, this is suitable for the Dix equation.
The region is also faulted which implies discontinuous velocities.
The approach taken for obtaining the RMS velocities is the same as that in (Valenciano et
al., 2003), but will briefly be recreated here. First, velocity analysis was preformed on each
CMP. Then an auto-picker was used to pick the maximum stacking power corresponding to
the best RMS velocity at each CMP position. An example velocity analysis with picks for
a single CMP is shown on the top of Figure 1. The velocity values from all the CMPs can
be combined to form a complete RMS velocity model space. This is shown on the bottom
of Figure 1. Please note that the velocities picked in Figure 1 are in slowness rather than
velocity, while the complete RMS model space is in velocity. This is because the conjugate
gradient method used a slowness model, but the convex optimization failed with slowness
and velocity had to be used. This limitation may be because the values were all close to 0
forcing the solution down or due to the narrow range of slowness values. Thus the images
computed with conjugate gradients were computed in slowness and inverted to velocity, while
the convex optimization images were computed directly with velocity values. Figure 2 shows
the stacked section which displays the faulting mentioned above. The middle panel has the
faults highlighted and the bottom panels shows the same faults on the raw RMS velocity. It is
interesting to note that the raw RMS velocity shows the faults clearly.
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Figure 1: Top: Auto-picked RMS velocity of one CMP from a 2-D prestack dataset. Bottom:
Raw RMS velocity map for all 125 CMPs ben1-vel-vrms [ER]

The top of Figure 3 shows the interval velocity resulting from solving equations (2) with
`2 regularization. The bottom of Figure 3 shows the interval velocity when equation (5) is
solved with `2 regularization. Note that all interval velocities are clipped at their respective
maximums. Both images in Figure 3 are very similar showing that convex optimization is at
least equivalent to conjugate gradients in terms of quality of solution.
If we now look at the solutions to equations (2) and (5) solved with a `1 regularization,
shown in Figure 4, we can see that, as expected, a much blockier solution is found. As in the
previous figure, the top panel of Figure 4, created by conjugate gradients, is very similar to the
bottom image, solved with convex optimization.
In the `1 regularization image, the faults do show up faintly. If we overlay the same lines
shown in Figure 2 onto Figure 4, this becomes more obvious as shown in Figure 5. The faults
may be slightly more obvious in the problem solved with cvx, which is blockier than with
conjugate gradients. The difference in “blockiness” is due to the different ’s and how they
are applied in each case.
There appears to be some low velocity anomalies near the bottom of the interval velocity
solution. This is predominately seen in the blocky models, but there are uncharacteristically
low velocities at late times in all the models. As we can see from the stack in Figure 2, there is
no evidence to support such velocities. To correct this we can constrain the solution further by
adding bounds when solving the convex optimization problem. If we assume that the interval
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Figure 2: Top: Stacked data using the raw RMS velocity. Middle: Stack data with lines
showing the faults. Bottom: RMS velocity with same lines showing the faults. ben1-stack1
[ER]
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Figure 3: Top: Interval velocity computed using conjugate gradients with `2 regularization. Bottom: Interval velocity computed using convex optimization with `2 regularization.
ben1-L2vint [CR]

Figure 4: Top: Interval velocity computed using conjugate gradients with `1 regularization. Bottom: Interval velocity computed using convex optimization with `1 regularization.
ben1-L1vint [CR]
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Figure 5: Same as Figure 4 except with lines marking fault locations. ben1-L1-interp [CR]

velocity v(z) increases linearly with depth:
v(z) = v0 + αz,

(7)

then we can get a general estimate of the interval velocity. This is shown in Figure 6. Velocities
20 percent above and below this model are used as the maximum and minimum constraints in
equation (6). Figures 7 and 8 show the bounded constrained `2 and `1 solutions, respectively.
As we can see, the low velocities occurring at late times have been attenuated.
CONCLUSIONS
Convex optimization methods show promise for solving least-squares problems. As exemplified by the least-squares Dix equation, convex optimization can yield similar results to those
obtained through conjugate gradient methods. Yet convex optimization also has the advantage of imposing geologically constrained bounds to further enhance the solution. The ` 1 cvx
solution also shows a slightly better ability to pick up the faults than the conjugate gradient
method. As stated above, this could simply be a function of  choice.
The convex optimization solver may not be as fast as conjugate gradient methods, but
the solution obtained is guaranteed to be correct. The conjugate gradient solution is usually
obtained by iterating until we are tired. The convex solver, on the other hand, works until a
preset accuracy is achieved. In these problems, this precision was set at 10−9 . The efficiency
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Figure 6: Model from which the upper and lower velocity constraints are formed. Upper is
20% greater than this everywhere and the lower is 20% less. ben1-bounds [CR]

Figure 7: Solution by convex optimization with `2 regularization and bound constraints.
ben1-L2vint-cvx-bounded [CR]
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Figure 8: Solution by convex optimization with `1 regularization and bound constraints.
ben1-L1vint-cvx-bounded [CR]

of `2 versus `1 regularization is quite striking. It takes 8 times more iterations to do the `1 than
the `2 , but only 3 times as many when both are bounded. This is difference comparable to that
of conjugate gradients.
To apply convex optimization larger problems and more complex operators, a convex optimization solver that does not rely on MATLAB is needed. While the cvx software is efficient
and easy to use, it is limited by MATLAB’s efficiency and lack of memory. If a new solver
can be created convex optimization could be successful for future endeavors.
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Anisotropic velocity spectra from residual moveout
transformation in anisotropic angle-domain common-image
gathers: First results
Pierre Jousselin

ABSTRACT
We present the first results of a new method of estimating anisotropic migration velocities:
the computation of anisotropic velocity spectra from Residual Moveout (RMO) transformation in anisotropic Angle-Domain Common-Image Gathers (ADCIGs). In the first part
of this paper, we formulate the estimation of the anisotropic parameters from the RMO
curves as an inverse problem. This analysis reveals how accurately we can estimate the
parameters, what trade-offs exist between them, and eventually which iterative estimation
procedure we should use. In the second part, we compute the anisotropic velocity spectra
of synthetic data and estimate anisotropic migration velocities.

INTRODUCTION
As it was observed that the approximation of an isotropic subsurface was not geologically
grounded and that isotropic migration methods could give results inconsistent with other data
(e.g. from wells), anisotropic migration became an important focus of research and is now
widely used in the industry. However, estimating anisotropic migration velocities remained
the key to quality of imaging and accurate reflector positioning.
Today, migration velocity analysis (MVA) is the procedure most commonly employed
to estimate isotropic migration velocity in complex media. However, it is still less mature for anisotropic applications and recent progress has been made toward the development
of anisotropic MVA only in conjunction with Kirchhoff migration. The work on residual
moveout (RMO) in anisotropic angle-domain common-image gathers (ADCIGs) presented in
Biondi (2005a) and Biondi (2005b), by giving a mathematical relationship that links RMO in
anisotropic ADCIGs to anisotropic migration velocity errors, opened the way to new anisotropic
MVA methods that can be performed in conjunction with wavefield-continuation migration.
In this paper, we present the preliminary results from the computation of anisotropic velocity spectra from the RMO transformation in anisotropic ADCIGs. In the first part, we
formulate the anisotropic velocity estimation as an inverse problem. We first analyze the attainable accuracy of the estimated parameters, and the trade-off between them. This allows
us to specify an appropriate iterative estimation procedure. In the second part, we compute
anisotropic velocity spectra of synthetic data, estimate anisotropic migration velocities and
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comment on the results in light of the conclusions from the first part.
ANISOTROPIC PARAMETER ESTIMATION FROM RMO CURVES IN
ANISOTROPIC ADCIG AS AN INVERSE PROBLEM
In this section, after briefly presenting the theory of ADCIGs (Sava and Fomel, 2003; Rickett
and Sava, 2002; Biondi and Tisserant, 2004) and the derivation of the mathematical expression of RMO in anisotropic ADCIGs as a function of errors in anisotropic velocity parameters
(Biondi, 2005a,b; Jousselin and Biondi, 2006), we formulate the estimation problem as a conventional inverse problem.
Generalized migration
The computation of anisotropic ADCIGs is based on the generalization of integral migration
to the computation of a prestack image that includes the subsurface offset dimension (h ξ )
in addition to the usual image depth (z ξ ) and midpoint (m ξ ). Figure 1 illustrates the surface
offset dimension: the image point m ξ , h ξ , z ξ belongs to the migration response of an impulse
recorded at midpoint m D , surface offset h D and travel time t D - provided that the travel time
along the source and receiver paths (of length L s and L r , respectively) is equal to t D .
H

 s
Figure 1: Illustration of generalized migration, where the prestack
image is function of the subsurface
offset. γ and αx are the group
aperture and dip angles, respectively.
pierre1-imp-resp [NR]
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Computation of ADCIGs
In 2-D, ADCIGs are computed by applying a slant-stack decomposition to the prestack image
along the subsurface-offset axis at a constant midpoint. The kinematics of the transformation
to the angle domain are defined by the following change of variable:
γb = arctan

∂ zξ
∂h ξ

m ξ =S
mξ

z γb = z ξ − h ξ tan γb,

,

where γb is the depth of the image point after the transformation.

(1)
(2)
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RMO analysis in ADCIGs
When the migration velocity is correct and the image is focused at zero subsurface offset, the
transformation to angle domain does not change the depth of the image point (z ξ = z γb), and
∂ z γb
the reflections are imaged at the same depth for all aperture angles ( ∂b
γ ). In contrast, when
the reflections are not focused at zero offset, the transformation to the angle-domain maps
the events at different depths for each different angle. The variability of the depth with the
aperture angle is described by the RMO function, which we want to measure and quantify
as a function of the perturbation in anisotropic parameters encountered along the propagation
paths. Below, we briefly present the approach proposed in Biondi (2005a), which consists in
approximating the RMO function by the first-order Taylor series expansion about the correct
migration velocity.
We use the same notation as in Biondi (2005a): the VTI velocity function parameterization
is V = (VV , VH , VN ), which is equivalent to Thomsen’s parameterization V =√(VV , , δ). VV is
the velocity of a vertical ray, V H√is the velocity of a horizontal ray (V H = VV 1 + 2) and VN
is the NMO velocity (VN = VV 1 + 2δ).

We define the perturbations as a three-component vector ρ= ρVV , ρVH , ρVN , where each
component is a multiplicative factor for each migration
velocity. It generates

 a perturbed
velocity field, ρ V defined by ρ V = ρ VV , ρ VH , ρ VN = ρVV VV , ρVH VH , ρVN VN .
From the analytic expression of the impulse response (derived from figure 1) and some
geometric interpretation of the transformation to the angle domain, the first-order derivatives
of the imaging depth in the angle domain with respect to perturbations in the anisotropic
parameters can be written as follows (Jousselin and Biondi, 2006):
!

∂ z γb
z ξ cos2 αx − sin2 γ
sin γ
1/Ss
∂ Ss
1/Sr
∂ Sr
, (3)
=−
+
tan γb
+
∂ρi
2
cos αx cos γ
cos αx
cos(αx + γ ) ∂ρi cos(αx − γ ) ∂ρi

where γ is the phase aperture angle, γ̃ is the group aperture angle, γb is the arctan of the offset
dip, Ss and Sr are the slowness along the source and receiver rays.

Similarly, since residual moveout 1z RMO is defined as the difference between the reflector
movement at finite angle γb and the reflector movement at normal incidence z 0 , from equation 3, we can express the first-order derivatives of the residual moveout with respect to perturbations in the anisotropic parameters:
∂ z γb
∂1z RMO
=
∂ρi
∂ρi

γ
b

−

∂ z γb
∂ρi

(4)
γ
b=0

The residual moveout 1z RMO is eventually approximated by the first-order Taylor series
expansion about the correct migration velocity (b fρ = 1). The linearized expression is the
following:
1z RMO =

∂1z RMO
∂ρVV

γ
b,ρ=1

 ∂1z RMO
ρ VV − 1 +
∂ρVH

γ
b,ρ=1

 ∂1z RMO
ρVH − 1 +
∂ρVN

γ
b,ρ=1


ρVN − 1 .

(5)
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Formulation of the estimation problem as a conventional inverse problem
Equation 5 shows that using usual notations, the estimation problem can be formulated as a
conventional inversion problem. For a given reflector at a given midpoint, we represent the
RMO values for different aperture angles by the data vector d. We represent the perturbation
vector by the model vector m and denote m0 the vector of correct migration velocity (b fρ = 1).
The forward problem from equation 5 can thus be written
d = F (m − m0 ) where Fi j =

∂1z RMO
∂ρ j

γ =γi ,ρ=1

Under linearization around the correct migration velocity, the estimation of the anisotropic
parameters is thus equivalent to a conventional inversion problem: it consists in inverting the
forward modeling matrix F to estimate the anisotropic parameters m.
THEORETICAL ANALYSIS OF THE INVERSION PROBLEM
To understand the characteristics of the inversion (accuracy, trade-off between estimates, iterative method to be used), we analyze the singular vectors and associated singular values of
the forward modeling matrix F (Golub and Reinsch, 1970). We want to analyze whether the
problem is well-posed i.e. whether the RMO curves in ADCIGs contain enough information
for the anisotropic migration velocities to be accurately resolved.
We analyze the properties of the modeling matrix for a given set of anisotropic Thomsen
parameters; we use the Thomsen parameters of the Taylor Sand ( = 0.110, δ = −0.035) described in Tsvankin (2001) and a flat reflector. So that the anisotropic migration velocities can
be resolved, we also assume that the vertical velocity Vv is known, as is usually assumed in
the literature and is sometimes the case in practice (e.g. from check shots or well logs).
In the following, we analyze the accuracy of the inversion as well as the trade-off between
the different parameters by looking at the condition number of the matrix F and its right-hand
singular vectors, respectively.
Accuracy of the inversion - the condition number
To estimate the accuracy and robustness of the estimation of the anisotropic parameters,
we analyze
the condition number, κ, of the matrix F. The condition number is defined as
r

|λmax |
κ=
|λmin | , where λmax and λmin are the maximum and minimum singular values of the

resolution matrix FFT . By definition, a large condition number implies an ill-conditioned (i.e.,
nearly singular) problem, while a low condition number (for example smaller than 10) implies
a well-conditioned problem. Figure 2 displays the condition number values for Taylor Sand
as a function of the sampling range and the sampling interval of the aperture-angle axis. It
illustrates that the sampling interval of the aperture-angle axis has no impact on the condition
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number. Because we estimate only two parameters, increasing the sampling interval of the
aperture-angle axis only adds redundant constraints to our inversion problem. However, when
taking into account noise in the data, the shorter the sampling interval, the most robust the estimation of the anisotropic parameters. This could be mathematically demonstrated by looking
at the variance of the forward modeling matrix. Furthermore, the figure illustrates that there
exists an optimal range for the aperture-angle axis. In the given example, the minimum condition number is reached for an aperture range of around 45◦ . When the aperture range is too
small, the condition number takes extreme values (it has to be noticed that in figure 2, we had
to threshold condition numbers higher than 20). The problem is ill-conditioned because the
anisotropic parameter VH can only be estimated from large-aperture data and is consequently
poorly resolved. Conversely, when the aperture range is too large, the condition number also
takes extreme values. This is because the anisotropic parameter V N is not accurately resolved:
actually, by solving the inverse problem, we minimize the cost function kF (m − m0 ) − dk,
and because this cost function can take much larger values at large aperture angles than at
small ones (RMO increases with aperture angle), inverting large-aperture data is equivalent to
inverting large-aperture angle data only, i.e. constraining V H only. The poor constraints on
VN explain why the condition number takes extreme values for large-aperture data.

20

Condition number

Figure 2: Sensitivity of the condition
number to the range and sampling
of the aperture-angle axis (condition
numbers higher than 20 have been
thresholded).
pierre1-Condition1
[CR]
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Trade-off between the different parameters - the right-hand singular vectors
To analyze the trade-off between the different anisotropic parameters, we study the null space
of the matrix F, i.e. its right-hand vectors associated with the smallest (or zero) singular
values. By definition, a right-hand singular vector v of the matrix F is such that Fm = 0; as
such, if v0 is solution of Fv0 = d and v is a right-hand singular vector of the matrix F, then
any vector v0 + λv, λ ∈ < is also a solution. Consequently, the subspace of the right-hand
singular vectors is unconstrained by the equation Fv = d and can take any value. The top
panel of figure 3 illustrates the right-hand singular vector (two components) associated with
the smallest singular value of F as the aperture-angle range changes. The condition number
is illustrated in the lower panel. Note that when the aperture-angle range is small, the main
component of the right-hand singular vector associated with the smallest singular value is V H .
Thus, when the aperture angle range is small, the horizontal velocity cannot be accurately
determined because of insufficient data. This confirms our observation why the condition
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Figure 3: Top panel: Right-hand
side singular vector (two components) associated with the smallest
singular value of F as a function
of the aperture angle range. Bottom panel: Condition number as a
function of the aperture angle range
pierre1-Sing_vectors [CR]

Perturbations (VH−Top and VN−Bottom)

number takes large values with small aperture data. Eventually, when the aperture-angle range
is around 45◦ , the two components of the right-hand hand singular vector associated with the
smallest eigenvalue are of the same order of magnitude. This shows that there is a slight tradeoff between the two anisotropic parameters. It is consistent with the fact that the condition
number is low and that the problem is well-posed for that range of aperture angles.
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We can draw several conclusions from this theoretical study of the estimation problem
as an M inverse problem. First, assuming data are noise-free, the sampling interval of the
aperture-angle axis has no impact on the estimation of the anisotropic parameters. When
taking into account noise in the data, the smaller the sampling interval, the more robust the
estimation of the anisotropic parameters. Second, depending on the data available, different
estimation techniques should be used. When only small-aperture data is available, V H cannot
be accurately resolved. As a consequence, it is important to put some additional constraints
on VH so that it does not take extreme values. When large-aperture data is available, V N and
VH can both be estimated. However, the preceding section showed that trying to estimate
both parameters using a usual inversion scheme leads to poor estimates. Two approaches can
be used to solve that problem: the first would be to estimate the two anisotropic parameters independently and successively; the second would be to modify the cost function, using
weighted least-squares for example. As we seldom have seismic data with aperture range
larger than 45◦ in the target of interest, the latter approach has to be preferred. The following table illustrates the results of the updating process for the three different synthetic cases
presented above. It shows that although the velocity spectra seemed to give inaccurate results,
the estimation process actually improves the overall estimation of the anisotropic parameters.
Perturbation
Starting
Picked
Updated
perturbation ρ
perturbation ρ̃
perturbation ρ̂
1% Perturbation
(0.99, 0.99, 0.99)
(1.005, 0.985, 0.995) (0.985, 1.005, 0.995)
10% Perturbation
(0.90, 0.90, 0.90)
(0.96, 0.80, 0.93)
(0.9375, 1.125, 0.968)
Isotropic perturbation (1.00, 0.8197, 1.075)
(1.05, 0.80, 1.062)
(0.95, 1.025, 1.012)
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FUTURE WORK - CONCLUSION
We presented a study on the estimation of the anisotropic velocity parameters based on the
residual moveout curves in anisotropic angle-domain common image gathers.
We first performed a brief theoretical study of the estimation problem by formulating it
mathematically as an inversion problem. We showed that provided that the range of the aperture angles is not too small, the problem is well posed with relatively small condition numbers,
whatever the sampling of the aperture-angle axis. The theory also highlighted the well-known
fact that the estimation of the horizontal velocity is poor when the range of the aperture angles
is small and that one should be careful when trying to estimate anisotropic parameters when
the range of aperture angle is large (significant noise propagation).
In a second part, we computed anisotropic velocity spectra from synthetic angle-domain
common-image gathers. This study showed that velocity spectra can introduce some bias
in the estimation of the anisotropic parameters and that there are large trade-offs between
the different anisotropic parameters. However, picking the set of anisotropic parameters that
correspond to the maximum semblance, proved to overall improve the anisotropic parameters’
estimation.
Our future work will consists in the development of the two following estimation techniques:
• The computation of the velocity spectra and the iterative estimation of the anisotropic
parameters have to be explored: is there an optimal search path to determine the anisotropic
parameters (successive estimation of the different parameters or estimation of several
parameters at the same time)? This procedure will also have to be tested on real data
estimation problem, for which some continuity constraints will be key.
• The actual measure of the residual moveout (using an automatic technique such as
the one presented by Lomask et al. (2005)) and its inversion is a way of estimating the
anisotropic parameters that has to be explored and that could be very successful. It has
the advantage of better constraining the estimation of the anisotropic parameters to the
data, in comparison with the method developed by Alkhalifah and Tsvankin (1995).
COMPUTATION OF ANISOTROPIC VELOCITY SPECTRA
After analyzing theoretically some of the characteristics of the forward-modeling matrix, we
present a practical and conventional way of estimating velocity parameters. We compute
anisotropic velocity spectra from RMO transformation in anisotropic ADCIGs.
Synthetics example
We compute the velocity spectra with the set of anisotropic Thomsen parameters of the Taylor
Sand ( = 0.110, δ = −0.035) described in Tsvankin (2001). After computing the impulse
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response of a flat reflector with the preceding parameters, we migrate the data with different
inaccurate velocity models and then compute the ADCIGs and anisotropic velocity spectra.
The two inaccurate migration velocity models we use are anisotropic migrations using uniform perturbations equal to 0.99 and 0.9. The ADCIGs obtained from the different migration
velocities are illustrated in figures 4 and 5. Superimposed are the predicted RMO curves derived from the linearized expression. The figures demonstrate the accuracy of the linearized
approximation for small perturbations.

Figure 4: ADCIGs obtained when
a constant anisotropic velocity
was perturbed by ρV = 0.99.
pierre1-Aniso-rmo-rho.99-flat [ER]

Figure 5: ADCIGs obtained when
a constant anisotropic velocity was perturbed by ρV = 0.9.
pierre1-Aniso-rmo-rho.9-flat [ER]

Anisotropic velocity spectra computation
We compute the anisotropic velocity spectra for the two migration velocity models at a depth
equal to the imaged depth (i.e. z ξ ); the aperture range used is [−74◦ ; 74◦ ], and no weight
is applied when summing along the RMO curves. Figures 6 and 7 present sections of the
anisotropic velocity spectra cube, whose axes are ρ VV , ρVH and ρVN . In each figure, the three
different slices correspond to cube slices at the correct velocity perturbations (for figure 6,
ρVV = 0.99, ρVH = 0.99 and ρVN = 0.99; for figure 7, ρVV = 0.9, ρVH = 0.9 and ρVN = 0.9).
Figures 6 and 7 illustrate that the anisotropic velocity spectra provide accurate estimates of the
velocity parameters for small initial velocity perturbations. The accuracy of the estimates then
deteriorates as the initial velocity perturbation increases. The bias in the perturbation estimates
is due to the fact that the linearized expression of the residual moveout is only a first-order approximation. As illustrated in figures 4 and 5, the linearized formula underestimates the real
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Figure 6: Velocity Spectra obtained when a constant anisotropic velocity was perturbed by
ρV = 0.99. pierre1-VelSpec-slice-rho.99-taylor-taylor-flat [ER]

Figure 7: Velocity Spectra obtained when a constant anisotropic velocity was perturbed by
ρV = 0.9. pierre1-VelSpec-slice-rho.9-taylor-taylor-flat [ER]
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moveout. Consequently, perturbation estimates from the velocity spectra are of larger magnitude than the true initial perturbations. Furthermore, the different slices of the velocity spectra
show that vertical velocity is by far the most poorly constrained parameter. However, assuming the vertical velocity is determined, the upper panel shows a trade-off between the estimates
of ρVH and ρVN that is approximately linear. Finally,
we estimate the initial anisotropic migra
tion velocity perturbations, ρ= ρVV , ρVH , ρVN , by picking the maxima of the semblance cubes,

V
ρ̃= ρV˜ V , ρV˜ H , ρV˜ H . The updated velocity parameters are given by ρρ̃ , where ρ V is the vector
of starting anisotropic migration velocities. It is then possible to remigrate the data with our
new estimates of the anisotropic parameters and proceed to a new MVA. Note that after MVA,
the the new perturbation, ρ̂ is given by ρ̃ρ . The following table illustrates the results of the
updating process for the two different synthetic cases presented above. It shows that the overall estimation of the anisotropic parameters after picking the maxima of the semblance cubes.
Perturbation
Starting
Picked
Updated
perturbation 
perturbation 
perturbation
ρ = ρ VV , ρ V H , ρ V N
ρ̃ = ρV˜ V , ρV˜ H , ρV˜ H
ρ̂ = ρ̃ρ
1% Perturbation
(0.99, 0.99, 0.99)
(1.005, 0.985, 0.995) (0.985, 1.005, 0.995)
10% Perturbation
(0.90, 0.90, 0.90)
(0.96, 0.80, 0.93)
(0.9375, 1.125, 0.968)

CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
We presented a new MVA method in conjunction with wavefield continuation migration. It
is based on the computation of anisotropic velocity spectra from the RMO transformation
in anisotropic ADCIGs. We studied the estimation problem by formulating it mathematically as an inverse problem and showed that care must be taken when estimating the different
anisotropic parameters: a small range of the aperture angle leads to poor estimation of the
horizontal velocity. More importantly, we showed that when large aperture data is available,
trying to estimate both parameters using a conventional inversion scheme leads to poor estimates of the NMO velocity. To solve this issue, we proposed to modify the cost function of
the inversion problem, which in practice is equivalent to adding some weights in the computation of semblance cubes. We eventually computed anisotropic velocity spectra from synthetic anisotropic ADCIGs. We showed that although we used a first-order approximation of
the expression of RMO in anisotropic ADCIGs, picking the anisotropic migration velocities
in semblance cubes improves the overall anisotropic parameter estimation. Our future work
will consist in the development of the two following estimation techniques: Estimation from
anisotropic velocity spectra: The computation of anisotropic velocity spectra and the iterative estimation procedure must be studied in more detail to improve the convergence of the
estimation procedure. The use of weights in the computation of the semblance cubes might
be the most effective approach. Estimation from the inversion of RMO: Measuring RMO
(using an automatic technique such as the one presented by jes) and solving the associated
inverse problem is potentially a successful way of estimating anisotropic parameters. The estimation problem would be reduced to a conventional inverse problem, making the different
constraints such as spatial continuity much easier to handle.
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Optimized implicit finite-difference migration for TTI media
Guojian Shan

ABSTRACT
I develop an implicit finite-difference migration algorithm for tilted transversely isotropic
(TTI) media. I approximate the dispersion relation of TTI media with a rational function
series, whose coefficients are estimated by least-squares optimization. The dispersion
relation of TTI media is not a symmetric function, so an odd rational function series is required in addition to the even one. These coefficients are functions of Thomsen anisotropy
parameters. They are calculated and stored in a table before the wavefield extrapolation.
Similar to the isotropic and VTI media, in 3D a phase-correction filter is applied after the
finite-difference operator to eliminate the numerical error caused by two-way splitting. I
generate impulse responses for this algorithm and compare them to those generated using
the phase-shift method.

INTRODUCTION
Anisotropy is becoming increasingly important in seismic imaging. A vertical transversely
isotropic (VTI) medium is one of the simplest and most practical approximations for anisotropic
media. However, the VTI approximation is only valid for simple geologic formations, where
the bedding plane is horizontal. In an area where the sediments are steeply dipping, such as
anticline structures and thrust sheets, the symmetry axis of the medium is not vertical and the
medium cannot be simply approximated as VTI medium. In these area, it is usually better to
consider them as tilted transversely isotropic (TTI) media. For VTI media, to image steeply
dipping reflector using one-way wave equation, Shan and Biondi (2004) rotate the coordinates.
In the new coordinates, the medium becomes TTI media. For both cases, we need to design
wavefield-extrapolation operators for TTI media.
Compared to those of isotropic and VTI media, the dispersion relation of TTI media is
much more complicated. The dispersion relation of an isotropic medium is very simple, and
we have an explicit expression for it. For a VTI medium, under the assumption that the Swave velocity equals zero, we can still derive an explicit formula for its dispersion relation.
The dispersion relation of TTI media is a quartic equation, and we have to solve it numerically.
Conventional implicit finite-difference methods rely on the Taylor series approximation of the
explicit dispersion relation. It is very hard to derive a Taylor series for the dispersion relation
of TTI media. As a result, most wavefield extrapolation algorithms for anisotropic media are
based on either explicit finite-difference (Uzcategui, 1995; Zhang et al., 2001a,b; Baumstein
and Anderson, 2003; Shan and Biondi, 2005; Ren et al., 2005) or phase-shift plus interpolation
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method (Rousseau, 1997; Ferguson and Margrave, 1998). For both explicit finite-difference
methods and phase-shift plus interpolation (PSPI), the complex dispersion relation does not
increase the complexity of the algorithm. However both of them are very expensive; explicit
finite-difference methods for TTI media require running 2D convolutions in 3D and PSPI
requires extrapolating many reference wavefields.
Implicit finite-difference method has been one of the most attractive methods for isotropic
media. It can handle lateral variation of velocity naturally and guarantee stability. Traditional
finite-difference methods, such as the 15◦ equation (Claerbout, 1971) and the 45◦ equation
(Claerbout, 1985), approximate the dispersion relation by the truncation of Taylor series. Lee
and Suh (1985) approximate the square-root equation with rational functions, and optimize
the coefficient with least-squares. This method improves the accuracy with the same computational cost. Under the weak anisotropy assumption, Ristow and Ruhl (1997) design an
implicit scheme for VTI media. Liu et al. (2005) apply a phase-correction operator (Li, 1991)
after the finite-difference operator for VTI media and improve the accuracy. Shan (2006)
approximates the VTI dispersion relation with rational functions and obtains the coefficients
using weighted least-squares optimization.
In this paper, I present an optimized one-way wave equation for TTI media and use a tabledriven implicit finite-difference method (Shan, 2006) for laterally varying media. I compared
the impulse responses of this algorithm with those of phase-shift methods.
OPTIMIZED ONE-WAY WAVE EQUATION OPERATOR FOR TTI
In a VTI medium, the phase velocity of qP- and qSV-waves in Thomsen’s notation can be
expressed as (Tsvankin, 1996):
v
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2
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where θ is the phase angle of the propagating wave, and f = 1 − (V S0 / V P0 )2 . V P0 and VS0 are
the qP- and qSV- wave velocities in the vertical direction, respectively. ε and δ are anisotropy
parameters defined by Thomsen (1986):
ε=

(C11 + C44 )2 − (C33 − C44 )2
C11 − C33
,δ =
,
2C33
2C33 (C33 − C44 )

where Ci j are elastic moduli. In equation (1), V (θ ) is qP-wave phase-velocity when the sign
in front of the square root is positive, and the qSV-wave phase velocity for a negative sign.
Rotating the symmetry axis from vertical to a tilted angle ϕ, we obtain the phase velocity
of a tilted TI medium whose symmetry axis forms an angle ϕ with the vertical direction:
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Here, in contrast to equation (1), ε and δ are now defined in a direction tilted by the angle
ϕ from the vertical direction. V P0 is the qP-wave velocity in the direction parallel to the
symmetry axis.
The phase angle θ is related to the wavenumbers k x and k z by:
sin θ =

V (θ , ϕ)k x
,
ω

cos θ =

V (θ , ϕ)k z
,
ω

(3)

where ω is the temporal frequency. Let S x = k x / VωP0 , and Sz = k z / VωP0 . We can obtain a
dispersion relation equation from equations (2) and (3):
d4 Sz4 + d3 Sz3 + d2 Sz2 + d1 Sz + d0 = 0,

(4)

where the coefficients d0 , d1 , d2 , d3 , and d4 are as follows:
h
i
d0 = (2 + 2ε cos2 ϕ − f )Sx2 − 1 − (1 − f )(1 + 2ε cos2 ϕ) + 2f (ε − δ) sin2 2ϕ Sx4,

d1 = [2ε(1 − f ) sin 2ϕ − f (ε − δ) sin 4ϕ]S x3 − 2ε sin 2ϕ Sx ,
d2 = [ f (ε − δ) sin2 2ϕ − 2(1 − f )(1 + ε) − 2 f (ε − δ) cos2 2ϕ]Sx2 + (2 + 2ε sin2 ϕ − f ),
d3 = [ f (ε − δ) sin 4ϕ + 2ε(1 − f ) sin 2ϕ]S x ,
d4 = f − 1 + 2ε( f − 1) sin2 ϕ − 2f (ε − δ) sin2 2ϕ.

Equation (4) is a quartic equation and there is no explicit expression for its solution.

Generally, the Padé approximation suggests that if the function S z (Sr ) ∈ C n+m , then Sz (Sr )
can be approximated by a rational function Rn,m (Sr ):
Rn,m (Sr ) =

Pn (Sr )
,
Q m (Sr )

(5)

where
Pn (Sr ) =

n
X

ai Sri

Q m (x) =

m
X

bi Sri

and

i=0

i=0

are polynomials of degree n and m, respectively. The coefficients ai and bi can be obtained
either analytically by Taylor-series analysis or numerically by least-squares fitting.
For an isotropic or VTI medium, Sz is an even function of Sx . We can approximate the
dispersion relation with even rational functions, such as S x2 , Sx4. For TTI media, Sz is not an
symmetric function of Sx . Therefore, in addition to even rational functions, we need odd
rational functions to approximate the dispersion relation, such as S x , Sx3. The fourth order
approximation for the dispersion relation of TTI media is as follows:
Sz (Sx ) ≈ Sz0 +

a1 Sx2 + c1 Sx a2 Sx2 + c2 Sx
+
,
1 + b1 Sx2
1 + b2 Sx2

(6)
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where Sz0 = Sz (0) and the coefficients c1 , b1 , a1 , c2 , b2 , a2 can be estimated by least-squares
methods. They are functions of the anisotropy parameters ε, δ and the tilting angle φ. When
these parameters vary laterally, the coefficients c1 , b1 , a1 , c2 , b2 , a2 also vary laterally. It is too
expensive to run least-squares estimation for each grid point during the wavefield extrapolation. They can be calculated and stored in a table before the wavefield extrapolation. During
the wavefield extrapolation, given the anisotropy parameters ε, δ, and the tilting angle φ, we
search for these coefficients from the table and put them into the finite-difference algorithm.
Given the coefficients found from the table, the finite difference algorithm in TTI media is
similar to the isotropic media.
FINITE-DIFFERENCE SCHEME
In the approximated dispersion relation (6), replacing Sz and Sx by the partial differential
operators i ∂∂z / VωP0 and i ∂∂x / VωP0 , we obtain a partial differential equation as follows:


∂
ω 
Sz0 +
P =i
∂z
V P0

−a1

2
V P0
∂2
ω2 ∂ x 2

+ i c1 VωP0 ∂∂x

2
V2
1 − b1 ωP02 ∂∂x 2

+

−a2

2
V P0
∂2
ω2 ∂ x 2

+ i c2 VωP0 ∂∂x

V 2 ∂2
1 − b2 ωP0
2 ∂ x2

Equation (7) can be solved by cascading as follows:
∂
ω
P = i
Sz0 P,
∂z
V P0


2
V P0
V P0 ∂
∂2
+
i
c
−a
1 ω ∂x
∂
ω  1 ω2 ∂ x 2
 P,
P = i
2
V
∂z
V P0
P0 ∂ 2
1 − b1 ω 2 ∂ x 2


V 2 ∂2
V P0 ∂
+
i
c
∂
2
ω  −a2 ωP0
2 ∂ x2
ω ∂x 
P.
P = i
2
2
V
∂z
V P0
P0 ∂
1 − b2 ω 2 ∂ x 2



 P.

(7)

(8)
(9)

(10)

Equation (8) can be solved by a phase-shift in the space domain. Let Pin = P(ω, n1z, i 1x),
where 1x and 1z are the grid size of finite-difference scheme. In equation (9), replacing the
partial differential operators by the finite-difference operators as follows:
n
n
Pi+1
− Pi−1
∂
n
P(ω, n1z, i 1x) ≈ δx Pi =
∂x
21x

and
n
n
Pi+1
− 2Pin + Pi−1
∂2
2 n
P(ω, n1z, i 1x) ≈ δx Pi =
,
∂ x2
1x 2

we can derive the following finite difference equation:
!
!
2
2
V P0
V
i a1 1z V P0
c
1z
V
c
1z
i
a
1z
1
P0
1
1
1+(
− b1 2 )δx2 +
δx Pin+1 = 1 + (−
+ b1 P0
)δ 2 −
δx Pin
2
ω
ω
2
2
ω
ω2 x
2
(11)
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Fourier analysis shows that the finite-difference scheme (11) is stable. Its computational cost
is almost same as that of the finite-difference scheme for isotropic media. Equation (10) can
be solved similarly.

IMPULSE RESPONSES
Figure 1 shows the impulse responses of the optimized implicit finite-difference method.
The medium is homogeneous, in which the vertical velocity of the medium is 2000 m/s, the
anisotropy parameter ε is 0.4, the anisotropy parameter δ is 0.2 and the tilting angle is 30 ◦ .
The travel time of the impulse responses are 0.4s, 0.6s and 0.8s, respectively. The impulse
location is at x = 4000m. For comparison, I also present the impulse responses of phase-shift
(Figure 2) and the impulse responses of plane-wave migration in tilted coordinates (Figure 3).
Notice in Figure 2, although we use the phase-shift method, we can not achieve 90◦ in the right
section. The reason is that the waves on the right side overturn when the propagation direction
is close to the horizontal and the phase-shift method is still a one-way equation based method.
Figure 3 shows the impulse responses generated by plane-wave migration in tilted coordinates
(Shan and Biondi, 2004), which extrapolate the wavefield accurately even when the waves
overturn. Comparing the left section of the impulse responses of Figure 1-3, I find that the
impulse responses of optimized implicit finite-difference is very close to the other two. In the
right section in Figure 1, optimized implicit finite-difference loses accuracy when the waves
propagate almost horizontally or they overturn, since it is still a one-way based method. The
impulse responses in Figure 1 have heart-shaped noise, which are typical evanescent energy
in implicit finite-difference.

CONCLUSION
I present optimized implicit finite-difference method for wavefield extrapolation in TTI media.
It is stable and can handle laterally variation easily. The impulse responses show that it is
accurate for waves that do not overturn.
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Figure 1: Impulse responses of the optimized implicit finite-difference. guojian1-ttiimfd
[ER]
Zhang, J., Wapenaar, C., and Verschuur, D., 2001b, 3D depth migration in VtI media with
explicit extrapolation operators: 3D depth migration in VtI media with explicit extrapolation
operators, Soc. of Expl. Geophys., 71st Ann. Internat. Mtg, 1085–1088.

Figure 2: Impulse responses of the phase-shift method. guojian1-ttiphase [ER]
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Random polycrystals of grains containing cracks:
Model of quasistatic elastic behavior for fractured systems
James G. Berryman and Vladimir Grechka

ABSTRACT
A model study on fractured systems was performed using a concept that treats isotropic
cracked systems as ensembles of cracked grains by analogy to isotropic polycrystalline
elastic media. The approach has two advantages: (a) Averaging performed is ensemble
averaging, thus avoiding the criticism legitimately leveled at most effective medium theories of quasistatic elastic behavior for cracked media based on volume concentrations
of inclusions. Since crack effects are largely independent of the volume they occupy in
the composite, such a non-volume-based method offers an appealingly simple modeling
alternative. (b) The second advantage is that both polycrystals and fractured media are
stiffer than might otherwise be expected, due to natural bridging effects of the strong
components. These same effects have also often been interpreted as crack-crack screening in high-crack-density fractured media, but there is no inherent conflict between these
two interpretations of this phenomenon. Results of the study are somewhat mixed. The
spread in elastic constants observed in a set of numerical experiments is found to be very
comparable to the spread in values contained between the Reuss and Voigt bounds for
the polycrystal model. Unfortunately, computed Hashin-Shtrikman bounds are much too
tight to be in agreement with the numerical data, showing that polycrystals of cracked
grains tend to violate some implicit assumptions of the Hashin-Shtrikman bounding approach. However, the self-consistent estimates obtained for the random polycrystal model
are nevertheless very good estimators of the observed average behavior.

INTRODUCTION
It is known (Grechka and Kachanov, 2006a,b,c) that the quasistatic behavior of cracked or
fractured systems cannot be successfully modeled using traditional effective medium theory
methods: (a) in part because most of those methods are based on energy stored in the volume of the inclusions, whereas the effects of cracks are known to be nearly independent of
their volume fraction, and (b) in part because addition of more cracks results in shielding
effects, thereby reducing the softening influence of all the cracks on each other and on the
overall system. This reduced softening effect for multiple cracks is usually missed entirely by
the traditional volume-fraction-based effective medium theories, typically based on Eshelby’s
analysis (Eshelby, 1957) of ellipsoidal inclusions.
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To circumvent the volume fraction issue, we consider herein a model based on grains
containing cracks. The grains are assembled into (for example) an isotropic polycrystal of
cracked grains. (The assumed overall isotropy is not a requirement of the approach, but it does
greatly simplify presentation of the modeling results.) The analysis of polycrystal behavior
then proceeds using ensemble averaging and, therefore, is not limited by the lack of crackvolume sensitivity of such cracked systems. This model of polycrystals composed of cracked
grains also contains within it an effect similar to the shielding effect observed in high crackdensity systems. In particular, it is not difficult to show that the natural definition of the bulk
modulus of an anisotropic grain is always given precisely by the Reuss average of the bulk
modulus. (Imagine immersing a grain in a water bath, and then measuring total grain strain as
a function of fluid pressure.) But since the same Reuss average is also the rigorous lower bound
of the bulk modulus of a polycrystal composed of like grains, it is certain that a polycrystal of
such grains will be hydrostatically stiffer than the grains themselves (Berryman, 2004a). We
can attribute this effect to grain-to-grain bridging of the strongest components (i.e., the large
volume of solid that is not cracked in the present study). The effect just described will always
be present in true polycrystals, and may be contributing part of the observed “shielding” in
cracked systems. But, we do not expect that this is the only type of crack-crack shielding
present in real systems. In particular, the assumed granular structure of polycrystals also
prevents various long-range connections among cracks from occurring, and thus limits the
range of behaviors that can be present in the model; by assumption, cracks never intersect
grain boundaries in these models, so these systems are thereby inherently constrained never to
fail (either locally or globally) in the elastic regime to which the analysis is restricted.
We first provide an overview of the technical approach based on random polycrystals of
cracked grains in the next section; the details of the method are contained in Appendix A.
Then, two sets of numerical examples are analyzed using the polycrystal approach. To motivate the method used to fit the polycrystal analysis output to these numerical data, we also
make use of the crack-influence decomposition method of Sayers and Kachanov (1991). The
pertinent details of this method are presented in Appendix B. Our results and conclusions are
discussed in the final section. Some additional review of pertinent effective medium theories
is found in Appendix C.

MODELING APPROACH
The technical aspects of the modeling approach follow the results contained in Berryman
(2005), and are summarized in Appendix A. The main idea is based on several facts about
polycrystals and the technical issues associated with estimating their properties.
The first and most obvious issue with cracked materials is that, in the vicinity of one
crack, the effective elastic properties will necessarily be anisotropic. Since by far the great
majority of effective medium and other upscaling methods for composite materials have been
designed for overall isotropic composites composed of isotropic constituents, we necessarily
must try something rather different for cracked materials. It seems natural to suppose that the
cracked medium may be viewed as a collection of randomly oriented grains of various sizes
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and orientations containing cracks. For the dilute case having rather small crack densities,
we could imagine that each grain has only one crack per grain. But, as the crack density
increases, cracks may intersect with other cracks. In this case, we may have multiple cracks
and/or intersecting cracks in each grain.
The shape of the cracked grains is another possible variable within the model. It is fairly
common in the study of polycrystals to assume that the grains are spherical (Olson and Avellaneda, 1992). Since it is clear that it is not possible to fill all of space with spheres of the
same size, such a model requires a further assumption that the grains come in a wide variety
of sizes down to the infinitesimal and that this happens in a way that does fill all space. It
seems clear that this type of model is artificial in the sense that it applies to no real material,
but it nevertheless is a model that has been used extensively in effective medium theories and
generally seems to produce reasonable modeling results. Nevertheless, we will avoid this approach here and consider instead an alternative wherein we assume that the cracks come in
clusters. A cluster might be just one crack, or several cracks in close proximity. Then we
assume each cluster is sufficiently separated from the other crack clusters that we can assign a
center point to each cluster and then construct Voronoi polyhedra by drawing planes midway
between nearest neighbors so that all of space is partitioned without leaving any holes. Figure
1 illustrates one realization for this model random polycrystal of cracked grains.

Figure 1: Schematic illustrating
the random polycrystals of cracked
grains model. Grains are assumed to
fit tightly so there is no misfit porosity, although there is some porosity
due to the cracks themselves. The
shapes of the grains are not necessarily the same, and the symmetry axes
of the grains (three examples shown)
are randomly oriented so the overall
polycrystal is equiaxed (statistically
isotropic). jim1-Fig1 [NR]

Various rigorous bounds are known for polycrystals [Voigt (1928), Reuss (1929), HashinShtrikman (1962b)], and the commonly used Voigt-Reuss-Hill estimate (arithmetic average of
the Voigt and Reuss bounds (Hill, 1952) is both well-known and well-established. It is important to note however that the Hashin-Shtrikman bounds are problematic for the polycrystalline
case because it is known that for composites of anisotropic components the Voigt bound is
achievable in certain special cases (Milton, 2002). This fact is sufficient to invalidate the use
of the Hashin-Shtrikman bounds as a general method (since the upper HS bound is always
smaller than the Voigt bound, thus precluding the possibility of achieving the Voigt bound in
the cases where this is known to be an exact result – IF the HS upper bound were valid). Thus,
HS bounds must be used cautiously, if at all for anisotropic media, and with the understanding
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that there are various implicit assumptions in the HS theory that may or may not be satisfied
in a given composite having anisotropic constituents (Milton, 2002).
On the other hand, there are also general self-consistent estimators available for these
same anisotropic composites (Willis, 1977, 1981; Berryman, 2005). These self-consistent
estimators actually do lie between the Hashin-Shtrikman bounds, but — since they are merely
estimates of the average behavior and not bounds in any sense — they do not suffer from the
same questions concerning their validity as the HS bounds themselves. These self-consistent
estimates for polycrystals have approximately the same theoretical significance as the VoigtReuss-Hill estimates, and should therefore provide generally useful quantitative measures of
expected average elastic behavior of polycrystals. We use both types of estimates (VoigtReuss-Hill and self-consistent) here when we need values of effective bulk and shear moduli:
(1) we use the VRH approach as a means of estimating the effective bulk and shear moduli
that can be associated with the stiffness matrices generated by the numerical methods and (2)
we use the self-consistent estimator as a means of quantifying the average behavior associated
with our predictions and/or fitted values for the polycrystal model.
In the following examples, we find that the HS bounds are in fact much too close together
to be useful in explaining the range of behavior observed in the numerical data considered
here. However, the Voigt and Reuss bounds do give very good estimates for the range in
behavior, while the self-consistent estimator gives a good estimate of the average behavior.

EXAMPLES
Grechka and Kachanov (2006a,b) have generated two distinct numerical data sets for crack
densities ρ = 0.05, 0.10, 0.15, and 0.20. (Crack density is defined as ρ = na 3 , where n is
the number density per unit volume. Radius of a typical crack is a. If there is a distribution
of crack sizes, then na 3 is replaced by an appropriate average value.) Cracks are all pennyshaped, but not necessarily flat. We assume that the aspect ratio is small (but finite, i.e.,
nonzero) and, therefore, we can ignore it here.
The two models considered have very different Poisson’s ratios for the isotropic background media: (1) ν0 = 0.00 and (2) ν0 = 0.4375. We will call these two models, respectively,
the first model and the second model. The first model corresponds to a rigid medium very
stiff under shear, while the second model corresponds to a medium much more compliant in
shear. The two models approximately bracket the expected range of behavior in earth systems,
for which a typical value might be ν0 = 0.4 in reservoir rocks. The first model has background stiffness matrix values C 11 = C22 = C33 = 13.75 GPa, C12 = C13 = C23 = 0.00 GPa,
and C44 = C55 = C66 = 6.875 GPa. Bulk modulus for this model is therefore K 0 = 4.583
GPa and shear modulus is G 0 = 6.875 GPa. The second model has stiffness matrix values
C11 = C22 = C33 = 19.80 GPa, C12 = C13 = C23 = 15.40 GPa, and C44 = C55 = C66 = 2.20
GPa. Bulk modulus for this model is therefore K 0 = 16.86 GPa and shear modulus is G 0 =
2.20 GPa. The second model also corresponds to a background material having compressional
wave speed Vp = 3 km/s, shear wave speed Vs = 1 km/s, and mass density ρm = 2200.0 kg/m3 .
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The numerical modeling of Grechka and Kachanov (2006a,b) for the first model resulted
in 110 examples: 23 for ρ = 0.05, 21 for ρ = 0.10, 35 for ρ = 0.15, and 31 for ρ = 0.20. Of
these 110 cases, we used 79 (selected randomly for the three smaller crack densities): 8 for
ρ = 0.05, 16 for ρ = 0.10, 24 for ρ = 0.15, and all 31 for ρ = 0.20.
The numerical modeling of Grechka and Kachanov (2005,2006a,b) for the second model
resulted in 100 examples: 25 each for all four cases ρ = 0.05, 0.10, 0.15, 0.20. Of these 100
cases, we used 73 (selected randomly for the three smaller crack densities): 8 for ρ = 0.05, 16
for ρ = 0.10, 24 for ρ = 0.15, and all 25 for ρ = 0.20.

For both numerical data sets, the output of the modeling for each example was a stiffness
matrix. All these matrices were observed to be essentially orthotropic in character (i.e., depending significantly only on the nine stiffness constants C 11 , C22 , C33 , C12 = C21 , C13 = C31 ,
C23 = C32 , C44 , C55 , C66 — meaning that the remaining off-diagonal coefficients are negligible). In order to produce results useful for graphical comparisons, these orthotropic matrices were used to compute the Voigt-Reuss-Hill averages of bulk and shear moduli. So the
Voigt and Reuss averages K V and K R were computed for each matrix, and arithmetic average K V R H = (K R + K V )/2 was obtained as a measure of the bulk modulus for the stiffness
matrix. Then, a similar calculation was done for the shear modulus G V R H . Formulas for all
these averages are given for orthotropic elastic stiffness matrices by Watt (1979). The results
(VRH) are plotted as red ×’s in Figures 2–9, where the numerical results are also compared to
results from the differential scheme (DS), the non-interacting approximation (NI), and various
bounds and estimates based on random polycrystals of cracked grains (R,HS− ,SC,HS+ ,V).
We also show two other estimates: SMP for “sample,” and GR for “grain.” Since these
computations were all done using displacement boundary conditions, we have made use of results from Huet (1990) on sampling — the pertinent result being that effective overall stiffness
Ci∗j of a random medium (one having a well-defined statistical ensemble associated with it)
satisfies Ci∗j ≤ CiSj M P ≤ CiVj , where
CiSj M P

N
1X n
=
Ci j
N

(1)

n=1

and where the Cinj are subsamples of the collection of local stiffnesses in the ensemble. For
present purposes, we can choose to think of the individual stiffness matrices found in the
numerical experiments as being just such representatives selected randomly from the overall
ensemble. Then, the SMP value we use is the one based on the values N = 8, 16, 24, etc., for
the cases considered in the numerical experiments. Clearly, the value we obtain this way for
CiSj M P is merely an estimate of the true average value, based on our rather limited statistics.
But we find that the fluctuations in these averages are quite small already with the stated sample numbers used here, and so we conclude that the approach is in fact useful even for such
apparently small sample statistics. Furthermore, the plotted values K S M P and G S M P are the
Voigt averages for bulk and shear modulus obtained from the stiffness average C iSj M P . For
comparison purposes, we also provide the values K G R and G G R , which are the Reuss averages associated again with stiffness average C iSj M P . These values have no special theoretical
significance in terms of the analysis of Huet (1990), as the more appropriate bounding values
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from below should be obtained — not from the stiffness obtained for displacement boundary
conditions but — instead for the compliance determined in a numerical experiment applying
traction boundary conditions. But for the available data sets, we did not have this additional information. One further motivation, however, for presenting these values K G R and G G R is that
the stiffness CiSj M P is in some fairly precise sense the stiffness of an “average” cracked grain
in the overall polycrystal model. The bulk modulus of this “average” cracked grain is given
precisely by the value K G R , but there is no corresponding statement that can be made about the
shear modulus of this same average grain. So G G R is just a special estimate, or heuristic value,
that can be easily computed; and its significance should therefore not be overinterpreted.
One class of approximations that has been found very useful for analysis of these cracked
systems by Grechka and Kachanov (2006a,b) is the non-interaction approximation (NIA).
Since our results will be presented in the form of plots of effective bulk and shear moduli, it
is useful to consider the corresponding NIA formulas for bulk and shear moduli. Zimmerman
(1991) gives such formulas, and in our present notation these formulas are:
16(1 − ν02 )
K0
= 1+ρ
KNI
9(1 − 2ν0 )

(2)

for effective bulk modulus K N I , and
G0
32(1 − ν0 )(5 − ν0 )
= 1+ρ
(3)
GNI
45(2 − ν0 )
for effective shear modulus G N I . The host medium has bulk modulus K 0 , shear modulus G 0 ,
and Poisson’s ratio ν0 = (3K 0 − 2G 0 )/2(3K 0 + G 0 ). Again, the crack density ρ = na 3 , where
n is the number of cracks per unity volume, and a is the radius of the (assumed) penny-shaped
cracks. In particular, we note that in a plot of inverse bulk modulus and/or inverse shear
modulus versus crack density ρ, the NIA results are just straight lines. This general feature of
NIA suggests that it is most fruitful to construct our plots in this way in order to distinguish
easily whether the results are behaving according to NIA predictions — or not. In fact, we
find that, although the NIA gives good agreement for some of the numerical results, in general
there are deviations from NIA, and that the polycrystal of cracked grains model gives a better
representation of the numerical results.
Another method that we use here involves a crack-influence decomposition method of
Sayers and Kachanov (1991); see Appendix B for details. When all cracks in the system have
the same vertical (z-)axis of symmetry, then the cracked/fractured system is not isotropic, and
we have the compliance correction matrix


0 0
η1
 0 0

η1


 η1 η1 2(η1 + η2 )


.
1Si j = ρ 
(4)

2η
2




2η2
0

(In fact, we will show later that η1 corrections in (4) are usually negligible compared to the η2
corrections. This also holds true in other formulas for compliance corrections, but we nevertheless carry η1 along in the formulas for completeness [see (15)].) Now it is also not difficult
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to see that, if the cracks were oriented instead so that all their normals were pointed horizontally along the x-axis, then we would have one permutation of this matrix and, if instead
they were all pointed horizontally along the y-axis, then we would have a third permutation
of the matrix. Averaging these three permutations by adding the three 1S’s together and then
dividing by three, we obtain the isotropic compliance corrections matrix


2(η1 + η2 )/3
2η1 /3
2η1 /3


2η1 /3
2(η1 + η2 )/3
2η1 /3




2η
/3
2η
/3
2(η
+
η
)/3
1
1
1
2
 . (5)
1Si j = ρ 


4η2 /3




4η2 /3
4η2 /3

Then, since the unperturbed compliance matrix is related to Young’s modulus E 0 , Poisson’s
ratio ν0 , and shear modulus G 0 by


1/E 0 −ν0 /E 0 −ν0 /E 0
 −ν0 /E 0 1/E 0 −ν0 /E 0





−ν0 /E 0 −ν0 /E 0 1/E 0
(0)

,
Si j = 
(6)

1/G 0




1/G 0
1/G 0

we find easily that

1
2
1
=
+ ρ(η1 + η2 )
∗
E
E0 3

(7)

−ν ∗ −ν0 2
=
+ ρη1 .
E∗
E0
3

(8)

and

Solving these equations for the η’s, we have
3
η1 = −
2ρ
and
3
η2 =
2ρ





ν0
ν∗
−
∗
E
E0




(1 + ν ∗ ) (1 + ν0 )
.
−
E∗
E0

(9)

(10)

Since 1/G 0 = 2(1 + ν0 )/E 0 for an isotropic system, we also have the consistency check that


3
1
1
η2 =
.
(11)
−
4ρ G ∗ G 0

Similarly, since 1/K 0 = 3(1 − 2ν0 )/E 0 , we also have

1
1
−
= 2ρ(η2 + 3η1 ).
∗
K
K0

(12)
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This construction shows in part both the power and the simplicity of the Sayers and Kachanov
(1991) approach, also used by Bažant and Planas (1998).
The crack influence decomposition parameters η1 and η2 can be evaluated using the formulas presented for any convenient value of the crack density ρ. But this procedure is seen
to be most useful if we evaluate the parameters at small ρ, since in that limit all the standard
methods should give essentially the same results. This approach has been tested and found to
be correct.
Once it is known that it makes little difference at low crack densities which theoretical
methods we use to estimate the crack-influence parameters, we might as well consider the
simplest one, which is surely the non-interaction approximation. Combining (2) and (3) with
(11) and (12), we find easily that, within the NIA,
η2 =
and

8(1 − ν0 )(5 − ν0 )
,
15G 0 (2 − ν0 )

(13)

4ν0 (1 − ν0 )
.
15G 0 (2 − ν0 )

(14)

η1 = −
The ratio of these expressions is

η1 /η2 = −
This shows that, when 0 ≤ ν0 ≤ 0.5,

ν0
.
2(5 − ν0 )

V η1 /η2 V ≤ 0.05.

(15)

(16)

So, V η1 V is never larger than about 5% of η2 , and, for small values of ν0 , the ratio is substantially smaller. A typical value for tight sandstones is ν0 ' 0.4. This corresponds to a
i1/2
h
2(1−ν)
' 0.4, which is typical of both shales and sandstones.
wave speed ratio Vs / Vp = (1−2ν)
It follows that the value of V η1 V is about 4% of that for η2 in many important geophysical
applications. Thus, its value is suffficiently small so that we are often justified in neglecting
η1 in data analysis problems for real earth systems and rocks.
Once values of η1 (0) and η2 (0) are known in this way (using NIA as shown or some other
method), we can use the Sayers and Kachanov (1991) method as one convenient way to study
and evaluate anisotropic behavior in cracked systems — thus, providing a simple method
of extending the non-interaction approximation results, as quoted by Zimmerman (1991), to
nonisotropic systems. We then introduce some crack-crack interactions here in a novel way
by making use of the polycrystal of cracked-grains model.
Appendix B summarizes the main analysis using the crack-influence parameter approach
of the Sayers and Kachanov (1991) method. We find that, in addition to the two parameters η 1
and η2 that are easily found using effective medium theories such as NIA or DS (differential
scheme), there are three more parameters that are expected to play a role in our results at
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higher crack densities: η3 , η4 , and η5 . These are the only significant quadratic corrections to
(4). The analysis shows [see, for example, Eq. (40)] that to second order in the crack density
ρ, we need to replace η1 by η1 + η4 ρ and η2 by η2 + η5 ρ. In addition, the parameter η3 comes
into play, but perturbs only the S33 component of the compliance. The Reuss averages of shear
modulus and bulk modulus are now given by

1
4ρ 
1
−
=
η2 + (η5 + 2η3 /5)ρ
G R G0
3

and

1
1
−
= 2ρ [η2 + (η3 + η5 )ρ + 3(η1 + η4 ρ)] ,
K R K0

(17)

(18)

respectively, instead of (11) and (12). Furthermore, since it has been found empirically that the
shear modulus estimates given by the NIA are quite accurate for the polycrystals of crackedgrains model, we conclude that it is generally true that η5 + 2η3 /5 ' 0, which approximately
eliminates one degree of freedom in our three parameter (η3 , η4 , η5 ) fitting method.
Also, recall that we are focusing here on penny-shaped (and therefore ellipsoidal) cracks.
Phenomenology for other crack shapes may differ somewhat from the discussion presented
here (Mavko and Nur, 1978). However, other shapes are beyond our present scope and so
will necessarily be treated elsewhere. The numerical experiments considered here all used
ellipsoidal cracks.
RESULTS
Results of both models will be presented in two distinct sets. The first set involves no fitting
of the data, while the second set does involve data fitting.
Results for first model
The non-interaction approximation is particularly simple for the first model since ν0 = 0.0.
Then, (3) and (2) show that
K0
16
G0
=
= 1+ρ ,
GNI
KNI
9

(19)

and, therefore, we also have ν N I = 0.0 for all ρ in this approximation — since the proportionality between the bulk and shear moduli never changes for this case. Background bulk
modulus for this model is K 0 = 4.583 GPa and corresponding shear modulus is G 0 = 6.875
GPa. In the Sayers and Kachanov (1991) scheme, η1 (0) = 0.0 GPa−1 and η2 (0) = 0.1941
GPa−1 . All off-diagonal perturbations of the compliance matrix comes from η1 , so there is
no change to the zero values off the diagonal for this case. For a single crack per grain and
crack density ρ, all perturbations are of the form 1 = 2ρη2 (0) and these perturbations are
contributing only to these three compliance values: S33 , S44 and S55. The compliance matrix
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may next be inverted to produce the perturbed stiffness matrix, and then these values are used
in the formulas in Appendix A and also in the Figures.
Without fitting
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Figure 2: Estimates (SC, NI, and DS) and possible bounds; (R, HS− , HS+ , V) on inverse shear
modulus estimators G−1
V R H of 33 examples from the numerical experiments of Grechka and
Kachanov. Background medium has Poisson’s ratio ν0 = 0.0 for this example. Crack density
ρ = na 3 , where n = number of penny-shaped cracks per unit volume, and a is the radius of the
cracks. (If the cracks are not all the same size, then the product na 3 is the appropriate average
quantity.) Crack aspect ratio is assumed small, but nonzero. The estimates of individual
(cracked) grain behavior as crack density increases make use of crack-influence parameters
η1 = 0.0 GPa−1 and η2 = 0.194448 GPa−1 (Sayers and Kachanov, 1991) determined using
the DS estimator for small crack densities. Similarly, for the NI estimator: η1 = 0.0 GPa−1
and η2 = 0.1941 GPa−1 . Also note that the estimates and bounds are all consistently high (for
G −1 ) compared to the numerical data (x). Polycrystal bounds and estimates were obtained
here without any fitting parameters, using only the very low crack density coefficients, η 1 and
η2 . jim1-Fig2 [NR]
Figures 2 and 3 show the results for the first model using only the results of the NIA
as input to the polycrystal of cracked-grains model. For comparison, we also display the
NIA results, the differential scheme (DS) effective medium theory results (Zimmerman, 1991;
Berryman, 2002), and the numerical data (x). The numerical data were actually stiffness matrices, so these matrices have been converted to Voigt-Reuss-Hill (VRH) estimates of shear
and bulk moduli for plotting and comparison purposes. All curves converge at low crack densities as they should. We see that the numerical data deviate from the NIA curve substantially
for both shear and bulk moduli. But the deviations are especially strong for the bulk modulus
estimates. Without fitting, the shear modulus estimates have values that are about equal to the
self-consistent polycrystal estimates, or higher (note the plots are inverse moduli). In contrast,
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Figure 3: Same as Figure 2, showing corresponding results for the inverse bulk modulus estimators K−1
V RH
. Polycrystal bounds and estimates
were also obtained here without any
fitting parameters, using only the
very low crack density coefficients.
Note that the estimates and possible
bounds are considerably higher here
in relation to the numerical data (x)
than in Figure 2 for the inverse shear
modulus. We interpret this difference
as being a result of shorter range interactions for shear, and longer range
interactions for bulk modulus that are
not properly taken into account by
the present (overly simple) model.
jim1-Fig3 [NR]
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the bulk modulus (inverse modulus) estimates are always significantly higher (lower) than the
self-consistent estimates. We interpret this difference between the shear modulus and bulk
modulus results as being due to the presence of longer range interactions for bulk modulus effects, and shorter range interactions for shear modulus effects. Thus, even without any attempt
at fitting, the polycrystal grain model appears to be a fairly good model for the shear behavior,
but not as good for the bulk (hydrostatic) behavior.
We can modify the results for the polycrystals of cracked-grains model by including higher
order corrections from the Sayers and Kachanov (1991) model, as in the discussion accompanying Eqs. (38)–(41), and that is what we do next.
With fitting
When developing our approach to fitting the numerical the data, we took the basic model
of Sayers and Kachanov (1991), including the higher order corrections in powers of crack
density, as discussed in Appendix B, and then tried to find the simplest set of coefficients that
would fit the numerical data. Since the fit was already fairly good for shear modulus of the first
model, and since it was mostly the bulk modulus that deviated very much from the numerical
data, we determined that a method producing as little change as possible in the shear modulus,
while still affecting the needed changes in bulk modulus, was what was needed.
Since η1 = 0.0 for this case, η4 = 0.0 also seemed the logical choice for this parameter.
This leaves us with two crack-influence parameters to fit: η3 and η5 . One type of increment
that produces relatively small changes in shear modulus, while also changing bulk modulus,
is one of the form 133 = 2(η3 + η5 )ρ 2 added to S33 , while at the same time adding corrections
144 = 155 = −2133 /3 to S44 and S55. This type of shift causes no change in the Reuss average
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Figure 4: Same as Figure 2, but the
values of η1 and η2 were obtained
from an average of the shear modulus data (x) at ρ = 0.05. Furthermore, a quadratic correction is added
to compliance values S33, S44 , and
S55 to give the best fit both here and
simultaneously in Figure 5. Note
that the spread in the data is comparable to the difference in the Reuss
and Voigt bounds, but substantially
greater than the spread in the HS
bounds. jim1-Fig4 [NR]
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Figure 5: Same as Figure 4, for the
inverse bulk modulus. Note that the
data mostly fall between the Reuss
and Voigt bounds, but definitely are
not close to being restricted to lie inside the HS bounds.
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for shear modulus. (In fact, we actually used this approach for the quadratic corrections in the
second model, as will be seen in the subsequent discussion.) Although we tried this approach
here, it did not seem to be as successful as desired at improving the fit to the numerical data.
In particular, since the shear modulus agreement in this case could stand some improvement
anyway, we modified this approach slightly and found (after some trial and error) that setting
144 = 155 = 2η5 ρ 2 = −133 /3 worked better in this case. This choice does not leave the Reuss
average of shear modulus unchanged, but that was not an absolute condition we needed or
wanted to impose. By choosing 133 = −0.00275(ρ/0.05)2 /2, we thus obtained the agreement
seen in Figures 4 and 5, and no further searching for better fits to the data were pursued. These
corrections are translated into numerical values for η3 and η5 in TABLE 1.
Results for second model
The non-interaction approximation is not quite so simple for the second model as it was for
the first. In particular, having ν0 = 0.4375 for this model, we find that the NIA already gives
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Figure 6: Same as Figure 2 for a
different background medium having
Poisson’s ratio ν0 = 0.4375. The
estimates of individual grain behavior as crack density increases make
use of η1 = −0.0191973 GPa−1 and
η2 = 0.399406 GPa−1 (see Sayers and
Kachanov (1991) for definitions of
the η’s) determined using the DS estimator for small crack densities. Similarly, for the NI estimator: η1 =
−0.0191 GPa−1 and η2 = 0.3982
GPa−1 . Note that, again without any
fitting, the estimates of inverse shear
modulus are quite accurate for this
model. jim1-Fig6 [NR]
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more complicated behavior since
K0
= 1 + 11.5ρ
KNI

(20)

G0
= 1 + 1.168ρ
GNI

(21)

for effective bulk modulus K N I , and

for effective shear modulus G N I where K 0 = 16.86 GPa, G 0 = 2.20 GPa, and ν0 = 0.4375.
So Poisson’s ratio does not remain constant for this NIA model.
In the Sayers and Kachanov (1991) scheme, η1 (0) = −0.01920 GPa−1 and η2 (0) = 0.3994
GPa−1 , as determined by the differential scheme (DS).
Without fitting
Results for the second model using only the NIA as input to the random polycrystal of
cracked-grains model are displayed in Figures 6 and 7. Again, for comparison, we also show
the outputs from the same set of theoretical approaches as before. Stiffness matrix data were
again converted to Voigt-Reuss-Hill estimates of shear and bulk moduli for the plots. All
curves converge at low crack densities, and we find the numerical data deviate from the NIA
curve substantially for both shear and bulk moduli. But deviations of the numerical data
from the random polycrystal method predictions are especially strong for the bulk modulus
estimates. With no fitting, the shear modulus estimates have values that are centered about the
self-consistent polycrystal estimates, and that lie between the Voigt and Reuss bounds. This
shear modulus agreement (but without fitting) is actually better than that of the corresponding
case for the first model. In contrast, the bulk modulus estimates are always significantly higher
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Figure 7: Same as Figure 6 for inverse bulk modulus. Note that the estimates are again quite high for the inverse bulk modulus when compared
to the numerical data. This result is in
contrast to the shear modulus example in Figure 6, where the initial estimates were very close to the numerical data, both in average and spread.
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than even the Voigt upper bound (recall that the plots are inverse moduli). Again we interpret
this difference between shear modulus and bulk modulus results as probably being due to the
presence of longer range interactions for bulk modulus effects, and shorter range interactions
for shear modulus effects. Also, the random polycrystal grain model appears to be a good
model for the shear behavior, but in this case a considerably worse model for the bulk behavior
— at least until the quadratic corrections are applied.
Again, we can modify the results of the polycrystals of cracked grains model by including
higher order corrections from the Sayers and Kachanov (1991) model, and do so now.
With fitting
Fitting the numerical data using linear, as well as quadratic, corrections to the basic Sayers
and Kachanov (1991) approach, we obtain Figures 8 and 9. This second model is also more
complicated than the first since it requires us to consider both diagonal and off-diagonal contributions to the compliance matrix. In particular, Figure 8 shows the bulk modulus is greatly
underpredicted. But this time it is both possible and desirable to make off-diagonal corrections. The problem in doing so is that the initial shear modulus estimates are already so good
that it would be preferable to make changes that do not affect the quality of the shear modulus
results — assuming that this is possible. One type of change that yields the desired behavior
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is a uniform change to all the coefficients having to do with the principal stresses and strains.
So we might want to make changes only to S11 , S22 , S33, S12 = S21, S13 = S31, and S23 = S32 .
Changing them all by the same amount will not affect the Reuss average for shear modulus,
but may affect the Voigt average and the self-consistent estimate. However, we found again
that η4 = 0.0 was an appropriate value, and therefore did not make any change of this type.
Another alternative discussed previously that produces relatively small changes in shear
modulus, while also changing bulk modulus, is one of the form 133 = 2(η3 + η5 )ρ 2 added to
S33 , while at the same time adding corrections 144 = 155 = 2η5 ρ 2 = −2133 /3 to S44 and
S55 . This type of shift causes a very small or no change in the Reuss average for shear. By
choosing 133 = −0.00825(ρ/0.05)2 /2, we obtained the results observed in Figures 8 and 9.
The numerical values were chosen by trial and error, based on the results observed in the
plots. We chose to fit the values at the highest available values of crack density, even though
this seemed to force the fit at lower crack densities to be worse than could have been achieved
with other parameter values. We do not claim that our search has been exhaustive. There
might be better choices to be made, and especially so if the number of η parameters included
in the search were increased. The observed fit is certainly not as good for this second model
as it was for the first.
Final results for the significant crack-influence parameters of both models are summarized
in TABLE 1.

TABLE 1. Values of five crack-influence parameters for the two models considered.
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First Model
ν0 = 0.00

Second Model
ν0 = 0.4375

η3 (0) (GPa−1 )
η4 (0) (GPa−1 )

-0.3666
0.0000

-1.3750
0.0000

η5 (0) (GPa−1 )

0.0917

0.5500

η1 (0) (GPa−1 )
η2 (0) (GPa−1 )

0.0000
0.1941

-0.0192
0.3994

DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS
Standard effective medium theories (differential scheme, self-consistent scheme, etc.), when
applied to fractured systems, all overpredict the influence of the cracks. Of all the standard
effective medium theories, the best one from this point of view is clearly the non-interaction
approximation (NIA) because it assumes there is no influence of one crack on any other, while
— with this one exception — all the other effective medium theories predict that multiple
cracks enhance the effects of each other. But numerical experiments show that the actual
behavior is the opposite; when cracks interact, they screen or shield each other and reduce
the overall effects of the cracks that are present. So NIA is the best one within this restricted
class of methods in the sense that, unlike all the others, it does not go in the wrong direction
at higher crack densities.
The main question then becomes whether or not there is some simple theoretical method
that gives the right correction, i.e., introduces crack shielding and, therefore, stiffer (less compliant) results than all these other methods.
This question has been answered in the affirmative in this paper by introducing and studying the quasistatic behavior of the random polycrystals of cracked-grains model. Each grain
has one or more cracks and is therefore anisotropic, having either hexagonal or perhaps more
generally orthotropic symmetry. But each of these grains will tend to be weakest in the direction normal to its main crack, and strongest in the two orthogonal directions defined by
the plane of the main crack (or cracks). So, when these cracked grains are jumbled together
into an isotropic composite medium, the overall effect includes a high proportion (2 to 1
ratio) of strong directions interacting with the strong directions of other grains. This interaction ultimately produces bridging across the entire composite material and is a guaranteed
result for bulk modulus (hydrostatic) behavior since the bulk modulus of each grain is determined exactly by its Reuss average (and therefore the weakest possible combination of elastic
constants), while the bulk behavior of the composite polycrystal is dominated instead by the
strongest connected paths passing throughout the whole composite. From this point of view,
for small to moderate values of crack density, we see that fractures/cracks exist as isolated
weak patches in an otherwise comparatively strong background framing material. When fractures/cracks intersect only locally, this basic picture does not change qualitatively. But clearly
if the crack density increases to the point where cracks start coalescing and spanning the entire
composite, then their effect is multiplied and the composite medium can become fragmented
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thus basically having no strength overall under such circumstances. We have assumed here
that all the cases we were studying are far from this extreme limit of the theory, and of course
that is also consistent with the types of numerical data used in our comparisons with the theory.
We conclude that the random polycrystals of cracked-grains model is a useful approach
to the modeling of small to moderate crack density (i.e., 0 < ρ ≤ 0.1) materials. The method
involves established formulas from the theory of composites including both bounds and selfconsistent estimates for polycrystals. This approach has apparently not been applied to this
class of problems previously. Results for shear modulus prediction were found to be especially good, as the simplest method tried actually worked quite well in both of the numerical
modeling experiments considered here. Getting the theory to agree simultaneously with the
bulk and shear behavior required the introduction of some quadratic corrections, whose coefficients were treated as fitting parameters. This approach is consistent with the crack-influence
decomposition method of Sayers and Kachanov (1991). One quadratic fitting parameter was
sufficient to produce a good fit when Poisson’s ratio ν0 = 0.0. Only one parameter was also
used at first for the case ν0 = 0.4375. But the results were not an unqualified success in this
case. Actual fitting to the numerical data was clearly better for the first model, but fitting was
surely adequate for most practical purposes in both cases. Clearly the basic trends have been
captured using this approach, involving only one fitting parameter.
In the cases considered, the Hashin-Shtrikman bounds were always too close together to
give any useful estimate of the range of scatter in the numerical data for the cracked media.
(This fact shows that the assumptions implicit in the derivation of the HS bounds have been
violated in the random crack problem.) On the other hand, the differences between Voigt and
Reuss bounds gave reasonably accurate estimates of the range of values seen in the numerical
data. In one example, the actual highest and lowest values for both bulk and shear modulus
were also well-constrained. These results depend to some extent on choosing appropriate
fitting parameters for the corrections quadratic in crack density. The self-consistent estimate
for the polycrystal analysis lies approximately in the middle of the region bounded by the Voigt
and Reuss bounds, and so seems again to be a useful estimate – subject however to the same
caveats (of fitting) as for the Voigt and Reuss bounds. A more satisfying result would have
been establishing some means of predicting the values of these coefficients (i.e., the η’s) of
the quadratic fitting terms, but doing so in a meaningful way will require more numerical data
than are available at the present time and/or some new theoretical analysis of this problem.
This study was clearly limited in its potential scope by the quantity of numerical data available. In particular, it would have been helpful to have some intermediate values of Poisson’s
ratio 0.0 < ν0 < 0.4375, so that the dependence of the quadratic fitting parameters on Poisson’s
ratio could be determined. With just two values of ν0 , this goal could not be achieved here as
the simplest possible fit (and really the only fit possible with just two data points) is clearly
a straight line — but this fact by itself does not contain any useful information. Work currently in progress will address these, as well as other related, issues concerning quality of fit,
and number of parameters needed to achieve good fits across a greater selection of Poisson’s
ratios.
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APPENDIX A: BOUNDS AND ESTIMATES FOR RANDOM POLYCRYSTALS OF
GRAINS HAVING KNOWN SYMMETRY
Although the numerical results for stiffness matrices of randomly cracked systems in the experiments of Grechka and Kachanov (2006a,b,c) generally show orthorhombic symmetry, in
fact the symmetry has also been observed to be very close to hexagonal in all cases. The
hexagonal symmetry is especially pertinent for these numerical experiments when the averaging approach of Huet (1990) is used as in (1) where it was found that the results obtained
from sampling and then averaging these numerical stiffness matrices tend to be very nearly
hexagonal stiffnesses. For the present purposes, after averaging to obtain C iSj M P according to
(1), the next step has been to find the closest hexagonal stiffness matrix for these averaged
matrices by using a least-squares fitting method. The resulting hexagonal matrix is the one
used to compute K S M P and G S M P in the examples. These results were also used in the fitting
methods to obtain various bounds and estimates when introducing quadratic corrections to the
very low crack density results.
Also, note that the step taken to reduce the matrices to hexagonal symmetry was not necessary for computing the VRH estimates for the individual stiffness matrices originally obtained
from the numerical experiments. K V R H and G V R H can both be computed easily for these
stiffnesses using the formulas given by Watt (1979) for orthorhombic symmetry. But, after the
averaged matrices CiSj M P were computed as in (1), these matrices were slightly “smoothed” (in
addition to the averaging) so the results had exactly hexagonal symmetry. The least-squares
fitting method producing these smoothed hexagonal results typically amounted to a change by
just a single unit in the third significant digit of only one of the nine distinct — for orthotropy
— matrix components.
Figure 1 illustrates the type of geometry envisioned for the random polycrystals of crackedgrains model.
Voigt and Reuss Bounds for Hexagonal Symmetry
For hexagonal symmetry, the nonzero stiffness constants are: C 11 , C12 , C13 = C23 , C33 , C44 =
C55 , and C66 = (C11 − C12 )/2. We assume a vertical (i.e., 3 or z) axis of symmetry. In cases
where this was not true of the numerical data, we permuted the axis definitions until it was
true.
The Voigt average for bulk modulus of these hexagonal systems is well-known to be
K V = [2(C11 + C12 ) + 4C13 + C33 ] /9.

(22)

Similarly, for the shear modulus we have


1 v
(23)
G eff + 2C44 + 2C66 ,
5
where the new term appearing here is essentially defined by (23) and given explicitly by
GV =

G veff = (C11 + C33 − 2C13 − C66 )/3.

(24)
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The quantity G veff is the energy per unit volume in
√ a grain when a pure “uniaxial shear” strain of
unit magnitude [i.e., (e11 , e22 , e33 ) = (1, 1, −2)/ 6], whose main compressive strain is applied
to the grain along its axis of symmetry Berryman (2004a,b).
The Reuss average for bulk modulus is determined by 1/K R = 2(S11 + S12 ) + 4S13 + S33 ,
which can also be written as
1
1
1
=
+
(25)
K R − C13 C11 − C66 − C13 C33 − C13
in terms of stiffness coefficients. The Reuss average for shear is
 
−1
1
2
1
2
+
GR =
+
,
5 G reff C44 C66

(26)

which again may be taken as the definition of G reff – i.e., the energy per unit volume √
in a
grain when a pure uniaxial shear stress of unit magnitude [i.e., (σ11 , σ22 , σ33 ) = (1, 1, −2)/ 6],
whose main compressive pressure is applied to a grain along its axis of symmetry.
We use the following product formula as the formal definition of G reff . For each grain having hexagonal symmetry, two product formulas hold (Berryman, 2004b): 3K R G veff = 3K V G reff =
2
ω+ ω− /2 = C33 (C11 − C66 ) − C13
. The symbols ω± stand for the quasi-compressional and
quasi-uniaxial-shear eigenvalues for the crystalline grains. Thus, G reff = K R G veff /K V is a general formula that holds for all crystals having hexagonal symmetry. We can also treat (23) and
(26) as the fundamental defining equations for G veff and G reff , respectively.
Peselnick-Meister-Watt (PMW) Bounds for Hexagonal Symmetry
Hashin-Shtrikman-style bounds (Hashin and Shtrikman, 1962a,b; 1963) on the bulk and shear
moduli of isotropic random polycrystals composed of grains having hexagonal symmetry have
been derived by Peselnick and Meister (1965), with corrections made later by Watt and Peselnick (1980). We will term these the PMW (for Peselnick-Meister-Watt) or the HS (HashinShtrikman) bounds interchangably. The PMW notation was similar to that in the original
Hashin-Shtrikman paper on random polycrystals of grains having cubic symmetry (Hashin
and Shtrikman, 1962b). We will use a slightly modified notation here, taking into account the
product formulas (Berryman, 2004b) in order to simplify the statement of the results. Derivations are found in the references, and therefore not repeated here.
Parameters used to optimize the Hashin-Shtrikman bounds are K ± and G ± , which have
the significance of being the bulk and shear moduli of two (±) isotropic comparison materials.
G + , K + are the values used in the formulas for the upper bounds, and G − , K − for the lower
bounds. Simplified formulas for the bulk modulus bounds are:
K P±M W ≡ K H± S =
where
G±
ζ± =
6



K V (G reff + ζ± )
,
(G veff + ζ± )


9K ± + 8G ±
.
K ± + 2G ±

(27)

(28)
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In (28), the values of G ± and K ± are those defined algorithmically according to:
K± =
where, for K − ,

K V (G reff − G ± )
,
(G veff − G ± )

(29)

0 ≤ G − ≤ min(C44 , G reff , C66 ),

(30)

max(C44 , G veff , C66 ) ≤ G + ≤ ∞.

(31)

and, similarly, for the K + formula,

The corresponding formulas for shear modulus bounds G ±
hex are
"
#
1 − α± (K V − K ± )
1
2
2
1
=
+
+
,
α±
5 G veff + ζ± + 2β
(K V − K ± ) C44 + ζ± C66 + ζ±
G±
hex + ζ±
±

where the constants α± and β± are defined by
α± =

−1
,
K ± + 4G ± /3

β± =

2α±
1
−
.
15
5G ±

(32)

(33)

Peselnick and Meister (1965) had originally obtained all the results for hexagonal symmetry, except for an additional condition that permits C 44 to be replaced in some circumstances
by G reff . This condition was added later by Watt and Peselnick (1980).
Self-consistent Estimates for Hexagonal Symmetry
The results obtained for self-consistent estimates can be written in many different ways (Berryman, 2005). We take the self-consistent estimate for bulk modulus to be
K∗ =
where

K V (G reff + ζ ∗ ) (G veff K R + ζ ∗ K V )
=
,
(G veff + ζ ∗ )
(G veff + ζ ∗ )
G∗
ζ =
6
∗




9K ∗ + 8G ∗
.
K ∗ + 2G ∗

(34)

(35)

In (35), K ∗ is determined by (34), depending also on G ∗ ; G ∗ is determined by the selfconsistent expression for the shear modulus to follow, also depending on K ∗ ; and ζ ∗ is then
determined by (35). The final result for G ∗ = G ∗hex in polycrystals having grains with hexagonal symmetry is


1
1 1 − α ∗ (K V − K ∗ )
2
2
=
+
+
.
(36)
G ∗hex + ζ ∗ 5
G veff + ζ ∗
C44 + ζ ∗ C66 + ζ ∗

These formulas can be successfully solved by iteration, starting for example by using values
corresponding to upper or lower bounds for the values of K ∗ and G ∗ . Some details of the
derivation of these formulas can be found in Willis (1977, 1981) and Berryman (2005).
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APPENDIX B: CRACK-INFLUENCE DECOMPOSITION METHOD
Sayers and Kachanov (1991) present a useful method for decomposing the elastic potential of a
cracked system into parts due to the (assumed) homogeneous and isotropic elastic background
material, and those due to the presence of cracks up to moderate densities. The fundamental
idea is that the elastic potential function is composed of just nine terms, representing all combinations of stress invariants of such a system. These invariants depend on the stress tensor σ
and the crack density tensor α. In particular, the tensor α is defined in three dimensions by
α=

1X 3
a n̂ c n̂ cT ,
V c c

(37)

where V is the averaging volume, n̂ c is the unit normal of penny-shaped crack c having radius
ac . We use the notation n̂ c n̂ cT , where T is the transpose, to express the outer product (n̂ c ⊗ n̂ c ) of
two vectors; this notation is consistent with that commonly used to express the singular value
decomposition of an arbitrary matrix in terms of its singular vectors. Another common, and
entirely equivalent, form of notation for the same quantity that is often used in the mechanics
literature is the dyadic form nc nc .
The elastic potential 8(σ , α) then takes the form
(0)
2
8(σ , α) = 8(0)
+ η2 Tr(σ · σ · α)
1 (Trσ ) + 82 Tr(σ · σ ) + η1 Trσ Tr(σ · α)
+ η3 [Tr(σ · α)]2
+ η4 Trσ Tr(σ · α · α) + η5 Tr(σ · σ · α · α)

+ η6 Tr(σ · α)Tr(σ · α · α)

+ η7 [Tr(σ · α · α)]2 ,

(38)

where Tr is the trace operation, and the dot notation indicates a contraction over one set of
indices. (Note that the significance of crack-influence parameters η4 , η6 , and η7 have been
changed from the definitions made by Kachanov (1980), Kachanov and Sevostianov (2005),
and Sayers and Kachanov (1991), so that here η4 is the coefficient of a contribution second
order in α, η6 third order in α, and η7 fourth order in α.) The coefficients pertinent to the
(0)
isotropic background elastic medium are given by 8(0)
1 = (1 + ν0 )/2E 0 and 82 = −ν0 /2E 0 ,
where E 0 is Young’s modulus, and ν0 is Poisson’s ratio.
Now, to illustrate the meaning of (38), we will reduce this to component form in two cases.
For the cases of interest, we can assume the crack density tensor itself reduces to the form
α=

3
X
i=1

ρi n̂ i n̂ iT ,

(39)

where n̂ i , for i = 1, 2, 3, correspond to spatial directions x, y, z, respectively. Furthermore,
Trα = ρ1 + ρ2 + ρ3 ≡ ρ = na 3 is the scalar crack density defined in the main text.
Horizontal cracks, ρ = ρ3

If all the cracks in the system have the same axis of symmetry (which we will take to be
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the z-axis), then ρ = ρ3 and (38) reduces to the following expression:
(0)
2
2
8(σ , α) = 8(0)
1 (Trσ ) + 82 Tr(σ · σ ) + (η1 ρ + η4 ρ )(σ11 + σ22 + σ33 )σ33
2
+(η2 ρ + η5 ρ 2 )σ3 j σ j 3 + (η3 ρ 2 + η6 ρ 3 + η7 ρ 4 )σ33
,

(40)

where the repeated index j is summed. At low crack densities ρ, we see that only the terms
proportional to η1 and η2 are important in the crack-influence decomposition. As the crack
density increases, the terms proportional to η3 , η4 , and η5 start to contribute. Then, at the
highest crack densities considered, all seven of these coefficients can come into play. Although
we may imagine for example that η2 (ρ) is actually a function of crack density ρ, it is clear
from the form of (40) that such corrections would be indistinguishable from corrections due to
η5 (0). So, for our present purposes, we do not need to consider any coefficients except η1 (0)
and η2 (0) at low crack densities, and we also do not need to consider any coefficients except
η1 (0) through η5 (0), when we want to fit quadratic corrections for the moderate crack density
results.
Typical values of ρ of interest in many applications are around ρ = 0.1. So as long as the
η’s for higher order corrections are of approximately the same order of magnitude as those for
η1 (0) and η2 (0), we see that neglect of terms like η6 ρ 3 + η7 ρ 4 is entirely appropriate.
Now it is also easy to see how (40) gives rise to the low density result (4).

Vertical cracks, ρ = ρ1 + ρ2

It is also straightforward now to repeat the previous exercise by considering other types
of crack density distribution. An interesting case is the one with all vertical cracks, having
their crack normals in the x y-plane. Then, ρ = ρ1 + ρ2 . A special case of this type is when
the crack normals are completely randomly distributed so that ρ1 = ρ2 = ρ/2. Then, we get
simplified formulas for all the terms in the elastic potential analogous to the previous example.
The results are:
(0)
2
2
8(σ , α) = 8(0)
1 (Trσ ) + 82 Tr(σ · σ ) + (η1 ρ/2 + η4 ρ /4)(σ11 + σ22 + σ33 )(σ11 + σ22 )
+(η2 ρ/2 + η5 ρ 2 /4)(σ1 j σ j 1 + σ2 j σ j 2 ) + (η3 ρ 2 /4 + η6 ρ 3 /8 + η7 ρ 4 /16)(σ11 + σ22 )2 ,
(41)

where again the repeated index j is summed.
The basic conclusions reached in the previous example clearly apply again. For small
to moderate crack densities ρ, we do not need to consider ρ dependence of crack-influence
parameters η1 (ρ) or η2 (ρ), as such dependence cannot be distinguished from the low order
contributions from η4 (0) and η5 (0), respectively. Similarly, η3 (0) comes into play whenever
η4 (0) and η5 (0) are important, while η6 (0) and η7 (0) can presumably be neglected in many
low to moderate crack density applications.
TABLE 2. Examples of Sayers and Kachanov (1991) crack-influence parameters η1 (ρ) and
η2 (ρ) when crack density ρ << 1 for penny-shaped cracks. Four choices of effective medium
theory are considered: NI (non-inteacting), DS, (differential scheme), CPA (coherent
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potential approximation), and SC (the Budiansky and O’Connell self-consistent scheme).
Note that crack density is defined here as ρ = Nr 3 / V , where N/ V is number density of
cracks, and A = πr 2 is the area of the circular crack face.
η1 (GPa−1 )

η2 (GPa−1 )

NI

-0.000216

0.0287

DS
CPA
SC

-0.000216
-0.000258
-0.0000207

0.0290
0.0290
0.0290
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APPENDIX C. DISCUSSION OF EFFECTIVE MEDIUM THEORIES
To place our method using random polycrystal analysis in perspective, we will now give a
brief review and discussion of other effective medium theories that have often been applied to
the same types of crack-related problems treated here.
A very good review of many (but not all) of the effective medium theories we will mention
here has already been given by Zimmerman (1991). To keep the present discussion as brief as
possible, we will just provide an overview here, but no equations. In Zimmerman’s treatment
of the methods, he does include the equations and therefore much of what is missing here can
be found in Zimmerman (1991), and the remainder is found in the other references given.
One of the main advantages of the random polycrystals of cracked-grains model is that it
provides a definite means of building in a type of microstructure that is usually not possible to
obtain using other effective medium theories. This microstructure arises naturally in the polycrystal analysis because we must first construct a grain, using an initial estimate of the effect of
the crack (or cluster of cracks) on the grain. Then, we imagine jumbling these cracked grains
together to arrive at the overall polycrystalline microstructure. So this approach involves two
distinct steps of upscaling: first at the grain level, and then for the overall fractured composite.
The presence of two, or even many, steps of upscaling in effective medium theories is not at
all unusual. The best examples of this are the differential schemes (Bruner, 1976; Henyey and
Pomfrey, 1982; Norris, 1985; Zimmerman, 1984; 1991; Berryman et al., 2002) in which we
take a pristine elastic medium and imbed a very small amount of some inclusion (or a small
crack in our case). Then, we use an integration method to deduce what the global effect of
this small volume or small crack density will be on the overall medium. The stated procedure
is already one level of upscaling. Then, we do this over and over again in the differential
scheme, each time starting from the result of the last upscaling step. So small quantities of
new inclusions or cracks get imbedded in a medium that already has inclusions or cracks, and
so on. Certain of these differential schemes are realizable (Norris, 1985; Avellaneda, 1987),
and therefore never violate rigorous bounds.
In contrast, traditional self-consistent schemes (O’Connell and Budiansky, 1974) and also
more modern types of self-consistent scheme (Berryman, 1980) that are some times termed
the “coherent potential approximation” (or CPA) also achieve their final results using multiple steps of upscaling, but this happens at a fixed target volume fraction through an iterative method: we start with coupled equations that depend on constituent properties, volume
fractions, and also on the overall properties (usually overall bulk and shear modulus); then
these equations are provided with some initial guess of the overall property values, and subsequently iterated until they converge to a definite result. This iteration process itself can be
viewed as being very similar to the differential scheme in the sense that each new iteration
is using the result of previous (approximate) upscaling steps to generate the next upscaling,
until final convergence is achieved. We can also think of this procedure as providing a type of
scale-separation at each iteration (Milton, 1985).
One important difference between these two schemes (differential and self-consistent) is
that the differential scheme usually starts with one material as the host, and so that host remains
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connected throughout the integration process. In contrast, the self-consistent scheme treats two
or more constituents equally, with no one of them necessarily playing the role of host (but of
course if one has significantly higher volume fraction than all the others, then a host-inclusion
type of microstructure will naturally arise).
In addition to these implicit schemes (requiring integration or iteration), there are also
some explicit schemes: Mori-Tanaka (Benveniste, 1987), Kuster-Toksöz (1974), and the noninteraction approximation (Zimmerman, 1991). Explicit schemes provide formulas: needing
numerical evaluation, but not needing either integration or iteration. However, these schemes
are known not to be so reliable for very high concentrations of inclusions, and, furthermore,
they can lead to incorrect results, such as violations of known rigorous bounds such as the
Hashin-Shtrikman bounds when the inclusion shapes are extreme (i.e., differing greatly from
spheres). So care must be exercised when using these methods (— and also the other methods
as well). But the CPA (Milton, 1985) and the differential scheme due to Norris (1985) [see also
Avellaneda (1987)] are known not to violate the Hashin-Shtrikman bounds, and therefore tend
to be fairly reliable estimators, depending on the application and the particular microstructure
that one is trying to emulate.
So, among all of the effective medium theories mentioned, only the explicit schemes use
just a single upscaling step to arrive at their elastic constant estimates, and this one step may
not be trustworthy if the volume fractions of the inclusions, or crack-density of the cracks, is
too large (Berryman and Berge, 1996).
In TABLE 2 we show the results found by applying the non-interaction (NI) approximation,
the Norris differential scheme (DS), the coherent potential approximation (CPA) and the traditional self-consistent (SC) scheme as applied by O’Connell and Budiansky (1974). We find
(as expected) that all these methods give very comparable results for the Sayers and Kachanov
(1991) crack-influence decomposition parameters η1 and η2 at low crack densities. These results suggest that it is entirely appropriate to use the NIA when making the first upscaling step
for estimating the properties of a typical cracked grain.
The method proposed here for the random polycrystal of cracked-grains model is then a
two-step process: The first step has been chosen to be a non-interaction approximation based
on low crack density results from the theory. This step gives us the effective elastic behavior
of an average cracked grain. Once we have this compliance in hand, our second upscaling
step uses the polycrystal analysis to provide Voigt and Reuss bounds, and also self-consistent
estimates. We show further results for Hashin-Shtrikman bounds in the figures in the text,
but unfortunately these results show that HS bounds are too tight for these applications, and
therefore it is inferred that assumptions implicit in the derivation of HS bounds have been
violated. Note that the second step involving Voigt and Reuss bounds is also entirely explicit,
while the alternative second step involving the self-consistent estimates for polycrystals is
implicit (requiring iteration). So the random polycrystal bounding approach should be very
appealing to those users who have a strong preference for explicit methods.
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Least-squares migration of incomplete data sets with
regularization in the subsurface-offset domain
Yaxun Tang

ABSTRACT
I present a method to address the migration artifacts caused by insufficient offset coverage.
I pose the migration as a least-squares inversion problem regularized with the differential
semblance operator, followed by forcing a sparseness constraint in the subsurface-offset
domain. I demonstrate that adding these regularization terms suppresses the amplitude
smearing in the subsurface-offset domain and improves the resolution of the migrated
image. I test my methodology both on a synthetic two-layer data set and the Marmousi
data set.

INTRODUCTION
With correct migration velocity and infinite survey length, wave-equation migration will focus
the energy perfectly at the zero-offset locations. In reality, however, since the survey length
can never be infinite, the offset domain suffers from the truncation effect. The situation gets
even worse when the data sets are incomplete or irregular; severe amplitude smearing and
aliasing artifacts may appear in the offset gathers and migrated images. This problem is more
pronounced in 3-D, because of the irregular nature of 3-D seismic data.
One way to deal with this problem is to interpolate before migration, as is done in Radonbased interpolation schemes. Though Radon-based methods are acknowledged to be effective
for data interpolation, they have severe theoretical limitations that require the events in CMP
gathers to have the shape of hyperbolas or parabolas. These limitations prevent them from
accurately interpolating in situations with very complex velocity structures.
Another approach is to pose the migration problem as a regularized inversion process.
A reasonable regularization term, assuming lateral continuity along the reflection-angle axis,
would be to smooth across offset-ray parameters in the Angle-Domain Common Image Gathers (ADCIGs). As shown in Prucha et al. (2000) and Kuehl and Sacchi (2001), by smoothing
along the angle gathers, the illumination gaps can be successfully filled in and the migration
artifacts caused by the insufficient survey length and lack of illumination can be attenuated to
some extent.
In this paper, I describe another method based on least-squares migration with regularization in the Subsurface-Offset-Domain Common Image Gathers (SODCIGs). Regularizing in
the SODCIGs instead of in the ADCIGs has the advantage of being computationally cheaper,
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since it saves the computational cost of transforming from SODCIGs into ADCIGs. The basic idea is to add a Differential Semblence Operator (DSO) in the SODCIGs along the offset
dimension to penalize energy far from zero-offset locations (Shen et al., 2003; Valenciano,
2006), followed by applying a sparseness constraint which minimizes the model residuals in
the L 1 norm or Cauchy norm to enhance the resolution of the image cube.
I start with reviewing the theory of Bayes inversion and derive the weighting function
for the sparseness constraint, then derive the objective function with DSO regularization and
sparseness constraints based on the propagation of wavefields. I demonstrate that regularizing
with DSO in the SODCIGs is equivalent to regularizing with a roughener along the offset-ray
axes in the ADCIGs. To further reduce the computational cost, I approximate the Hessian with
a diagonal matrix, which eliminates the need to propagate wavefields upward and downward
within each iteration; however, the trade-off is a loss of accuracy. My approximated inversion
scheme is tested on a simple two-layer model as well as the complex Marmousi model.
BAYES INVERSION
If we let m be the model vector and d be the data vector, Bayes’s theorem would state
p(m, d) =

p(m) p(d, m)
,
p(d)

(1)

where p(m, d) is the distribution of the model parameters posterior to the data d, expressing the
likelihood of the model m for a given data d; p(m) is the probability distribution of the model
m, representing the prior information about the model; and p(d, m) describes how knowledge
of the data modifies the prior knowledge. The quantity p(d) is the probability distribution of
the data d, which is a constant for a given data d; thus p(d) can be seen as a scaling factor
(Ulrych et al., 2001). Therefore, equation (1) can be simplified as
p(m, d) ∝ p(m) p(d, m).

(2)

In the presence of noise, the recorded data d can be expressed as follows:
d = Lm + n,

(3)

where n is the noise vector. The likelihood function p(d, m) is constructed by taking the difference between the observed data and the modeled data, thus
p(d, m) = p(n).

(4)

If we assume the noise has a Gaussian distribution with a zero mean and variance σ 2 , its
probability function can be written as follows:
1

p(n i ) = √
2π σ 2

2

n
− i2
2σ
e

(5)
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If each component of the noise vector is independent and the variance of each noise sample
remains constant, the total probability of the noise vector is
p(n) = p(n 1 ) p(n 2 ) · · · p(n N )
−1 P N n 2
1
i=1 i
2σ 2
e
=
(2π σ 2 ) N/2
−1

= α1 e 2σ 2

n0 n

(6)
(7)

,

(8)

where n0 is the adjoint of n. If we further assume that the model parameters m i , i = 1, 2, . . . , M
have a Gaussian distribution with a zero mean and a variance σm2 and are independent, the
probability of m then is
p(m) =

−1 m0 m
1
2
2σm
e
(2π σm2 ) M/2
−1

= α2 e 2σm2

(9)

m0 m

(10)

Plugging equations (8) and (10) into equation (2) yields the following posterior distribution:
p(m, d) ∝ α1 α2 e

∝ α1 α2 e

− 12 m0 m− 12 n0 n
− 12
2σm

(11)

2σ

2σm

m0 m− 12 (Lm−d)0 (Lm−d)
2σ

.

(12)

Since the posterior probability p(m, d) is a quantity describing the probability that the model is
correct given a certain set of observations, we would like it to be maximized. Maximizing the
posterior function is equivalent to finding the minimum of the following objective function:

2

J (m) = (Lm − d)0 (Lm − d) + m0 m,

(13)

where  = σσ 2 . We can see that if the model parameters are assumed to have a Gaussian dism
tribution, the solution of maximum posterior probability under Bayes’s theorem is equivalent
to the damped least-squares solution. Thus, Bayesian inversion gives another perspective on
the same problem, where minimizing the model residuals in the L 2 norm corresponds to a
Gaussian prior probability distribution. As the Gaussian distribution is a short-tailed function
that is tightly centered around the mean, it will result in a smooth solution. Therefore, when
a sparse solution is required, the L 2 norm is no longer appropriate, and long-tailed distribution functions such as the exponential and Cauchy distributions should be chosen for the prior
probability distribution of m.
If we keep equation (8) unchanged and assume p(m) satisfies the exponential probability
distribution, with a mean of zero:
p(m) =

M
1 σ−1 Pi=1
|m i |
e m
2σm
−1

= α 2 e σm

Then the a posteriori probability becomes
p(m, d) ∝ α1 α2 e

PM

i=1 |m i |

.

PM
|m i |
− 12 (Lm−d)0 (Lm−d)− σ1m i=1
2σ
.

(14)
(15)

(16)
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Finding the maximum of the above function is equivalent to finding the minimum of the
following objective function:
J (m) = (Lm − d)0 (Lm − d) +  f (m),
where  =

2σ 2
σm ,

(17)

and the regularization term, f (m), is defined by
f (m) =

M
X
i=1

(18)

|m i |.

Therefore, by adding an L 1 norm regularization term to the least-squares problem, we get a
sparse solution of the model parameters.
Though minimizing the objective function (17) results in a non-linear problem, it can be
solved efficiently by Iteratively Re-weighted Least-Squares (IRLS). The gradient of the regularization term is
 ∂ f (m)   m 1 


∂
f (m) = 
5 f (m) =

∂m


∂m 1
∂ f (m)
∂m 2

..
.

∂ f (m)
∂m M

 
 
=
 
 

|m 1 |
m2
|m 2 |

..
.

mM
|m M |



.



(19)

Therefore the regularization term f (m), which minimizes the residual in the L 1 norm, can be
solved in the L 2 norm by introducing a diagonal weighting function Wm :
s
s
s
1
1
1
Wm = diag(
,
,··· ,
).
(20)
|m 1 | |m 2 |
|m M |
Then the objective function (17) can be changed to

J (m) = (Lm − d)0 (Lm − d) + (Wm m)0 (Wm m)
= kLm − dk2 + kWm mk2 .

(21)
(22)

The derivation of the objective function for the a priori case with a Cauchy distribution is
similar, except the diagonal weighting function changes to the following:
s
s
s
1
1
1
,
,
·
·
·
,
).
(23)
Wm = diag(
1 + (m 1 /σm )2 1 + (m 2 /σm )2
1 + (m M /σm )2
Since Wm is a function of the model m, if we use the gradient-based IRLS method to
solve the objective function (22), we have to recompute the weight Wm at each iteration and
the algorithm can be summarized as follows:
1. At the first iteration, Wm is set to be the identity matrix:
W0m = I

(24)
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2. At the kth iteration, we solve the following fitting goals:
0 ≈ Lmk − d
0 ≈

(25)

k
Wk−1
m m ,

(26)
"

k−1
k−1
where Wmi
= (|m k−1
|)−1/2 in the case of the L 1 norm, or Wmi
= 1+
i

in the case of the Cauchy norm.



m ki
σm

2 #−1/2

REGULARIZED LEAST-SQUARES INVERSION
To force the energy in the SODCIGs to concentrate at the zero-offset location, we can pose the
problem as a regularized inversion process, and the objective function is defined as follows:
J (m) = kWd (Lm − d)k2 + f (D(m)) ,

(27)

where d is the recorded data. L is a 2-D/3-D wave-equation modeling operator that transforms
the model to prestack data; here I use the adjoint of the Double Square Root (DSR) migration
operator. Wd is a mask weight, which enables us to minimize the data residuals only at known
locations, and m is the model space in terms of the SODCIGs, a 3-D image cube in the 2-D
case and a 5-D image cube in the 3-D case. Operator D(·) is defined as follows:
D(m) = diag(|h|)m

diag(|h|) = diag(|h 1 |, |h 2|, · · · , |h M |)

(28)
(29)

which is the DSO operator acting along the offset dimension to penalize energy far from zerooffset locations. Near-offset energy, especially that around zero-offset locations where |h| ≈ 0,
will not be affected. After applying DSO, the model-dependent sparseness transform operator
f (·), which minimizes model residuals in the L 1 norm or Cauchy norm, is performed. The
sparseness constraint is applied depth-by-depth and CMP-by-CMP along the offset dimension.
The purpose of adding such a sparseness constraint is to penalize noise which is typically
incoherent and weak, and consequently enhance the resolution of the final inverted result.
In fact, adding the DSO regularization term in the SODCIGs is similar to adding a roughener to smooth along the offset-ray parameters in the ADCIGs. As offset-ray parameters are
connected to the offset wavenumbers via the following equation:
ph =

kh
,
ω

(30)

for a single frequency,
∂
∂
=ω
,
∂ph
∂kh

(31)
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therefore, for a specific CMP location m0 , roughening along ray-parameters can be expressed
as follows:
∂
P(τ , m0 , ph , z)
∂ph
∂
SF −1 P(ω, m0 , kh , z)
= ω
∂kh ω
∂
= ωSFω−1
P(ω, m0 , kh , z),
∂kh

0 ≈

(32)
(33)
(34)

where S is the slant-stack operator and Fω−1 is the inverse Fourier transform over frequencies.
Considering the Fourier duality, convolving the wavefield P(ω, m0 , kh , z) with the differential
operator in the offset-wavenumber domain has the same effect as multiplying the wavefield
P(ω, m0 , h, z) with diag(h) in the offset-space domain:
∂
P(ω, m0 , kh , z) ⇔ diag(h)P(ω, m0 , h, z).
∂kh

(35)

So smoothing along the offset-ray parameters acts like the DSO regularization term.
Following the discussion in the previous section, the objective function (27) can be rewritten as follows:
J (m) = kWd (Lm − d)k2 + kWs D(m)k2 ,

(36)

or more concisely in terms of fitting goals,
0 ≈ Wd (Lm − d)
0 ≈ Ws D(m),

(37)
(38)

where Ws is the diagonal weighting matrix that forces the sparseness constraints. Here I use
the Cauchy norm, thus
1
Wsi = p
.
1 + (D(m i )/σ )2

(39)

DIAGONAL APPROXIMATION OF HESSIAN MATRIX
Solving fitting goals (37) and (38) is expensive, since we have to propagate wavefields downward and upward within each iteration, with the cost for each iteration equal to the cost of
two migrations. For small-scale problems, it is solvable; for large-scale problems, however,
the computational cost might be prohibitive. What’s more, currently there are no universal criteria for choosing the hyperparameters: , which balances the data-fitting goal and the modelstyling goal, and σ , which controls the sparseness of the model space. They can be decided
only by trial and error, which obviously is not practical for very large-scale problems.
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Instead of propagating wavefields at each iteration, however, we can precompute the Hessian or approximate it with a diagonal matrix and then solve the modified fitting goals iteratively. The solution of fitting goal (37) in the least-squares sense is
m ≈ L0 W0d Wd L

−1

(Wd L)0 Wd d.

(40)

The weighted Hessian matrix H = L0 W0d Wd L can be either fully computed (Valenciano and
Biondi, 2004) or approximated with a diagonal matrix; here I do the latter, approximating the
weighted Hessian with its diagonals as follows (Rickett, 2003):
H ≈ WH =

diag(L0 W0d Wd Lmref )
,
diag(mref )

(41)

and I choose the migrated image cube as the reference image cube:
mref = (Wd L)0 Wd d.

(42)

Therefore, fitting goals (37) and (38) can be modified as follows:
0 ≈ WH m − mmig
0 ≈ Ws D(m),

(43)
(44)

where mmig = (Wd L)0 Wd d, which is obtained by migrating the recorded data. To avoid the
right-hand side of equation (41) being divided by zeros, I multiply diag(mref ) on both sides of
equation (43), resulting in
0 ≈ Wrefm m − Wrefd mmig

0 ≈ Ws D(m),

(45)
(46)

where Wrefm = diag(L0 W0d Wd Lmref ) and Wremd = diag(mref ). Fitting goals (45) and (46)
can be solved by using the IRLS algorithm described in the previous section.
SYNTHETIC DATA EXAMPLES
I test my methodology on two synthetic 2-D data sets. One shown in Figure 2(a) is a two-layer
model with one reflector being horizontal and the other dipping at 15◦ . The velocity increases
with depth: v(z) = 2000 + 0.3z, which is shown in Figure 1. To make the synthetic data set
more realistic, some random noise has also been added. Then I replace approximately 70%
of the traces in the offset dimension with zeros. The incomplete and sparse data set is shown
in Figure 2(b). Then I perform DSR migration on both data sets to generate the SODCIGs;
the corresponding migrated image cubes are shown in Figure 3. Comparing Figure 3(a) with
Figure 3(b), we can see that even with the complete data set (Figure 2(a)), the SODCIGs suffer
from the amplitude smearing effects caused by the offset truncation. The situation gets worse
as the offset coverage is further reduced; there are severe amplitude smearing and aliasing
artifacts in the SODCIGs as shown in Figure 3(b), and because of the interference of these
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Figure 1: The velocity model for the
two-layer model. yaxun1-layer_vel
[ER]

Figure 2: (a) The synthetic data set for the two-layer model, (b) the incomplete data set with
about 70% of the traces in the offset dimension replaced by zeros. yaxun1-layer_mod [ER]
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Figure 3: SODCIGs for the two-layer model, (a) obtained by migrating Figure 2(a) and (b)
obtained by migrating Figure 2(b). In both plots, the panel in the middle shows the migrated
image (h = 0), the panel on the right shows the SODCIGs and the panel on the top shows the
depth slice. yaxun1-layer_sodcig [ER]

artifacts in the offset domain, the resolution of the migrated image (i.e. offset=0) is also degraded. The effect is more obvious if we transform the SODCIGs into the ADCIGs, which are
shown in Figure 4; there are some gaps in the middle of the ADCIGs (Figure 4(b)) obtained
by migrating the incomplete data set, indicating that there are some illumination problems.
From this simple experiment, we intuitively understand that the amplitude smearing in the
SODCIGs is another representation of poor illumination and that the more energy smearing
we see in the SODCIGs, the more severe the illumination problem must be. Therefore, if we
could make the energy more concentrated at zero-offset and penalize the energy at nonzerooffset, we would compensate for the illumination problem and fill the holes in the ADCIGs.
To achieve this purpose, I first approximate the weighted Hessian matrix with equation (41),
then solve the inversion problem based on the fitting goals (45) and (46). The reference image mref or Wrefm is chosen to be the migrated image cube of the incomplete data, which is
shown in Figure 2(b). The weight Wrefd is created by demigrating mref and then migrating
the demigrated image again. The mask weight is shown in Figure 5. As I apply the sparseness
constraint along the offset dimension depth-by-depth and CMP-by-CMP, it would be inappropriate to use a global parameter σ to control the sparseness; therefore I apply σ locally,
choosing for its value the mean value of the current offset vector. The final inversion result
is shown in Figure 6(a); for comparison, Figure 6(b) shows the migration result. Figure 7 illustrates one single trace located at CMP=0 meters and offset=0 meters, Figure 7(a) is the
result by migration, while Figure 7(b) is the result by inversion, where both (a) and (b) are
normalized to compare their relative amplitude ratios. From the results we can clearly see that
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Figure 4: ADCIGs for the two-layer model, (a) computed from Figure 3(a), and (b) computed
from Figure 3(b). In both plots, the panel in the middle shows the image for each opening
angle, the panel on the right shows the ADCIGs and the panel on the top shows the depth
slice. yaxun1-layer_adcig [ER]

the DSO regularization term perfectly eliminates the energy at non-zero offset. The sparseness constraint also successfully penalizes weak amplitudes and consequently improves the
resolution of the image. Figure 8 shows the comparison of ADCIGs between migration and
inversion, where, as expected, the inversion result in Figure 8(a) fills the illumination gaps
presented in Figure 8(b).

Figure 5: The computed mask weight
from Figure 2(b). Black stands for
ones, while grey stands for zeros.
yaxun1-layer_rn70_mask [ER]

The model with two reflectors in the previous example is simple. To test whether the
inversion scheme works for complex models, I apply it to the Marmousi model, which is
shown in Figure 9(a), again with about 70% of the traces in the offset dimension replaced
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Figure 6: SODCIGs for the two-layer model. (a) The inversion result, and (b) the migration result. Note the inversion result has perfectly penalized the energy far from zero-offset locations
and the sidelobes of the amplitudes as well. yaxun1-layer_inv_sodcig [ER]

with zeros. The computed mask weight is shown in Figure 9(b). As before, I use the migrated
image cube as the reference image cube for computing the weighting matrices Wrefd and
Wrefm . The parameter σ is also chosen to be the mean value of the current offset vector.
Because there are no good suggestions for the parameter , it is chosen by trial and error
to get a satisfactory result. Since I use only one reference velocity (the average between the
maximum and the minimum velocities at each depth step) for the DSR-SSF algorithm, some
steeply dipping faults are not well imaged, and because of the inaccuracy of the reference
velocity, some locations are mispositioned, indicating there should be some residual moveout
in both SODCIGs and ADCIGs.
The final inversion result is shown in Figure10 (b); for comparison, Figure10(a) is the
migration result. By using the approximated inversion scheme, we suppress the weak and
incoherent noise and obtain a much cleaner result, while also improving the resulotion to
some extent. This is more obvious if we extract a single trace from the migration result and
the inversion result to compare their relative amplitudes. Figure 11 shows the extracted trace
located at CMP=4 km, offset=0 km, while Figure 12 shows the extracted trace located at
CMP=7.5 km, offset=0 km. In both figures, (a) is obtained from the migration result, while
(b) is obtained from the inversion result. From Figure 11 and Figure 12, we can see that
small amplitudes and the sidelobes of the wavelets are penalized by the inversion scheme and
the inversion result yields an image with higher resolution. But also notice that some weak
reflections which are presented in the migration result are attenuated in the inversion result.
Figure 13 illustrates the SODCIGs for two different locations; (a) and (c) are the SODCIGs
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Figure 7: Comparison of a single trace located at CMP=0 meter and offset=0 meter. (a) The
migration result, (b) the inversion result. The amplitudes in both (a) and (b) are normalized to
compare their relative ratios. yaxun1-layer_wavelet [ER]

Figure 8: ADCIGs for the two-layer model. (a) The inversion result, (b) the migration result.
Note the inversion has filled in the illumination holes. yaxun1-layer_inv_adcig [ER]

at CMP=4 km and CMP=7.5 km respectively obtained from the migration result, while (b) and
(d) show the SODCIGs at the same CMP locations obtained from the inversion result. Because
of the DSO regularization term in the inversion scheme, events that are far from zero-offset
locations are penalized, making the energy more concentrated at zero-offset. The ADCIGs at
the corresponding locations shown in Figure 14 explain this further, with the ADCIGs (Figure
14(b) and (d)) from the inversion result smoothed across angles and the illumination holes
present in (a) and (c) filled in to some degree.
As mentioned above, because of the inaccuracy of the reference velocity, there are still
some residual moveouts at some locations in both SODCIGs and ADCIGs, as seen in Figure
13(a) and Figure 14(a). One nice thing to see is by choosing a proper trade-off parameter
, the proposed inversion scheme can successfully preserve the residual moveouts both in
SODCIGs and ADCIGs, as shown in Figure 13(b) and Figure 14(b). The angle gathers even
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Figure 9: The Marmousi data set (a) and the corresponding mask weight (b), where black
stands for ones, while grey stands for zeros. yaxun1-mar_model [ER]

get cleaner, which makes it much easier to estimate the residual moveouts. Therefore, this
approximated inversion scheme may have the potential to improve the accuracy of residual
moveout estimation, and consequently improve velocity estimation results. However, this still
needs further investigation.

Figure 10: Comparison of the migration result and the inversion result. (a) The image obtained
by migration, and (b) the image obtained by inversion. yaxun1-mar_h0 [CR]
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Figure 11: Comparison of a single trace located at CMP=4 km and offset=0 km. (a) The result
from migration, and (b) the result from inversion. The amplitudes in both (a) and (b) are
normalized to compare their relative ratios. yaxun1-mar_wavelet1 [CR]

Figure 12: Comparison of a single trace located at CMP=7.5 km and offset=0 km. (a) The
result from migration, and (b) the result from inversion. The amplitudes in both (a) and (b) are
normalized to compare their relative ratios. yaxun1-mar_wavelet2 [CR]

Figure 13: Subsurface-offset-domain common-image gathers for two different surface locations. Panels (a) and (c) are the SODCIGs at CMP=4.0 km and CMP=7.5 km obtained
by migration, while (b) and (d) are the corresponding SODCIGs obtained by inversion.
yaxun1-mar_sodcig [CR]
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Figure 14: Angle-domain common-image gathers for two different surface locations. Panels
(a) and (c) are the ADCIGs at CMP=4.0 km and CMP=7.5 km obtained by migration, while
(b) and (d) are the corresponding ADCIGs obtained by inversion. yaxun1-mar_adcig [CR]

DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION
I have presented a regularized inversion scheme in the SODCIGs to deal with the artifacts
caused by insufficient offset coverage. The inversion scheme concentrates the migrated energy
at zero-offset locations and removes incoherent and weak noise by constraining the solution
with the DSO and sparseness operator. Though I tested my approach only on 2-D data sets,
it would be quite easy to extend it to 3-D, since I approximate the Hessian with a diagonal
matrix, which reduces the computational expense.
Compared to regularizing in the ADCIGs with a roughening operator acting along the angle axis, regularization in the SODCIGs has the advantage of being computationally cheaper.
More importantly, with proper selection of the trade-off parameter , it can preserve the velocity information correctly when a wrong migration velocity is used. Therefore it may have
the potential to update the velocity more accurately, since it can produce much cleaner angle
gathers.
The proposed inversion scheme may also be dangerous if we choose inappropriate hyperparameters  and σ . Since by adding the sparseness constraint in the image cube, we run the
risk of penalizing true reflections that have very weak energy, over-regularization may lead to
too-sparse solutions, forfeiting the ability to image weak reflections. For the example of the
Marmousi model, we can clearly see that some weak reflections are greatly attenuated.
The deconvolution effects, i.e. the wavelet-squeezing effects, in the above examples are not
obvious; this is because of the approximation of the Hessian with a diagonal matrix. The ap-
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proximated diagonal deconvolution filter is not sufficient to deconvolve the image accurately,
especially for the complex Marmousi model. A more accurate but also more expensive way is
to compute the full Hessian with wave equations instead of approximating it with a diagonal
matrix.
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Covariance based interpolation
Madhav Vyas

ABSTRACT
I test and extend an image interpolation algorithm designed for digital images to suite
seismic data sets. The problem of data interpolation can be addressed by determining a
filter based on global and local covariance estimates. Covariance estimates have enough
information to discern the presence of sharp discontinuities (edges) without the need to
explicitly determine the dips. The proposed approach has given encouraging results for a
variety of textures and seismic data sets. However, when sampling is too coarse (aliasing)
a proxy data set needs to be introduced as an intermediate step. In images with bad signalto-noise ratio, covariance captures the trend of the signal as well as that of the noise; to
handle such situations, a model-styling goal (regularization) is incorporated within the
interpolation scheme. Various test cases are illustrated in this article, including one using
post-stack 3D data from the Gulf of Mexico.

INTRODUCTION
The problem of interpolation arises because the geometry and spacing of the data acquisition
grid differs from that required ideally for seismic imaging. In most cases, either the data has
some holes (missing data), or sampling is too coarse for high-resolution seismic imaging. By
the very nature of the problem we can say that no interpolation scheme can be perfect in all
respects, because a proxy can never substitute for the real data. The criterion normally used
to judge the performance of any interpolation scheme is how well it resembles the real data.
Hence most interpolation schemes exploit the information present in the spectrum of the data
and make the inserted values conform to the same spectrum. Prediction Error Filters (PEF)
exactly rely on this principle (Claerbout, 2005). Covariance in the data space is analogous
to the spectrum, and in the method presented in this article I use this covariance structure to
estimate the filter coefficients and subsequently fill in the missing values.
A general problem with various interpolation schemes is that they do not perform well in
presence of sharp features (high-frequency components), and the image after interpolation gets
smeared. A common solution is to estimate edges and dips explicitly and use this information
while interpolating; this ensures good resolution along the estimated features. Two important
drawbacks of this approach are first, that we are restricted to a finite number of choices, and
second, that it leads to increased computational complexity. Li and Orchard (2001) proposed
a covariance-based interpolation scheme especially for digital images. Their claim is that covariance has enough information that an interpolation scheme based on covariance structure
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can preserve the edges and sharp features without a need to explicitly estimate them.
In this article I explore the scope of application for such an algorithm in the context of
seismic data, which must be handled somewhat differently from digital images. I extend the
algorithm to incorporate the idea of intermediate proxy data (to handle aliasing) and modelstyling. Interpolation of 3D seismic data is challenging because of the increased computational
cost and complexity in estimating covariance matrices and filter coefficients. I also extend the
method to work for 3D data sets, results obtained for post-stack 3D data from Gulf of Mexico
are presented at the end.
THEORY
The problem of data interpolation can be thought of as re-sampling an image or data set to
a lower resolution (everything is known) and then transforming it back to a higher resolution
image or data set. To formulate the problem, let us consider that we are trying to estimate
a high-resolution image Y (i , j) of dimension 2n × 2n from a given low-resolution image
X (i , j) of dimension, n × n. We assume that the even pixels in the high resolution image
(2i ,2 j) directly come from the pixels of the low-resolution image (i , j)(as given by equation
1). Shaded pixels in Figure 1 correspond to the known pixels and they directly come from the
low resolution image.

Figure 1: High resolution image Y,
where shaded pixels represent the
known values. Ri j and rk are elements of matrices quantifying covariance amongst diagonal neighbors and between the central pixel
and diagonal neighbors respectively.
madhav1-figure1 [NR]

Y2i,2 j = X i, j

(1)

Our goal is to determine the odd pixels (2i + 1,2 j + 1). Apart from these two classes of pixels
where both the coordinates are either odd or even, we have one more class where one coordinate is odd and one is even ((2i + 1,2 j) or (2i ,2 j + 1)). Estimating values of these pixels is
similar to what is proposed below, but slightly different in terms of geometry of the filter. In
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seismology, we normally do not have missing rows (time axis), and hence theory developed
for determining odd pixels applies directly to seismic data sets.
The value of a missing pixel in image Y is estimated using its four diagonal neighbors and
corresponding filter coefficients (α), as described by equation 2:
Y2i+1,2 j +1 =

1 X
1
X
k=0 l=0

α2k+l Y2(i+k),2( j +l) .

(2)

Geometrically, the filter can be visualized as a convolution template, with 1 at the center and
four filter coefficients on the corners. While interpolating, 1 sits on the position of the unknown
pixel, and the filter coefficients on corresponding diagonal neighbors.
If we model these images as a locally stationary Gaussian process, according to Weiner
filtering theory these interpolation coefficients are given by
α = R−1 r,

(3)

where α is a vector containing filter coefficients, R is the local covariance matrix quantifying
covariance between each of the diagonal neighbors, and r is the covariance vector characterizing covariance between the unknown pixel and four diagonal neighbors. Figure 1 displays
elements of R and r. We can calculate these matrices for a low-resolution image where all the
pixels are known, but we can’t directly compute these matrices for the high-resolution image
that we desire, since many pixels are unknown. If we assume the statistics to be Gaussian in
nature and the sampling distance to be reasonably small, we can approximate high-resolution
covariance matrices by low-resolution covariance matrices (Li and Orchard, 2001). Claerbout
(2005) discusses patching technology which can be used to break a section or data cube into
multiple overlapping patches or windows, which can be considered stationary. If we consider
a window of size M by M, it will have a total of M 2 pixels and each pixel will have four
neighbors. Let C be a 4-by-M 2 matrix composed of diagonal neighbors of all the pixels, and
y be a vector containing all these pixels; then matrices R and r of equation 3 are given by
R=

1 T
C C,
M2

(4)

r=

1 T
C y.
M2

(5)

Substituting these values we get,
α = (CT C)−1 (CT y).

(6)

In short, we first estimate covariance matrices on the low-resolution image and then solve
for the filter coefficients. Once we know these filter coefficients, we can slide this filter throughout the image and estimate the missing values; the only condition is that all four legs of this
filter should sit on known points. On some occasions we might need to scale the size of the filter up or down (multi-scale) to touch the nearest non-zero diagonal neighbors; this is discussed
at length in the section dealing with missing chunks of data.
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Lets consider the case of alternating missing columns for the sake of demonstrating the
method. The problem of alternate missing columns can be thought of as a problem of increasing the image resolution along one dimension. Let P be a seismic section of dimension 2n
× 2n with all the odd columns missing. This can be reduced to a section of size 2n × n by
compressing along the missing axis and removing the missing columns. We can now estimate
the covariance values and filter coefficients (α) on this low-resolution section, and then use
these estimates to calculate the pixels belonging to the missing columns as given below,
Pi,2 j +1 = α1 Pi−2,2 j + α2 Pi+2,2 j + α3 Pi−2,2 j +2 + α4 Pi+2,2 j +2 .

(7)

Notice that in equation 7 we are using pixels spaced one point apart from the missing point
along columns and two points apart along rows. This was done to maintain the same directional
covariance, since we distorted the image while compressing and throwing away zero values.
We need to account for the asymmetry we introduced while estimating the filter coefficients.
Whenever we have missing data points and we make a low-resolution image by compressing
and throwing away those points, we should always account for the geometry.
2D TEST CASES
In this section I test the given algorithm on textures and on some real and synthetic seismic
data sets. I address two different kinds of missing data problems, one where we have alternate
missing traces and another where we have large chunks of missing data. Although, the method
is not designed for missing chunks of data, as should be clear from the theory, with a few
modifications and tricks we adapt the method for that use. The biggest problem for any interpolation scheme is to try to interpolate beyond aliasing; the presented method in its current
form fails to accomplish this, but introduction of some intermediate proxy data before filter
estimation has improved the results. In this section I discuss all these issues in detail with help
of some examples.
Alternate Missing Columns
The problem of alternate missing columns (without aliasing) is one of the ideal cases to work
on, especially, with this method. Interpolation using this approach involves two steps, first to
estimate the filter using inversion, and second to estimate the missing data. The second step
is not an inversion, unlike PEFs. Even though this has a computational advantage, it is not
appropriate for real data sets, which might need some kind of model styling.
At first, I use the wood texture (Figure 2(a)) as a test case. In terms of statistics, this image
is relatively stationary. I replace alternate columns with zero traces to create Figure 2(b) and
then use the covariance-based filters to fill in the gaps. The reconstructed image is given in
Figure 2(c). Results look good, primarily because we are very close to our approximation of
local stationarity. Another test case that I demonstrate here is the texture made up of ridges
(Figure 3(a)) . This to some extent violates the assumption of stationarity because of the presence of multiple and conflicting dips. Figures 3(b) and 3(c) illustrate the images with missing
and reconstructed data respectively. As can be observed, results are good but not perfect.
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Figure 2: (a) Wood texture, (b) wood texture with alternate columns missing, and (c) reconstructed wood texture. madhav1-woodf [ER]

Figure 3: (a) Ridge texture, (b) ridge texture with alternate columns missing, and (c) reconstructed ridges texture. madhav1-ridgesf [ER]
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Missing Chunks of data
In this section we look at some cases where instead of alternate missing traces we have big
chunks of missing data. In the approach described above, the interpolation filter makes use
of the four nearest diagonal neighbors to estimate the missing values, but in cases of big
chunks of missing data, this approach can not be extended directly, due to lack of any diagonal
neighbor in the middle of the hole. What we can do alternatively is to use nearest non-zero
diagonal neighbors instead of nearest diagonal neighbors, maintaining the symmetry so that
we maintain the same directional covariances. Equation 8 describes how we can use columns
situated far apart for interpolation.
Pi, j = α1 Pi−h, j −h + α2 Pi+h, j −h + α3 Pi−h, j +h + α4 Pi+h, j +h ,

(8)

where h is the distance to nearest non-zero column. Figure 4(a) shows a texture made up
of bricks, which again is more or less stationary, complying with the initial assumptions. If
we create a hole of missing data as shown in Figure 4(b) and use a filter which instead of
using nearest diagonal neighbors uses the tenth nearest diagonal neighbor (still a four point
filter but ten times larger in size, as the coefficients are spaced ten points apart), we do a
reasonable job of estimating the missing values as displayed in figure 5(a). Since the filter
is much larger, it has pronounced boundary effects as can be noticed. Comparing the results
obtained using this approach with those obtained with PEF (figure 5(b)), the main difference is
that this approach maintains the same covariance within the missing chunk as measured from
the data, whereas missing values obtained by PEF appear to be of lower frequency than actual
values. 2D PEFs of size 5×5 with 500 iterations were used for all the examples presented in
this section. Incidentally, the brick example happens to be a case where everything required
by the covariance-based interpolation algorithm falls in place and results are good, it does not
work equally well for all the cases in general, as discussed with the help of later examples.
This approach of multi-scaling worked well for the brick example in spite of scaling the
filter by a factor of 10 (incidentally), but it has a severe limitation. When we use values situated
far apart from actual point of interest, we by no means ensure continuity at the edges of the
hole. This is illustrated with the help of the previously used wood texture. Figure 6 shows the
missing data, and 7(a) is the image after interpolation. A sharp discontinuity is visible at the
edges of the hole. In this case, the results of PEF are much better, as can be observed from
Figure 7(b). PEF in this case performs better, primarily because it formulates the problem of
filling the missing values as an inverse problem and introduces some kind of regularization.
On the other hand in the covariance-based approach, estimation of missing values is just a onestep process, and no constraints can be levied. Only thing to appreciate about filling with the
covariance-based approach is that it maintains the same texture in terms of frequency content.
There are different ways to attack the problem of bigger sized holes. One approach is to
use an adaptable filter to interpolate, rather than a fixed large filter as was used above. In this
case we do not ensure that filter is scaled equally in all directions; rather we let it expand
independently in all directions until it hits a non-zero value, then freeze the size there and use
that filter to interpolate. Results obtained using this method were not encouraging, possibly
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Figure 4: (a)Texture made up of bricks, and (b) texture with a missing block of data.
madhav1-brickf1 [ER]

Figure 5: Reconstructed brick texture with (a) covariance-based approach, and (b) PEF.
madhav1-brickf2 [ER]
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Figure 6: Wood texture with missing hole of data. madhav1-woods1 [ER]

Figure 7: Reconstructed wood texture interpolated with (a) current approach, (b) PEF, and (c)
modified iterative approach. madhav1-woods2 [ER]
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because we do not maintain symmetry in the filter. Symmetry should be maintained at all
scales to preserve the directional covariance.
Another approach is to interpolate iteratively. Consider a situation where the hole is of size
h and is located at the jth position from left. When we interpolate any pixel belonging to the
jth column using an unscaled filter and its four diagonal neighbors, we encounter two missing
values corresponding to column j + 1, and two known values corresponding to column j − 1.
As a result of this interpolation, we get nonzero values in column j and in column j +h (which
is at the other side of the hole). Although this value is a step in the right direction, it is far from
the actual value. We can repeat this process until we completely fill the hole.
Results of the iterative scheme described above for the same wood texture are given in
Figure 7(c). As can be seen, results are marginally better and maintain the image continuity, but they are still far from the true value. The results of the same experiment carried out
on the ridges texture are given in Figure 8. Figure 8(a) shows the missing data, Figure 8(b)
shows the result of interpolating with the iterative covariance-based scheme, and Figure 8(c)
shows the result of interpolating with PEFs. On lower part of the hole iterative scheme proposed here seems to work a little better than PEFs in terms of getting the curvature and also,
the amplitudes in middle of the hole look a little better in the results obtained by iterative
covariance-based algorithm.

Figure 8: (a) Missing data in ridges, reconstructed with (b) modified iterative scheme and (c)
PEF. madhav1-ridgess [ER]

Interpolation beyond aliasing
The most challenging part of the interpolation problem is to go beyond aliasing. This proves
to be the acid test for various interpolation schemes. The method proposed in this paper has
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difficulties going beyond aliasing, as is illustrated with the help of a few examples. Figure 9(a)
shows a synthetic data set (called "hask", a CMP gather with a hole) which I will use to test
the method. Figure 9(b) shows the missing data set created from the original by throwing away
every alternate trace, and the result of interpolation is given in Figure 9(c). As can be seen,
results are poor, the covariance-based filter catches the aliased trends. Another example for
which the method fails is that of three plane waves. Figure 10 shows the original data set, the
data set with missing traces, and the interpolated result. In this case too, we end up estimating
the covariance and filter based on the aliased trends. Stationary 2D PEFs (different shapes and
sizes) also failed to interpolate satisfactorily for the synthetic data set, results for a 10×5 PEF
with 1000 iterations are given in Figure 11(a). PEFs performed well on the example of three
plane waves, as demonstrated in Figure 11(b).
The results presented above might suggest that the method cannot handle crossing or multiple dips. This would definitely be unfortunate, especially in the context of seismic data which
need not have regular, pre-defined patterns. I show with the help of a few examples that it is the
aliasing and not the presence of multiple dips that is the source of problem. Figure 12(a) is the
same synthetic data set that was used above, with zero traces inserted in between; as a result
the data is not aliased but has multiple and conflicting dips. Figure 12(b) is the interpolated
result. Results of a similar exercise for the plane-wave example are given in Figure 13.

Figure 9: (a) Synthetic data set (called "hask"), (b) alternate missing traces, and (c) result after
interpolation. madhav1-haskf [ER]
Aliasing is related to both the steepness of dips and the sampling rate. One way to get
around this problem, at least with CMP gathers, is to apply interpolation after flattening using
NMO (Ji and Claerbout, 1991). In an ideal case when velocity information is perfect, gathers
are absolutely flat, but even if they are not, anything approaching flat gathers is good enough
for interpolation. In the limiting case where everything is perfectly flat, linear interpolation
will do as well as any other method. Figure 14(a) shows NMOed missing data corresponding
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Figure 10: (a) Three plane waves, (b) alternate traces missing, and (c) result after interpolation.
madhav1-stlinesf [ER]

Figure 11: Results obtained with PEF for (a) hask and (b) plane waves. madhav1-compef
[ER]
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Figure 12: (a) Synthetic data set with zero traces inserted in between, and (b) reconstructed
result. madhav1-hasks [ER]

Figure 13: (a) Three plane waves with zero traces inserted in between, and (b) reconstructed
result. madhav1-stliness [ER]
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to Figure 9(b), and figure 14(b) shows the result of interpolation.

Figure 14: (a) NMOed synthetic data set, with missing traces, and (b) reconstructed result.
madhav1-nhask [ER]
When we address the problem of interpolation beyond aliasing, either we should introduce
some kind of model styling to exploit the information we have about the model, or we should
generate some kind of proxy data. In this article, I briefly discuss three such methods of generating the proxy data that have imperfect, but still promising results, and I present results for
one of them. Using the techniques presented below, I create a proxy data onto which I estimate
the covariance-based filter and then interpolate the original data.
1. The crudest way of making the covariance estimator pick the trends we want is to generate a proxy data by linear interpolation along the known dips. The method first estimates
the dips on the aliased data, and then does linear interpolation along those dips. Once we
have the results from linear interpolation, we can estimate our covariance-based interpolation filter on this data, and then repeat the process of interpolation with the estimated
filter. The results obtained from this technique were good, but this method has a severe
shortcoming: it restricts the solution to a finite number of choices in terms of dips, and in
places with conflicting dips, this might enhance one dip relative to the other. On certain
occasions, low-energy events might be of interest, and in the presence of high-energy
events, the dip estimator might miss the low-energy events, eliminating them from the
solution. As a result, in spite of promising first results I was discouraged from using this
method.
2. A second, more sophisticated approach is to use the pyramid-domain representation of
the aliased data (Burt and Adelson, 1983; Sen, 2006). It is a low-frequency representation on higher-level pyramids and can potentially be useful for removing aliasing arti-
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facts. Initial results with this method were not good, but with more work, this technique
might be exploited to handle problems of aliasing.
3. The last approach presented here is that of creating envelopes to arrive at a low-frequency
unaliased representation of the original data. The standard approach is to take the Hilbert
transform, and then estimate the absolute value (Claerbout, 1992). Since that would be
an extremely low-frequency representation, inadequate for estimation of covariances, I
take the absolute value without taking the Hilbert transform. Strictly speaking, this is not
the envelope, but an intermediate-frequency representation rather than a low-frequency
one. Figure 15(a) shows the envelope (absolute value), and Figure 15(b) is interpolated
result. As can be noticed, results are not perfect but much better than results shown in
figure 9(c)

Figure 15: (a)Psuedo-envelope for hask data, and (b) results obtained with envelopes.
madhav1-haskt [ER]

3D RESULTS FROM GULF OF MEXICO
Finally, I test the proposed method on a real 3D DMO stacked data set acquired by UNOCAL
in Gulf of Mexico. The first step is to look at a few 2D lines from within the 3D data cube. The
sampling interval along both inline and crossline directions is 110 ft. Since our final goal is to
achieve a high-resolution image, I infill the inline section with zero traces and then interpolate.
A window from one inline section before and after interpolation is given in Figure 16. In
general, the result looks good and is of a higher resolution. But, in another window at a finer
scale taken from same line (Figure 17), we observe a discrepancy between the interpolated and
the observed amplitude (a blocky pattern). This happens primarily because in real situations
things are not perfect; we record noise as well as signal, and the strength of the signal is not
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uniform everywhere. As a result, our estimate of covariance includes characteristics of both
signal and noise. Therefore, some sort of regularization or model styling would be desirable
while interpolating, to ensure a certain degree of smoothness in the final image.
The implementation of the proposed interpolation filter in 3D is similar to that in 2D, the
only difference being that in 2D we considered four diagonal neighbors situated at corners of a
square for interpolation, whereas in 3D we consider 8 diagonal neighbors situated at corners of
a cube. Fortunately, this data required no anti-aliasing technique, and the results shown were
achieved with the method in its original form.
As part of interpolation, I re-sample both the inline and crossline axis by half. Interpolation
was carried out first in the inline direction and then in the crossline direction. This approach
is equivalent to estimating both at once; infact they are computationally different but conceptually the same. Since we are interpolating along both inline and crossline directions, depth
(time) slices will be the best places to look for the differences. In Figure 18, I compare the time
slices before and after interpolation taken at 3 seconds. Similarly a comparison between slices
taken at 4 seconds is drawn in Figure 19. Apart from resolution enhancement in the interpolated time slice, we also notice some patching artifacts (linear, grid-like features). Patching
was introduced to maintain the assumption of local stationarity before applying the algorithm
to larger dimensions. The artifacts creep in, because when we have an unknown trace at the
end of a patch, we do not have non-zero diagonal neighbors on both the sides, so we need to
make an approximation about the boundary. For this example I assumed Zero-Slope Boundary
Conditions.

Figure 16: Window from an inline section; panels show original (left) and interpolated (right)
data. madhav1-win1 [ER]
The main reason for increasing the resolution of this data set was to see whether we could
improve the migration results. Figure 20 shows a cubeplot taken at the center of the migrated
cube before interpolation, and Figure 21 shows migrated results at same location. In the latter
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Figure 17: Window from an inline section before (left) and after (right) resolution enhancement demonstrating blocky pattern in the result. madhav1-win2 [ER]

Figure 18: Time slice taken at 3 seconds (a) before interpolation and (b) after interpolation.
madhav1-slice1f [CR]
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Figure 19: Time slice taken at 4 seconds (a) before interpolation and (b) after interpolation.
madhav1-slice2f [CR]

case, migration was carried out after interpolation. The migrated results created after interpolation look marginally better than the ones created without. The difference is a little more
pronounced when we window a small portion and look closely, as displayed in Figure 22.
On one hand there is an obvious enhancement in the resolution but on the other, there is a
substantial increase in the computational costs, since the data volume after interpolation was
four times larger. Finally let us compare a depth slice taken from the image cube at 6000 ft,
with migration carried out before (Figure 23(a)) and after interpolation (Figure 23(b)). Results
obtained by migration after interpolation look particularly better inside the salt structure and
on top right corner where some channels come out more clearly.
We can conclude that the proposed covariance-based interpolation scheme worked reasonably well for the 3D data set under considertaion. The algorithm in its present form can handle
slight aliasing, but it would be interesting to experiment with severly aliased data sets.

REGULARIZATION
Some of the results have shown that there is an amplitude discrepancy between the interpolated
and the actual data values. Results of simple energy-balancing conditions were not satisfactory.
Hence, I propose a modification in the interpolation scheme to obtain smoother results from
real data sets without compromising the sharpness and resolution. In its original form, the
method uses the filter to fill in the missing values in a single step. If we instead introduce an
inversion goal similar to the one given in the following equations, we will get much smoother
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Figure 20: Cubeplot taken at the center of the migrated cube before interpolation.
madhav1-3face [CR]
results at the cost of extra computation time.
(d − Km) ≈ 0

Am ≈ 0.

(9)
(10)

Here, K is the mask for known values, A is the filter determined from the covariance structure,
d is the known data, and m is the smooth interpolated model that we desire. Figure 24 draws a
comparison between the interpolated and the regularized result. Notice that the blocky pattern
present in the interpolated image is no longer present in the regularized result.
CONCLUSIONS
The proposed method has shown mixed results. The assumption of local stationarity has farreaching implications if we estimate the covariance structure and the filter coefficients on an
image made up of random features; the method’s performance in this case would be similar
to fourth order linear interpolation. This happens because the covariance structure of a fairly
random image has no directional preference to tune the coefficients, so it takes equal contribution from all directions. On the other hand, if an image has lines dipping in one particular
direction, covariance would be lower along the dip than across the dip, and filter coefficients
would be tuned accordingly.
Therefore, ideally we would want to divide our image into as many patches as possible
and then estimate the covariance structure and filter coefficients of each patch separately, but
there are trade-offs. First, the computation cost would go up in direct proportion to the number
of patches. More importantly, in small patches the covariance structure is more likely to be
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Figure 21: Cubeplot taken at the center of the migrated cube after interpolation.
madhav1-interp.3face [CR]

affected by local noise rather than global features. In the case of real data examples, where
some noise was present, it was observed that use of regularized inversion gave better results.
Another potential application of the covariance-based interpolation filter is to use this filter
as a roughener for regularization. This would ensure smoothing not along the cartesian mesh
but along edges and discontinuities present in the model, without requiring to explicitly determine them. Though, computing inverse of this filter might not be straight forward. Clapp et al.
(1997) discusses the idea of a steering filter where we can steer along the known or estimated
geological dips, but with a covariance-based approach, we can achieve the same goal without
estimating any dip explicitly, instead using the covariance structure to quantify the same.
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Figure 22: Window from within the migrated result, (a) without interpolation and (b) with
interpolation. madhav1-migwin [CR]
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Figure 23: Depth slice taken at 6000 ft from migrated cube (a) without interpolation and (b)
with interpolation. madhav1-migslicef [CR]

Figure 24: Window from inline section comparing interpolated result with (right) and without
(left) regularization. madhav1-win3 [ER]
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Improved flattening with geological constraints
Jesse Lomask

ABSTRACT
A Discrete Cosine Transform (DCT) flattening method is used to precondition a constrained flattening method. In this method, the linear step of a Gauss-Newton flattening
method with geological constraints is solved with preconditioned conjugate gradients. The
preconditioner utilizes DCTs to invert a Laplacian operator. Memory and computational
cost savings from the use of the DCT make this method the most efficient constrained
flattenening algorithm to date. A 3D faulted field data example is presented.

INTRODUCTION
As described by Lomask and Guitton (2006), flattening algorithms often need to be constrained. Although a key selling point of flattening without picking (Lomask et al., 2006) is
that it requires no picking, it is useful to have the ability to add some geological constraints to
restrict the flattening result in areas of poor data quality while allowing it to efficiently tackle
other areas where the dips are accurate. Furthermore, constraints can also be used to force the
flattening result to conform to data points besides dip alone such as correlations across faults.
In this paper, I present a flattening method with hard constraints that exploits Discrete
Cosine Transforms (DCTs) to increase computational efficiency. It is a modification of the
constrained Gauss-Newton flattening method (Lomask and Guitton, 2006) using an improved
preconditioner. The preconditioner, an unconstrained flattening method that uses DCTs, was
presented by Lomask and Fomel (2006). Instead of approximating the inverse of the Laplacian
with the helical transform, the DCT is exploited to more accurately invert the Laplacian. The
resulting algorithm converges faster than previous constrained flattening methods while the
memory usage is similar. Here, I first review the constrained Gauss-Newton flattening method.
I then demonstrate its use on a faulted 3D field data set from the Gulf of Mexico.

METHODOLOGY
Constraints were first applied to the flattening problem in Lomask and Guitton (2006). In
the 3D Gauss-Newton flattening approach, data is flattened by iterating over the following
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iterate {
r
1τ
τ k+1 (x, y, t)

=

=

=

[∇  τ k (x, y, t) − p (x, y, τ k )]

(∇ T ∇  )−1 ∇ T r

τ k (x, y, t) + 1τ

(1)
(2)
(3)

} ,
where the subscript k denotes the iteration number, τ is the estimated time-shift found in the
least-squares sense so that its gradient matches the dip p, and  is an adjustable regularization
controlling the amount of conformity in the time (or depth) dimension. ∇  is a 3D gradient
operator with an  parameter. The residual update in equation (1) can be rewritten as
 ∂τ 
 
b
∂x
 ∂τ 
 
r = ∇  τ − p  =  ∂ y  −  q .
(4)
 ∂τ
∂t

0

I wish to add a model mask K to prevent changes to specific areas of an initial τ 0 field.
This initial τ 0 field can be picks from any source. In general, they may come from a manually
picked horizon or group of horizons. These initial constraints do not have to be continuous
surfaces but instead could be isolated picks, such as well-to-seismic ties. To apply the mask I
follow a similar development to Claerbout (1999) as

0

≈

0 ≈ ∇  τ − p

(5)

0 ≈ ∇  Kτ + ∇  (I − K)τ − p

(7)

r = ∇  Kτ + r0 − p .

(9)

0 ≈ ∇  (K + (I − K))τ − p

(6)

0 ≈ ∇  Kτ + ∇  τ 0 − p

(8)

The resulting equations are now
r
1τ
τ k+1

iterate {
=

=

=

∇  Kτ k − p (τ k ) + r0

(K

T

∇ T ∇  K)−1 KT ∇ T r

τ k + 1τ

(10)
(11)
(12)

} .
Because the mask K in equation (11) is non-stationary, I solve it using preconditioned conjugate gradients. The preconditioner efficiently exploits Discrete Cosine Transforms(DCTs) to
invert a Laplacian operator (Lomask and Fomel, 2006) as:
"
 T #
∇ r
DCT
3D
,
(13)
1τ ≈ DCT3D −1
J
where DCT3D is the 3D discrete cosine transform and
J = −2(cos(w1x) + cos(w1y)) + 2 2 (1 − cos(w1t)) + 4.

(14)
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J is the real component of the Z-transform of the 3D finite difference approximation to the
Laplacian with adjustable regularization.
Following an approach for weighted 2D phase unwrapping by Ghiglia and Romero (1994),
I define Q = KT ∇ T ∇  K and r̄ = KT ∇ T r so that equation (11) becomes
1τ

Q−1 r̄.

=

(15)

For each non-linear Gauss-Newton iteration, the least-squares solution to equation (11) is
solved by iterating over the following preconditioned conjugate gradients computation template:
iterate {

solve zk = (∇ T ∇  )−1 r̄k using equation (13)
subtract off reference trace zk = zk − zk (r e f )
if first iteration {
p1 ←− z0
} else{
βk+1 ←− r̄Tk zk /r̄Tk−1 zk−1
pk+1 ←− zk + βk+1 pk
}
αk+1 ←− r̄Tk zk /pTk+1 Qpk+1
1τ k+1 ←− 1τ k + αk+1 pk+1
r̄k+1 ←− r̄k − αk+1 Qpk+1
}

Here, k is the iteration number starting at k=0. It is necessary to subtract off the reference
trace at each iteration because the Fourier based solution using equation (13) has no nonstationary information such as the location of the reference trace. Subtracting the reference
trace removes a zero frequency shift. Nonetheless, in practice equation (13) makes an adequate
preconditioner because ∇ T ∇  is often close to KT ∇ T ∇  K.
Convergence can be determined using the same criterion described in Lomask et al. (2006).
Alternatively, an adequate stopping criterion would be to consider only the norm of the residual
kr̄k k. This is essentially the average of the divergence of the remaining dips, i.e. ,
kr̄k k
n

<

µ,

(16)

where n = n 1 × n 2 × n 3 is the size of the data cube.
Constrained solution with weights
In dealing with noise and certain geological features such as faults and angular unconformities,
it is necessary to apply a weight to the flattening method. This weight is applied to the residual
to ignore fitting equations that are affected by the bad dips estimated at faults. In the case of
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angular unconformities, it can be used to disable the vertical regularization in locations where
multiple horizons converge. The resulting weighted and constrained Gauss-Newton equations
are now
iterate {
r
1τ
τ k+1

=

=

=

W∇  Kτ k − Wp (τ k ) + Wr0

(K

T

∇ T WT W∇  K)−1 KT ∇ T WT r

τ k + 1τ

(17)
(18)
(19)

} .
Again, I solve equation (18) efficiently using preconditioned conjugate gradients with
equation (13) as the preconditioner and Q = KT ∇ T WT W∇  K and r̄ = KT ∇ T WT r.

CONSTRAINED RESULTS
I conducted tests of this constrained flattening method on a 3D data set from the Gulf of
Mexico. This example illustrates how a single pair of traces can be manually correlated and
passed to the constrained flattening method to reconstruct across faults.
In Figure 1 is a 3D Gulf of Mexico data set provided by Chevron. The manually interpreted
fault model is displayed in Figure 2. Two faults are identified in the figure. Fault 1 has part
of its tip-line encased within the cube as can be observed by its termination in the time slice.
Fault 2, on the other hand, does not terminate within the data cube. Because Fault 1 terminates
within the data cube, no constraints need to be provided to flatten across it, however, Fault 2
requires some picking. In this case, I picked one vertical pair of traces across Fault 2. Then I
applied the weighted Gauss-Newton method with the weight W being the picked fault model.
The binary mask K is ones for unconstrained model locations and zeros for constrained model
locations. The initial model τ 0 is the picked pair of traces correlating across Fault 2.
Figure 3 is flattened volume of the data in Figure 1. Notice the horizons are reconstructed
across both faults. Notice the faint outline of a channel that is annotated on the figure. Another
view of the same cube is displayed in Figure 4. Several stratigraphic features are reconstructed
across both faults. In addition to a fault model, the only picks required were from a single trace
of correlations across Fault 2. Also, the τ field used to flatten this data is displayed in Figure
5.
In Figure 6 every 25th tracked horizon of the Gauss-Newton constrained flattening method
in displayed. Notice the overlain horizons track their respective events across both faults. In
short, I reconstructed this 3D volume by correlating a single pair of traces across a fault. It
should be pointed out that an automatic fault indicator could substitute for the fault model,
reducing the amount of manual interpretation even further.
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Figure 1: Gulf of Mexico data. The black lines superimposed onto the orthogonal sections
identify the location of these sections: a time slice at time=1.584 s, an in-line section at
y=3203 m, and a cross-line section at x=3116 m. The reference trace is located at x=2828 m
and y=1775 m. jesse1-shoal_flt [ER]
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Figure 2: As Figure 1 displaying the manually picked fault model used for flattening.
jesse1-shoal_flt_wt [ER]
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Figure 3: As Figure 1 only after flattening. Notice that reflectors on both sides of both faults
are properly reconstructed. Also, notice a sinusoidal channel that is annotated on the horizon
slice. jesse1-shoal_flt_flat [ER]
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Figure 4: As Figure 3 except displaying a different horizon slice, time=1.504 s. Several stratigraphic channel features are visible. jesse1-shoal_flt_flat2 [ER]
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Figure 5: As Figure 1 showing the τ field used for flattening. jesse1-shoal_flt_tau [ER]
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Figure 6: As Figure 1 only displaying every 25th tracked horizon of the Gauss-Newton
constrained flattening method. The fault model (solid black) was manually picked.
jesse1-shoal_flt_pck [ER]
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CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, a preconditioned constrained flattening method is introduced that exploits Discrete Cosine Transforms to invert a Laplacian operator. This method is efficient in both its
memory use and computational time.
As demonstrated here, the ability to incorporate some picking allows the reconstruction of
horizons across faults that cut across the entire data cube. An interpreter can pick a few points
on a 2D line and then flatten the entire 3D cube. With computational improvements in both the
algorithm and hardware, this method could be applied on the fly, as the interpreter adds new
picks.
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David M. Chen and Robert G. Clapp

Data-fusion of volumes, visualization of paths, and revision of
viewing sequences in Ricksep

ABSTRACT
Ricksep is a freely-available interactive viewer for multi-dimensional cubes, capable of
simultaneous display of multiple data sets from different viewing angles, animation of
movement through the data space, and selection of local regions for data processing and
information extraction. Several new features are added to Ricksep to enhance the program’s functionality. First, two new data-fusion algorithms synthesize a new data set from
two source data sets, one with mostly high-frequency content, such as seismic data, and
the other with mostly low-frequency content, such as velocity data. Previously separated
high and low-frequency details can now be viewed together. Second, a new projection
algorithm, integrated with Ricksep’s point-picking capabilities, effectively displays arbitrary paths through the data space. The algorithm responds to path changes in real time,
restores depth information lost through ordinary projection techniques, and supports the
generation of multiple paths differentiated by point-picking symbols. Third, a viewing
history list is maintained to enable Ricksep’s users to edit and save a sequence of viewing
states. The feature supports undoing and redoing of viewing commands and animation of
viewing sequences, a generalization of the viewer’s movie feature. A theoretical discussion and several examples using real seismic data show how the new features offer more
convenient, accurate ways to manipulate multi-dimensional data sets.

INTRODUCTION
Ricksep is a freely-available interactive viewer created to study multi-dimensional seismic
data volumes (Clapp, 2001; Clapp et al., 2001). The viewer follows earlier efforts by SEP to
visualize and interact with large multi-dimensional volumes (Claerbout, 1981; Ottolini, 1990;
Biondi and van Trier, 1993; Clapp, 1995; Mora et al., 1996). Among Ricksep’s most notable
features currently are simultaneous display of multiple data volumes from different viewing
angles, real-time animation of movement through a volume, and convenient selection of local
regions for processing. Since Ricksep was last released, there has been interest in improving the program to solve three important issues. First, in velocity analysis, a seismic volume
containing reflection data and a related velocity volume generated from a model are often
compared alongside one another. The seismic volume contains many localized geophysical
structures, which correspond to high-frequency spatial variations. Meanwhile, the velocity
volume changes slowly, resulting in low-frequency spatial variations. To accurately and con209
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veniently study the separated high and low-frequency details together, it would be very useful
to synthesize a single volume that resembles the original high and low-frequency volumes on
small and large scales, respectively. Second, there can be difficulty in displaying a path through
a data volume of dimensionality three or higher. Paths are important to seismic data analysis
because they represent wells going into the ground. If the data space is two-dimensional, the
entire space can be seen and visually tracing out the path is straightforward. If dimensionality
is three or higher, however, it becomes very difficult, and in some cases impossible, to see
samples along the path as the path travels into the volume’s interior. An effective path visualization method is needed for general multi-dimensional volumes. Third, one of Ricksep’s
strengths is its large set of options for viewing a volume. These options include jumping to a
point in the volume, zooming in on a local region, applying various color maps, and switching
perspectives. If all such viewing changes can be recorded in a history list, then the program
can allow users to backtrack their viewing decisions, much like how a word processor undoes
typing changes. The saved history list can be used later for automation of viewing and data
processing commands. A new set of features has been created for Ricksep to solve these problems. In Section 2, the Velocity View tool for synthesizing a single volume from high and
low-frequency volumes is described. In Section 3, the Path View tool for projecting samples
along a path is presented. History List is the new tool for editing and saving a sequence of
viewing commands in a Ricksep session, and its functionality is explained in Section 4. The
keyboard and menu controls for Velocity View, Path View, and History List are summarized in
Section 5. Finally, the conclusion in Section 6 suggests future improvements for the features
introduced in this paper.

VELOCITY VIEW: DATA-FUSION OF VOLUMES
Separate spectral information in source volumes
High and low-frequency volumes intrinsically convey different types of geophysical information which are often analyzed together. Fig. 1 shows slices of a high-frequency, seismic
volume and a corresponding low-frequency, velocity volume on the left and right, respectively. Although users can try to visually match localized structures on the left to large-scale
patterns on the right, it would be easier and more accurate to study a single volume that superimposes the localized structures on the background patterns. Our intended approach is a
form of feature-level image data-fusion, the synthesis of a single image using features from
multiple source images (Bloch and Maitre, 1997). Differences between the two source volumes can also be understood in the spatial-frequency domain. Let h(Ex ) and l(Ex ) denote the
high and low-frequency volumes, respectively, where xE = (x 1 , x2 , . . . , x M ) is a vector of dimensionality M that ranges over the entire data space. Similarly, let H (w)
E and L(w)
E denote
the M-dimensional Fourier transforms of h(Ex ) and l(Ex ), where w
E = (w1 , w2 , . . . , w M ) is a vector ranging over the entire spatial-frequency space. Spectrum H (w)
E can be separated into two
regions: a low-frequency region containing mainly the gray background and a high-frequency
region containing the fine structures. Similarly, L(w)
E can be divided into a low-frequency
region containing the patterns we want and a high-frequency region almost void of content.
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Figure 1: Seismic (left) and velocity (right) data. bob3-chen-cubes-orig [NR]

Figure 2: Magnitude spectra of seismic (left) and velocity (right) data. bob3-chen-fft-orig
[NR]
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These facts are confirmed in Fig. 2, which shows the magnitude spectra of the slices from
Fig. 1. In this example, L(w)
E is nearly zero in all high-frequency regions except around the
vertical line w1 = 0, where the regional boundaries in l(Ex ) introduce high-frequency components. If we add the high-frequency components of H (w)
E to L(w),
E we would synthesize a
new volume that approximately has the background patterns of l(Ex ) and the foreground details
of h(Ex ). The two data-fusion algorithms presented in Sections 2.2-2.3 follow the framework
depicted in Fig. 3. High and low-frequency components are extracted from the two source
volumes. These components are properly scaled and added together to form the new volume.
The framework can also be used to develop other frequency-selective data-fusion algorithms.

Figure 3: Framework for data-fusion of source volumes. bob3-chen-velview-blocks [NR]

Data-fusion using small intensity deviations
Volume h(Ex ) will have a global mean, which we take to be the sample mean
Z
1
h̄ =
h(Ex ) d xE ,
V (S) S
Z
V (S) =
d xE ,
S

(1)
(2)

where S represents the data space and the integrals are taken over all S. The value h̄ represents the intensity of the gray background of h(Ex ). If we define a quantity d(Ex ) = h(Ex ) − h̄
for all xE , we have a measure of the local intensity deviation from the intensity of the gray
background. These deviations produce the local structures observed in h(Ex ). The scarcity of
such deviations in l(Ex ) corresponds to the near-absence of local structures there. It becomes
evident that a new volume m 1 (Ex ) = l(Ex ) + d(Ex ) should be created. This approach adjusts the
slowly changing background intensities of l(Ex ) by the rapidly changing intensity deviations
E V (S), with V (S) defined by
from h(Ex ). Since volume d(Ex ) maps to D(w)
E = H (w)
E − H (0)/
Eq. 2, the DC component of H (w)
E corresponding to the gray background is mostly removed.
Then, M1 (w)
E = L(w)
E + D(w).
E The algorithm adds the primarily low-frequency L(w)
E to the
almost DC-less D(w)
E to synthesize M1 (w).
E In practice, a scaled α · d(Ex ) is added to l(Ex ) to
avoid significant alteration of local means when going from l(Ex ) to m 1 (Ex ). The exact value of
alpha depends on the relative signal levels in h(Ex ) and l(Ex ). Relating back to the framework
in Fig. 3, the upper branch’s extraction of high-frequency components from h(Ex ) and scaling are contained in the term α · d(Ex ). The lower branch’s behavior is simpler: all frequency
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components are extracted from l(Ex ) and the scaling factor is unity. The synthesized result of
the slices from Fig. 1 is shown in Fig. 4. It can be seen that the first algorithm performs well
in presenting the fine details of h(Ex ). Because we avoided significant alteration of the local
means of l(Ex ) through the scaling factor α, the textural smoothness and regional boundaries of
l(Ex ) are well preserved.

Figure 4: Result using the first data-fusion algorithm. bob3-chen-velview-merge1 [NR]

Data-fusion using deviation-dependent weighting
Instead of adjusting the intensities of l(Ex ), the second algorithm synthesizes a new volume
from a convex combination of the source volumes h(Ex ) and l(Ex ). The relative levels of contribution from h(Ex ) and l(Ex ) are determined by how much h(Ex ) deviates from h̄, where h̄ is
defined by Eq. 1 and is the intensity of the gray background in h(Ex ). Specifically, we form
m 2 (Ex ) = β(Ex ) · h(Ex ) + (1 − β(Ex )) · l(Ex ),
|h(Ex ) − h̄|
β(Ex ) =
,
max{|h(Ex ) − h̄| : xE ∈ S}

(3)
(4)

where S is the data space. As can be seen from Eq. 4, β(Ex ) is spatially-varying weighting factor
between 0 and 1. As β(Ex ) → 1, corresponding to large deviations from h̄, m 2 (Ex ) → h(Ex ). For
β(Ex ) → 0, corresponding to small deviations from h̄, m 2 (Ex ) → l(Ex ). The result m 2 (x) leans
more towards h(Ex ) where local structures appear and more towards l(Ex ) otherwise. Another advantage of using the convex combination in Eq. 2 is that if β(Ex ) varies smoothly in space, then
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the synthesized volume m 2 (Ex ) will also vary smoothly in space. Here, in terms of the framework in Fig. 3, the upper branch’s extraction of high-frequency components from h(Ex ) and
scaling depicted are contained in the term β(Ex ) · h(Ex ). Similarly, the lower branch’s extraction
of low-frequency components from l(Ex ) and scaling are contained in the term (1 − β(Ex )) · l(Ex ).
When combining the slices from Fig. 1, we obtained the synthesized result shown in Fig. 5.
The advantage of the second algorithm is that it synthesizes the local structures from h(Ex ) in
the new volume more accurately than does the first algorithm, but this is done at the expense of
sacrificing a small amount of textural smoothness inherited from l(Ex ). Again, the local means
from l(Ex ) are well preserved.

Figure 5: Result using the second data-fusion algorithm. bob3-chen-velview-merge2 [NR]

Flexible control of contributions from sources
In practice, the user will often want to control how closely the synthesized volume resembles
the low-frequency volume rather than the high-frequency volume, or vice versa. The interface
for Velocity View provides a slider bar to control the level of contribution to the result m(Ex )
from the source volumes h(Ex ) and l(Ex ). As the slider moves from left to right, a linear scale
from 0 to 1 is traversed. Denoting the current slider value γ , m(Ex ) is generated by
(
)
(2 − 2γ ) · m i (Ex ) + (2γ − 1) · l(Ex )
i f γ > 0.5
m(Ex ) =
,
(5)
(2γ ) · m i (Ex ) + (1 − 2γ ) · h(Ex )
i f γ ≤ 0.5
where i = {1, 2} indicates which one of the two data-fusion algorithms previously discussed
is used. The construction in Eq. 5 has the following desirable behavior that 1) as γ → 0,
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m(Ex ) → h(Ex ); 2) as γ → 1, m(Ex ) → l(Ex ); and 3) as γ → 0.5, m(Ex ) → m i (Ex ). For any value of
γ , m(Ex ) is defined to be a convex combination of m i (Ex ) and either h(Ex ) or l(Ex ), depending on
whether or not γ > 0.5.
PATH VIEW: VISUALIZATION OF PATHS
Interpolating a path from sample points
A path through a volume can be defined as a parametric curve xE (t) = (x 1 (t), x2 (t), · · · , x M (t)),
where M is the number of dimensions and t is a free parameter. In practice, though, what a user
specifies is not a continuous xE(t) but rather a finite, discrete set of vectors corresponding to
points along xE (t), say { xEi : 1 ≤ i ≤ N }. In each dimension j (1 ≤ j ≤ M), a set X j = {(ti , ( xEi ) j ) :
ti = i , 1 ≤ i ≤ N } can be formed, where ( xEi ) j refers to the jth coordinate of vector x i . So, from
a set of N vectors, M sets each containing N parameter-coordinate pairs are obtained. Each X j
is correctly viewed as a discrete set of samples from the x j (t), a scalar continuous function.
Recovering each x j (t) from its samples X j is a standard problem in interpolation. Assuming
that the user has sampled densely enough so that there are no high-frequency oscillations for
xE (t) between samples, a good interpolating function for each x j (t) can be constructed using
a cubic spline (Hou and Andrews, 1978). A cubic spline is a curve that passes through the
sample points and has continuous first and second derivatives. Thereafter, the interpolated
curve can be sampled as densely as needed to give a good visual representation of the path.
A very sparse set of starting samples is shown on the left of Fig. 6, marked with x symbols.
Using cubic spline interpolation and then sampling at a higher rate, the curve shown on the
right of Fig. 6 is obtained. The user only has to specify a minimal set of points, as few as two,
to generate a path. In fact, Path View includes an algorithm, described in Section 3.3, to allow
the user to input unordered points, such as first specifying two endpoints and then specifying
a middle point.
Projecting data samples along the path
After path xE (t) is calculated from the sample points, proper data processing is still required
to clearly display the path. The path has only has length but no volume, making it nearly
invisible. Thus, the path must attain some volume. A straightforward approach is to define a
spherical neighborhood around the path. For each point xE (t), let the neighborhood be
N (x(t), R) = {Ex (τ ) : ||Ex (t) − xE (τ )|| ≤ R, xE(τ ) ∈ S} ,

(6)

where S is the data space and R is a variable radius of our selection. Our reason for making R
variable is explained near the end of this section. The existence of the neighborhood greatly
improves the visibility of the path when the path is buried in the interior of a data volume.
Now, instead of a fine string, a bloated tube exists. Ordinary projection techniques still present
problems of visibility. Consider the case depicted on the left of Fig. 7. If a plane slices the
path in the middle as shown, only an oval will appear on that plane. The rest of the path
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Figure 6: Sample points (left) and interpolated path (right). bob3-chen-path-interp [NR]

can only be revealed as we move the plane up and down but each time still is limited to
just an oval. Instead, we want to see a longer portion of the path projected onto the plane,
depicted on the right side of Fig. 7. The region of intersection should be most clearly visible,
but the other regions should cast shadows onto the plane. Moreover, this effect should occur
in all three viewing dimensions. A novel projection algorithm is developed to improve path

Figure 7: Projection without
bob3-chen-cube-model [NR]

shadowing

(left)

and

with

shadowing

(right).

visibility. Three new volumes pi (Ex ), p j (Ex ), and pk (Ex ) equal in size to the original volume
E We now show the
p(Ex ) are created, corresponding to the three viewing directions Ei, Ej, and k.
algorithm for projection along Ei, which produces a set of Ej-kE slices, but the method is applied
E The steps of the algorithm are:
analogously along Ej or k.
1. Volume pi,low (Ex ) is filled with a dimmed version of p(Ex ), specifically pi,low (Ex ) = α ·
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p(Ex ), where we have used α = 0.5. This serves as a background for the paths.

2. Every path point’s influence needs to be extended beyond the point’s immediate location. A useful metric is the orthogonal distance between a point P and a plane D, which
is defined as the distance between P and the point in D closest to P. For a Ej-kE slice located along Ei at xs,i and a path point xEp = (x p,i , x p, j , x p,k , · · ·), the closest point on the
slice to xEp is xEs = (xs,i , x p, j , x p,k , · · ·). Thus, the orthogonal distance is |x p,i − xs,i |. If this
distance is small enough, then a scaled version of the data value at xE p in p(Ex ) should be
shown at xEs in pi (Ex ). Specifically, for all xEp on the path,
pi (Exs ) = max{ pi, f ade (Ex p ), pi,low (Exs )},

pi, f ade (Ex p ) = p(Ex p ) · e
Ri
σi =
,
10

−(x p,i −xs,i )2 /(2σi2 )

,

(7)
(8)

where Ri is the range of the data volume along direction Ei. The value pi, f ade (Ex p ) defined by Eq. 8 is the data value on the path from the original volume attenuated by a
Gaussian fading factor. The fading factor decreases as the path point and the Ej-kE slice
are separated farther. Eq. 7 sets a lower threshold for using the attenuated values.
3. The previous step only covers projection at points xEp on the path and should be repeated
for every point xEpn in the path neighborhood N (Ex p , R) defined by Eq. 6. Redefine xEs to
be the closest point on the Ej-kE slice to xEpn : xEs = (xs,i , x pn, j , x pn,k , · · ·). For all x p on the
path and for all xEpn ∈ N (Ex , R),
pi (Exs ) = max{ pi, f ade (Ex pn ), pi,low (Exs )},

pi, f ade (Ex pn ) = p(Ex pn ) · e

−(x pn,i −xs,i )2 /(2σi2 )

,

(9)

(10)

The variable radius R plays an interesting role here. There is one problem inherent in
projection: loss of distance information along the direction of projection. Far and near
portions of the path should be displayed differently on a plane of projection. The Gaussian fading in Eq. 10 helps in this regard, but a stronger indicator is needed. Towards
this end, R is made to be a monotonically increasing function of the distance between
the point xEpn and xEs , the point on the Ej-kE slice closest to xEpn .
s
|x pn,i − xs,i |
R = α Ri ·
,
(11)
Ri
where α = 0.2 and Ri is again the range along direction Ei. Since 0 ≤ |x pn,i − xs,i | ≤ Ri ,
the square root term is between 0 and 1 and increases as xEpn and xEs are farther away.
Therefore, on any plane of projection, distant parts of a path will appear dimmer due to
Eq. 10 and thicker due to Eq. 11, while near parts of a path will appear undimmed and
thinner. Recovery of distance information along the direction of projection is achieved.
Fig. 8 shows projections onto slices in all three viewing dimensions for a path traversing
a volume diagonally. As the projection radius grows and the projection intensity fades, the
underlying path being projected is farther away from the current slice.
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Figure 8: Projection of a diagonal path onto orthogonal planes. bob3-chen-pathview [NR]

Real-time generation of multiple paths
In an active Ricksep session, a user can interactively generate new paths using picks. Picks
are symbols used to mark special locations in the data volume. We used picks of type “x”
to represent the path samples shown in Fig. 6. Multiple picks of the same symbol define the
starting representative samples of a path, which can then be fully generated using the methods described in Sections 3.1-3.2. A different path can be created using a pick of a different
symbol. Since updates to the path can now be viewed in real time, when a pick is inserted,
moved, or removed, the corresponding path changes immediately. Because picks can be inserted out of order (e.g. in Fig. 6, the middle two picks were inserted after the endpoint picks
were inserted), a sorting algorithm is needed. The algorithm has the following steps:
1. For all picks of the same type, which are at N locations xE p,1 , xEp,2 , · · · , xEp,N , calculate the
inter-pick distance measure
D(n) =

N
X

m=1

||Ex p,n − xEp,m ||,

(12)

For k = argmaxn D(n), the pick at xEp,k is most distant from all the other picks. Let that
pick be the first path sample.
2. Find the closest pick to the previous sample and designate it as the next sample in the
sequence.
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Table 1: Viewing commands tracked by History List.
Viewing command
Jumping to a point of interest in the volume
Moving gradually along an axis
Zooming in on a region of interest
Changing perspectives (e.g. from cube to flat faces)
Swapping two faces or two axes of the volume
Turning on the Velocity View or the Path View perspectives
Changing volume, background, or overlay colors

3. Repeat the previous step, without reusing any pick already designated as a path sample.
Stop when N path samples are available.
The sorting algorithm works well for all paths that are sampled at a sufficiently high rate, even
those with large amounts of curvature.

HISTORY LIST: REVISION OF VIEWING SEQUENCES
History List maintains a sequential list of all viewing commands used during a Ricksep session. The latest command is appended to the end of the dynamically growing list. Table 1 lists
the types of commands recorded. Undoing the latest command corresponds to moving back
one step in list. Multiple commands can be undone by moving further back in the list. Similarly, redoing an undone command corresponds to moving forward one step in the list. Fig. 9
shows a series of viewing changes. First, the cursor is moved from the center to the lower left
corner of the front face. Second, the viewing perspective is changed from a cube to flat faces.
Third, a sub-region of the front face is magnified. At this point, there are four history elements
in the list. Fourth, the previous magnification is undone by returning to the third history element in the list. Fifth, instead of reapplying the magnification, a change of perspective from
flat faces to front face is requested. This replaces the previous fourth history element (magnification) by a new element (perspective change). Finally, the perspective is changed again, this
time from front face to side face, leaving five history elements in the list. Transfer of viewing
states between different Ricksep sessions is also possible. A user can generate a sequence of
viewing states in one session, save the history information to a file, and load the saved viewing
states into a different session. Precise restoration of viewing states is therefore realized. The
history file can be externally edited into a new recipe for automated viewing of multiple data
sets, giving rise to the possibility of batch processing. Additionally, History List is capable of
animating a viewing sequence, thereby extending Ricksep’s movie feature to cover all viewing
changes in general.
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Figure 9: Sequence of viewing changes. bob3-chen-hist-seq [NR]

INTERFACE INSIDE RICKSEP
Controls for Velocity View
Velocity View can be invoked from the command line by adding one parameter (“velview”) to
the usual Ricksep invocation for multiple volumes:
Rickmulti

< seismic.T

velocity.T

[other

arguments]

velview=1

The order of specifying the input volumes is important, since Velocity View treats “seismic.T”
as the high-frequency volume and “velocity.T” as the low-frequency volume. The synthesized
volume appears in the place of the high-frequency volume. Moving the VEL VIEW slider
on the control panel alters the resemblance of the result to a source volume, as described in
Section 2.4. Shifting the slider far left, we obtain the high-frequency volume. Shifting the
slider far right, we obtain the low-frequency volume. All of the controls for Velocity View are
listed in the above table.
Controls for Path View
The main mechanism for interactively creating paths is the use of picks, as described in Section
3.3. To create new paths, follow these steps:
1. Turn on Path View (see first action listed in the above table).
2. Make a pick anywhere in the cube using the current symbol, say “x”.
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Table 2: Controls for Velocity View.
Control

Action

Turn off Velocity View

[menu] VelView > Separate Cubes

Turn on Velocity View and

[menu] VelView > Synthesize by

synthesize by adjusting intensities

Adjusting Intensities

Turn on Velocity View and synthesize

[menu] VelView > Synthesize by

by copying differences

Copying Differences

Shift resemblance towards highfrequency volume

[slider] VEL VIEW > left

Shift resemblance towards lowfrequency volume

[slider] VEL VIEW > right

3. Make another pick using symbol “x” and observe the formation of a path joining the
two picks.
4. Make additional picks using symbol "x" or edit (move, delete, etc.) existing picks of
type “x” to alter the “x” path.
5. To start a new path, switch the pick symbol (see second action listed in Table 5.2) to
something different, say “y”.
Using different symbols, the user can create multiple paths through the cube. Additionally, the
user has the option of using a pre-constructed path file to invoke Path View. This can be done
at the command line by adding one parameter (“path”):
Ricksep

< data.T

[ other

arguments

] path=pathFile.H

The path constructed from the file is associated with the pick symbol “F” (for file) and several
representative “F” picks are made on the user’s behalf. This path can thereafter be treated as
if it was manually generated from “F” picks. Once in Path View, the user can navigate across
the volume as usual. To move along the current path itself, the user has available the controls
listed in the table below.
Controls for History List
Viewing history is automatically tracked during each Ricksep session by History List. All
controls for History List are listed in Table 4. The current position in the list is indicated in the
message bar at the bottom of the Ricksep window. By saving the current history to a file, the
user can restore the current viewing state in a different Ricksep session.
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Action

Table 3: Controls for Path View.
Control

Turn on/off Path View

[menu] PathView > Path View On/Off
[key] Shift + p

Select a different symbol

[menu] Pick > Change Pick Properties
[key] Right mouse + c

Jump to start of path

[menu] PathView > Path Start

Jump to middle of path

[menu] PathView > Path Middle

Jump to end of path

[menu] PathView > Path End

Move forward along path

[key] +

Move backward along path

[key] –

Play movie along path in
forward direction

[menu] PathView > Animate Path
Forward

Play movie along path in
backward direction

[menu] PathView > Animate Path
Backward

Pause animation

[menu] PathView > Pause Animation
[key] Control + p

Action

Table 4: Controls for History List.
Control

Undo last command

[menu] Navigate > Undo Move
[key] Control + u

Redo last undone command

[menu] Navigate > Redo Move
[key] Control + r

Undo to start of list

[menu] Navigate > Undo to Start

Redo to end of list

[menu] Navigate > Redo to End

Animate undo sequence to
start of list

[menu] Navigate > Animate Undo
to Start

Animate redo sequence to
end of list

[menu] Navigate > Animate Redo
to End

Pause animation

[menu] Navigate > Pause Animation
[key] Control + p

Save history to file

[menu] Main > Write History File

Load history from file

[menu] Main > Load History File
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CONCLUSION
The several new features added to Ricksep are effective aids in data-fusion of volumes, visualization of paths, and revision of viewing sequences. Velocity View provides an accurate, convenient method of visually correlating localized structures and large-scale patterns. Path View
enables clear visualization of paths that were previously invisible. History List provides for
automation of viewing commands by saving the viewing history in an editable list. Moreover,
all three features have simple interfaces and work in conjunction with the viewer’s previous
capabilities. There is a good foundation on which to build future improvements to Ricksep.
For Velocity View, the interface can be changed to allow multiple data-fusions to occur simultaneously. For example, if there are two pairs of high and low-frequency volumes, the two
synthesized cubes can both be shown in the same window. For Path View, as a generalization
of creating paths from picks, entire surfaces can be generated from picks. The mathematics
of multi-dimensional interpolating is not significantly more difficult than the mathematics of
one-dimensional interpolation, but implementing this functionality in Ricksep is nontrivial.
For History List, other than the message bar informing users of the current position in the list,
there is no other information about previous and following viewing states. A better interface
would include a preview pane that includes information about viewing states before and after
the current state.
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